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1. SUMMARY (U)

A. I4TROUCTIO4,(U1f

1. (U) General. This report is a compilation and description of the

measures of effectiveness which have been used in the analysis and compari-

son of US and USSR strategic nuclear forces and weapons systems. The prima ry

purpose of the report is to provide an understanding of the measures of

effectiveness which can be used in an analysis of the strategic balance.

Although a knowledgeable strategic analyst may consider some of the discus-

sions elementary, the manner of presentation has been selected to make the

report useful to a wide range of readers.

Historical trend plots of thirteen general measures of effectiveness

and relevant subsets of these measures of effectiveness are presented. For

each measure, a description which identifies the limi.tations and uncertain-

ties associated with the particular measure ..s provided:

The thirteen basic measures considered are: )

* Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles
. * Independently Targetable Warhead,-

* ICR4 Throw-Weight;
* SLB Maximum Range;
* Gross Yield;
e Equivalent Megatons,
o Lethal Area Potential,*
o Weapon System Delivery Accuracy,'
o Hard Target Kill Capability;
* Counter Military Potential,;

o Surviving ICBM Launchers;
e Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons.
e Strategic Defencive Systems

A conscious effort was made to provide an unbiased trend analysis

for each measure through the use of valid source materials and comparable

data. Each of the trend graphs is thus a visual comparison of some aspect

of the strategic balance.

2. Background. From July 1945 until August of 1949 the United

States had a nuclear monopoly. Since August 1949, when the Soviet Union ex-

ploded its first nuclear device, aialysts have been confronted with the prob-

1m cf portraying the strategic nuclear balance in a meaningful manner. (U)
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(U) The first nuclear delivery vehicle was the manned bomber. Because

of the weight of early nuclear weapons (over five tons), bombers of the late

1940s and early 1950s could only carry a single weapon. In 1949, the US

nuclear-capable aircraft were piston-powered B-29s, B-50s, and B-36s. Of

these aircraft, only the B-36 had the capability to fly a 10,000 mile (inte.:-

continental) mission with a nuclear weapon. At the same time, the only Soviet -

nuclear-capable delivery vehicle was the TU-4 BULL, which was a dizect copy of

the US B-29..

(U) Subsequently, the capability to deliver nuclear weapons with

-AV missiles was developed. The Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRB4) which

could be deployed to co-ntries within range of potential targc s was introduced

in 1958. The ballistic missile with intercontinental range (1: S1) was intro-

duced in 1959. Missile payloa-3, reliability, and accuracy wer. some of the

new factors that had to bp considered in addition to prelaunch urvivability

as a result of these changes.

(U) The strategic nuclear balance analysis problem bec:,me even more

complex with the addition of the Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile (SL) ,-

to the Sciet nuclear arsenal in 1958 and the US arsenal in 196"-. The

additional factors that had to be considered included alert ratc, and nis-

sile range.

(U) Further technological advances have led to multiple reent"

vehicles, hardened silos, stand-off weapons, Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABH)
* systens, etc. Each of these has, in turn, introduced its own set of complex-

ities tco the problem of deriving a meaningful measure or set of measures of - -

effectiveness.

16
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D. (U) MEASURES OF EFFECTIVEESS.

1. General. Measures of effectiveness used in the analysis and ccmpar-

ison of nuclear forces fall into one of two general categories, static and

dynamic.

Static measures of effectiveness are concerned with one or more

particular aspects of nuclear forces. At first, such measures concentrated

on a single -eapon or force attribute (e.g., number of strategic nuclear

delivery vehicles, number of independently targetable warheads, total yield,

* etc.). More recent static measures have combined more than one weapon system

Z. and/or target attribute into a single measure (e.g., counter military poten-

tial, hard target kill capability, etc.). Such measures, called aggregate

measures, were developed in an attempt to account for some of the biases

present in a measure because of its single attribute. For example, yield is

a single attribute measure. However, yield taken by itself does not con-

_.- . sider any other weapon or target characteristic. In order to consider the

usefulness of a weapon several other factors should be considered. One of
these factors is accuracy, a measure of how close to a target a weapon can

be expected to be placed. The measure of accuracy is CEP (Circular Error- Probable). The two single attribute measures, yield ane accuracy, have been

combined into an aggregate measure called counter military potential (CMP).

This measure, QMP, is easy to calculate, hcwever, it has the disadvantage

of disregarding 'he target set. The prime disadvantage of static measures

is that they tera to disregard some relevant factor.

Dynamic teasures of effectiveness are those which seek to determine

relative force e -ectivenesq by estimating the probable cutcome of a hypo-

thetical nuclear attack or exchange conducted against various target .ets.

Such measures provid_ a probabilistic solution to the potential effective-

ness of a force in various scena ios. The advantage of a dynamic measure

is that it may prcvide Ue answer to *what if* questions. However, such

measures are not without disadvantages which include reliance upon the

assumptions used ir. developing the scenario and uncertainties present in

the modeling process. These more sophisticated dynamic measures range from

single point expected outcome analysis through large complex models which

l-e
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attempt to account for a multituee of factors. The problem in many cases

is that a great deal of uncertainty exists about the factors which influence

the model results.

In short, there is no single measure of effectiveness available

which can answer all of the questic.; which may need to be addressed in an

assessment of the strategic balance. There are, however, measures which are

useful in addressing some particular aspect of this balance. This report

attempts to present the generally used measures in a meaningful manner,

in an unbiased form, in order to permit further assessment.

2. Traditional Indices. Traditionally, about five or six measures

have been utilized to compare the US/Soviet strategic balance. This paper

is intended to describe those indices which have been utilized and explain

their limitations and the uncertainties associated with their derivation.

These measures and a brief description are:

:k Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles--the number of missiles
and bombers with a strategic nuclear delivery capability.

- This unit is the basis of arms-control agreements. It also
-- forms the starting point for all other measurements and
-- calculations.

• Total yield--the sum of the individual yield in megatons of
each of the deliverable warheads (bombs and missiles).

• Warheads--the total number of individually targetable missile
reentry vehicles and bombs in the inventory.

- Payload--the total weight of the weapons carried.

" Throw-weight--a measure of a missile's load carrying capa- -=
bility. It is used to measure the total weight of the
objects (warheads, decoys, dispensers, bus, etc.) which
may be carried by the booster. Here booster is meant to
include the boost stages and fuel used in those stages of
the missile.

Tte above measures were obtained by counting or summing the various

units. There was little or no comparison of effectiveness of the various

* .. items. Some additional measures attempted to compare system effectiveness.

Two of these are:

0 Accuracy--the accuracy of a given nuclear delivery system
will provide some measure of the effectiveness of the system.

*However, a comparison of accuracy capability by itself with-

- -- C.
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out considering target hardness or weapon yield has limited
usefulness. in addition, accuracy varies qreatly with the
various systems in the inventory and normally only the newest
systems will attain the improved accuracy.

. Range--a comparison of range capability will provide some
measure of targeting capability. Today, however, US and
USSR ICWB's have a range capability which allows targeting

A" any point in the other country. Range capability does
play an important part in the planning and deployment of
ballistic missile submarines. All potential targets are
not susceptible to attack from all such submarines at
all times. In addition, the shorter the range of its
missiles, the smaller the available operating area is for
the submarine.

-. Any measure of offensive forces can be misleading without considcration of

the opponent's defensive capabilities. One should address air defenses,

Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), and Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) assets. -

. Strategic surface-to-air missile systems--the total number -.
of surface-to-air launchers.

* Strategic air defense interceptor aircraft--the total number
of aircraft assigned a strategic interceptor role.

The ASW forces and capabilities of either side were not addressed in this

document. The ABM treaty eliminates the necessity of a detailed comparison

of the ASH systems o the VS and USSR.

3. Other Indices. None of the above measures or i dices provide .; -

any comparison of the damage capability of the forces. herefore, other

indices have been developed which attempt to measure the ;trateg. c nuclear

balance. These Indices approach the analysis problem frci, the point of view

of the effect on the target (i.e., targets killed or targ.t damage), and

attempt to equate the variety of nuclear weapon systems tc simple meaningful

-terms.

* Lethal Area Potential-blast overpressure is one of the destruc-
tive mechanisms of nuclear explosions. This measure is an
estimation of the total area which can be cover id with some over-
pressure-usually 15 psi. The problem is that targets are not
homogeneously distributed. They vary in area and spacing.

A 19
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* Equivalent Megatons (EMT--recognizes the fact that a weapon
with a 20 Megaton (MT) yield does not produce twenty times
the damage of a I MT weapon. Analysis shows that the area

__N" subjected to a given blast overpressure is proportional to -_

the two-thirds power of the weapon's yield- In terms of a
soft urban-industrial area target, if the target area is
large enough, a 20 MT weapon will destroy only a little
more than seven times that of a 1 1? weapon. The sum of
the individual weapon's EMr of a force was defined as the
force EMT and was an indication of the total soft target
area which could be covered by an ideal barrage. - -

- tSince EMT only measures damage to soft area targets (e.g., cities)

and is not meaningful for a comparison again-t hardened point targets,

another index has been derived.

* Counter Military Potential (CY)--obtained by dividing the
equivalent yield by the square of the accuracy or aiming
error. (CEP2 ). It is also called lethality. This measure
still does not directly consider target hardness; however, "
inclusicn of accuracy in the measure does provide some
consideration that target destruction is in part determined -

by the effect at the target.

None of the above indices considers the characteristics of the tar-

get. Since targets vary greatly in terms of their vulnerability to nuclear

weapon effects, a measure of strategic balance which includes target response

should be considered.

'The analyst has vany factors which may be used, all of which will

affect the comparison ii. varying degrees. He must consider addressing weapon

characteristics (i.e., rimber, yield, CEP. reliability, capability to pene-

trate a defensive system, etc.), target characteristics (i.e., nutber, type, -'

response to nuclear weapon effects, defensive systems. etc.), targeting

philosophy, target prior; ties, and attack objectives. To copare strategic -.--.

forces' capabilities, one then adaresse the probability of damaging a tar-

get system to a desired level with the weapons available. The simplest of

this type of measure totaus and cmares the numbers of a given type of target

each side can damage, aSstling an all-out strike.

a Hard Target Kill Capability-a tvaparison of the ability of 1
either force to destroy hardened targets. The composition
and characteristics of each force are used against a given
target set. The number of har4ened targets which can be
killed is compared.

'20
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o Surviving ICBM Launchers--another example which can be
utilized to portray the strategic balance is one in which
the analyst calculates a first strike by one side against
the other's offensive weapons. After calculating the
effectiveness of the strike, he reverses the roles and
recalculates. A comparison of the results of the two
situations will provide an indication of both the first- -.

strike kill capability and the number of weapons re-
maining for additional strikes. It will also provide an
indication of the retaliatory forces available to the
side suffering the initial attack. This meas ure. if done
using appropriate target and weapon system characteristics,
can provide meaningful results.

An extension of the above uses the weapons surviving a first-strike ."

and determines the capability of these weapons in a retaliatory role.

0 Retaliatory Equivalent Wea-ons-a masure of the effective-
ness of a force aqainst a generalized target structure after
suffering a first strike. Considered in this measure are
available (2urviving) weapons and their characteristics
against a designated target structure with its character-
istics.

4. Litations and Uncertainties. Our perception of Soviet weapon

systems and targets in the Soviet Union are derived from intelligence sources.

As a result, estimates of characteristics and quantities are by necessity,

i•perfect. In order to account for such imperfections, intelligence sources

often provide a range for various factors. One com method of threat

C assessment is to produce 'high". lot" and 'best" estimates. Where data

sources have used this nethud, the "best, estimate has been selected for

this report. Where weapon or target characteriitics were provided as a

range of values, the aid point has been used in this report.

The effects of nuclear weapons on various target structures have been

studied in great detail. However, treaties between the US and USSR con-

cerning nuclear explosions prohibit certain types of tests and limit others.2

'zed A. Payne, The Strategic Nuclear Balance: A Wew Neasure," Survival,
Voluim SX. Number 3, may/June 1977, pp. 107-110. -

2 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space, and
Under Water; October 10. 1963; Treaty Between the United States of America
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and protocol to the Treaty
Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
_epublics on the Limitations of Undecr ound Nuclear Weapon Tests. July 3,
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Underground nuclear tests, which are difficult and costly, are the

7 only types of tests allowed by the treaties. Because they are condlacted

underground, nuclear weapon effects tests must simulate the envirome-t t I

which an object is being tested. These factors make it difficult to collect

and evaluate data with respect to the above-ground condition of a nuclear

i attack. As a result, there is a range of uncertainty associated with both

the actual e. zcts that may result from a nuclear explosion and the hard-

ness of targets to weapon effects. Weapon yield, height of burst, atmos-

pheric conditions, terrain, soil, and accuracy are sowe of the factors that

-/ must be accounted for in nuclear weapon damage assessment. Each of these

factors is subject to variation or error. The values used in analytic so-

.- "lutions have been selected based upon normal distributions which in many

cases are derived from _mall sample sets. Target hardness, in a similar

vanner, has a range of values. For example, a set of silos constructed to

the same specifications in addition to range of uncertainty associated with

the expected hardness due to the corstruction, will also have varying hard-

messes because of soil conditions, terrain effects, etc.

Another uncertainty associated with the targets is position. These

i include uncertainties introduced by techniques employed to derive target

positions and the accuracy of surveys.

Two other factors should be considered in damage asse-s:ent. These

are fratricide and the synergistic effects of multiple weapon ttacks.

Fratricide results from ihe nuclear effects caused by a weapor. explosion,

and it includes turbulence, EMP, dust lofting, radiation, etc. The end

result may he the destruction or damage to another nuclear war -.ad. The

second weapon may also be deflected from its intended path or c.used to
detonate early or late as a result of the first nuclear exploslzn. The

usual treatment of multiple weapon attacks disregards any weakening or .

damage that may occur to the target structure as a result of the first

nuclear explosion. Hence, the synergistic effects of multiple weapon

- .attacks have been disregarded except to estimate that the timing problem

may be solved when a multiple weapon attack is limited to two weapons per

target.

1974 (also known as the Threshold Test Ban Treaty); Tr-aty Between the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and Protocol to the Treaty on Underground Nuclear xplosi .-na for Peac,-

ful Purposes, May 28, 1976.
22
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Failure to systematically treat the variables in dynamic assessment

is often caused by a lack of knowledge about weapon effects and constraints

on efficient force use. In addition, the analytic model itself may contain

uncertainties or inaccuracies because of gaps or a lack of knowledge about

the physical process being modeled.

The accuracy of a measure of effectiveness is limited by the uncer-

tainties and inaccracies present in the data which are used to develop the

moasure. In the main body of the text the uncertainties and inaccuracies

wh ich may be present in the source data are described in order to provide

the reader with an insight into the accuracy and limitations present in the

comparison.

C. (U) METHOD OF PRESENTATION.

This report, as previously stated, is a compilation of the measures of

effectiveness which hLve been used to compare US and USSR nuclear forces

and nuclear force capabilities. A standard grap!ic technique has been

used to portray the comparison, whenever possible. This method permits a

visual comparison of trends and projections in the various measures of

effectiveness.

The graphic technique, which-is illustrated by Figure 1-1 (Example ...

Graph), depicts tie cc-Varative value of both the United States' and Soviet

Union's forces at various past, present, and projected points in time.

The US value is s: 7n vertically along the ordinate and the Soviet value

horizontally alon, the abscissa. A diagonal line or. the graph is provided .

as an aid for vist;.ly determining the trend. A point which is above or to

the left of the diagonal indicates that the United States has the advantage

for this particular point in tim for this measure of effectiveness.

Correspondingly, a point below or to the right of the diagonal reference

line indicates that the advantage belongs tr the Soviet Union. Points which

fall on the diagonal indicate equality with neither the US nor USSR having

an advantage. Thus, the method of presentation provides a trend line, a

comparison of both forces, and the absolute value for both forces-on a

single graph.
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Figure 1-1. zxamnle Craph

In Figure 1-1, the United States had a 2-to-i (i.e., 4-to-2 on the

grbpb) advantage in 1970. by 1974. although both natio-As had increased

their force levels, the Soviet Union had achieved equality with the United

States (the. value for each nation is 6 and consequently is plotted on the

diagonal). Starting in 1974, the United States' absolute value shows a

ste dy decline (as would be the case wcre forces reduced. warhead yields

decreased, etc.) while the Soviet Union continucs to add to value.

By 1976, the Soviet Union has achieved a 2-to-1 (i.e., 8-to-4 on the

grape.h) advantage. Additionally the projected trend indicates a further

az%'ntnge to the Soviet Union of 3-to-1 (i.e.. 9-to-3 on the graph) by -..

1978.
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D. CMMML OBSERVATIMO1S. (U)

(U) A su=zary of the thirteer basic measures and many of their relevant

subsets is provided in Figures 1-2 through 1-4 which follow. Also shown is

the ratio of advantage in 1986. When considering ratios care must be exer-

cised. For example, an advantage of 1.3 to 1 in strategic nuclear delivery

vehicles would not be very significant when one side has 1,300 and the other

has 1,000. On the other ba.-id a 1.3 to 1 advantage might be significant where

one side has the capability of destroy!ng 10,000 targets and the other side

has the capability of destroying 13,000 targets.

(0) Figures 1-2 through 1-4 divide the measures into three general cat-

egories. These are forces in Figure 1-2, weapon related measures n Figure

1-3, and attack capability in Figure 1-4.

25
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Figure 1-2 (Trends in US and USSR Strategic Forces) indicates the

relative advantage for those measures which are based on numbers of weapons

systems. In 1986 the Soviet Union will hai~e a clear advantage in total

strategic nuclear delivery vehicles and defensive systems. The United

States will have an advantaqe in total independently targetable warheads. ML'

* (U) Total Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles--The USSR gained
the advantage in 1972 mainly as the result of their build up in
numbers of ICM launchers,* which exceeded the US total in 1969
and the increa.sed nunbers of Soviet SM4 launchers which exceeded
the number of US SLBSM launchers in 1973.

a (U) Total MIRVed Hissiles--the United States' current advantage
in total MIRVcd missiles will tie eroded during the period with
the Soviets gaining the advantage by 1984 mainly as a result of
increases in the number of MIRVed Soviet ICBM' launchers.

27 Page 28 was Deleted.
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Figure 1-3 (Trends in US and USSR Strategic Force Weapon Related

Measures) illustrates the advantage for six basic measures. in 1986, the

Soviet Union will have a clear advantage in four of these, the United States

will lead in one, and in one measure neither side has a clear advantage. (U)

, (U) ICBM Throw-weight--The Soviet Union gained the advantage in
total ICBZ4 throw-weight in 1967. This was primarily due to the

- .US decision to deploy relatively small, solid propulsion ICBMs
and the Soviet continuatinn of the development and deployment

of larger, liquid propulsion ICBMs. They will continue to in-
crease their advantage in this measure and by 1986 will have a
3.8 to 1 advantage over the United States.

* (U) SLBM Maximum Range--Introduction of the 4000 nautical mile
range TRIDENT C-4 missile into the US SSBN force on the POSEIDON
missilh submarines in 1980 will approximately match the Soviet

maximum range of 4200 for the SSN;-8 missile. No other changes
.9'" in this measure are expected during the period of time consid-

ered in the analysis.

. (U) Total Force Accuracy--The United States has an advanta(;e in

average force accuracy for the entire period considered. A major
contribution to this advantage is the result of the weighted

average accuracy of the boiber force which has not been se,)ar-
ately illustrated in Figure 1-3. The contribution of US ALCM
to total force average accuracy will become more significant

" - as this weapon is phased in in large numbers in the geos.

- * (U) Total Equivalent Megatons--Total equivalent megatons, like
total gross yield is the summation of the three delivery ele-
ments. The Soviet advantage of 2.1 to 1 in 1986 for thia measure
is also attributed to the Soviet advantage in ICBMS.

*o(U) Total Lethal Area Potential--Total lethal area potential
in a similar manner is also a summation of the three delivery
element contributions. The Soviet overall advantage is ainly
due to the greater number of warheads and higher yields in
their ICBM force.

29 :Pages 30 and 31 were Deleted.
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E. (U) REPORT ORGANIZATION. Chapter 11 of this report consists of thirteen

sections. Each of these sections cuntains a description and discussion of

one of the basic measures of effectiveness and its relevant subsets. The

sections have been arranged so that each section is a logical extension of

the preceding material. Taken in sequence they cover numbers of strategic

nuclear delivery vehicles, numbers of independently targetable warheads,

strategic nuclear weapons characteristics, and then nuclear weapon capbil-

ities. The next two sections address ICBM first strikes and retaliation.

The last section is devoted to defensive systems.

Nine appendices are provided which contain amplifying and reference

materials. These are:

0 Appendix A -- Strategic ballistic missile warhead yield-to-weight
relationships.

, Appendix B -- A summary of some considerations concernirg counter-
value target structures.

-"/ * Appendix C -- A brief description of targeting uncertainties.

* Appendix D -- Highlights of US/USSR strategic arms limitation

: -, agreements.

a Appendix E -- Discussion of derivation of formulas used in the
analysis.

* Appendix F -- Brief description of tactical/theater nuclear forces
and L-ome of the difficulties associated with direct
comparisons of these forces.

* Appendix G -- Tabular listings of strategic nuclear weapon character-
istics.

* Appendix H -- Glossary of terms.

* Ap;endix I -- Bibliography.
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II. THE MEASURES AND TRENDS (U)

A. STRAT-GIC NUCLEAR DELIVERY VEHICLES. (U)

1. General. This section addresses the strategic balance in terms

of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles. Weapon systems that have a primary

,. role other than strategic warfare (i.e., non-central) are not included, ex-

cept as noted in the discussivn of individual measures. (U)

(U) A common method of determining a nation's force levels in ICB34s and

SLUMs is to count the missile launchers. Although a nation may have more

missiles than launchers, the number of launcherc is the limiting factor in

done to the launcher during firing generally preclude the rapid reloading

of modern systems. Even a "cold launch" syLtem, wherein the missile is

ejected from the silo prior to booster ignition (as is attributed by some
analysts to the Soviet SS-17s and SS-18s), requires an appreciable amount

of time to reload. Submarines would have tL. return to port or at least

rendezvous with a tender in a protected anchorage in order to reload.
(U) Bomberv, on the other hand, can and often do, carry more than a

single nuclear weapon. In fact, they often carry a z .x of weapons for a

single mission. For example, in one operational con!.guration the B-52G/H

* -" can carry 4 gravity bombs and 20 Short Range Attack S-. l;iles (SRAMs).

a. (U) Intercontinertal Ballistic Missiles. Early improvements

in nuclear weapon technology led to the development of lighter and smaller

nuclear devices. By coupling these improvements with ballistic missile

technology, both the United States ana the Soviet Unio.: were able to leploy

ballistic missiles as a medns of delivering nuclear weaorns. Both nations

have had several different missile systems in their invntories over the

years. While there are Medium Range Ballistic Missiles (MRB::s) and Inter-

. 33
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mediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBRs)
3 
in the Soviet inventory, these

weapons systems have not been included in this force comparison since they

are designed, intended, and deployed for tactical or theater use. The

* United States at present has no IRB4s or MRBMs.

History's first ICB,' launch is believed to have occurred on August

3, 1957, when the Soviets launched an SS-6 ICBM which traveled several thou-

sand miles before impacting in Soviet Siberia. The Soviet news agency Tass

announced that a "supit-long distance, intercontinental multi-stagi ballistic

tI.. .rocket flew at an...unprecedented altitude ....and landed in the target area.*

The first US ICBs, assigned to the US Air Force, became operational almost

two years later, in 1959. The six initial US ATLAS-D missiles were the fore-

runners of today's US ICB. force of 54 TITN II, 450 MINUTEMAI 1, .nd 550

MINUTEHAN III missiles.

% b. Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles. During the 1950s,

both the US and USSR began major efforts to provide their navies with an SLR
4

capability. The first experimental launch of a ballistic missile from a

submarine was a Soviet laun-wh which occurred in September 1955. This pre-

ceded the first submarine launchings of US POLARIS SM4 test missiles ty

almost 4-1/2 years. (U)

(U) The first Soviet submarines equipped to carry SLB4s were conven-

tionally pm'ered (dcesel) types which were convertel to missile launching plat-

worms dr'ring tLe prrito( 1955-57. They were equipped with two tubes for the sur-

. /'N face launch of the SS-. SARK mssile, which was a nuclear-capable weapon

with a range of about 310 nautical miles. Between 1958 and 1962, the Soviet

Navy added 23 GOLF dies!1 suboarines and eight HOTEL nuclear submarines to

their forces.
4  These submarines could initially fire three of the SSN-4

•-' SARK missiles. Subsequfntly, the eight HOTEL and about half of the GOLFs

were modifieJ to carry t -e longer-range, underwater-launch SS--5 SERS

missile.

3 epDertment of Defense Di:tionarv of Military and Associated Terms defines

ICB4 ranges as 3,000 to 13,000 nautical miles; IPR15 ranges as 1,500 to 3,000
nautical miles; and MRBM ranges as 600 to 1,500 nautical miles.

4
post-World War 11 Soviet submarine classes are assigned letter code desig-

N rations by US-WATO intelligence, with the phonetic na~ti GOLF and HOTEL
: being muied for the letter "Z' and "H" designations, respectively. One

GOLF-class submarine was lost at sea in 1967.
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(U) The nuclear-propelled USS GEORGE WASHINGTON, the first US-

ballistic missile submarine (SSBN), went to sea on its first "deterrent patrol"

on Novcmber 15, 1960. The GEORGE WASHINGTON carried 16 POLARIS A-1 missiles

which were designed for underwater launches. The POLARIS A-i was armed with

a nuclear warhead and had a range of 1,200 nautical miles. Forty additional

16-tube, nuclear-propelled submarines were completed by the US Navy through

1967. Their missiles were successively updated through the POLARIS A-2,

POLARIS A-3, and POSEIDON C-3 missiles. Today. 10 older submarines have the

2,500 mile A-3 missile with ultiple Reentry Vehiclet (MRy), while 31 have

been refitted with Poseidon missiles, each carrying a nominal load of 10

- Multiple lndependently targeted Reentry Vehicles (HIRVs).

c. Manned Bombers. The rianned bomber became the first nuclear

delivery vehicle in August 1945 when the B-29 SUPERFORTRESS bombers of the US
Army Air Force released atomic bombs over Nagasaki and Hiroshima, Japan.
From th'Jn until the mid-1950s, the bomber was the only nuclear-capable

weapon system available to either nation. in 1948, with the introduction

of the B-36 bomber, the US Strategic Ar Command (SAC) bad a nuclear de-

livery vehicle which could reach targets in the Soviet Union from 1IS bases

without refueling. (U)
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(U) The first jet-propelled B-47 STR TOJCT bombers were delivered

to SAC in 1951. The B-47, carrying two nuclear weapons, could achieve speeds

up to 600 m.p.h., but lacked the range to reach targets in the Soviet Union

from bases in the United States. As a result, large numbers of KC-97 tanker

aircraft were procured to provide the B-47s with in-flight refueling, and

SAC bases were established in Great Britain, Spain, and morocco.

(U) The US Navy began its contribution to the nation's nuclear
5

strike capability in 1951. The sew AJ SAVAGE piston-ergine aircraft began

periodic flights from the large MIDWAY-class aircraft carriers operating in

the Mediterranean Sea. This was the first US Navy nuclear-capable, carrier-

based aircraft. Soon thereafter the smaller ESSEX-class carriers were fitted/
to handle nuclear weapons, with the AJ SAVAGE. Later, A SKYWARIER (jet)

attack aircraft were added to the standard carrier air groups. With the

addition to the US fleet of the POLAPIS submnarine the attack aircraft car-

riers were relieved of their strategic nuclear strike role by 1962. Aircraft

carriers still have a nuclear strike capability, but they are not assigned a

strategic role. No naval air forces have been included in any of the strate-

gic measures in this report.

(U) The present US strategic bommer force is composed of the

large, eight-jet B-52 STRATOFORTRESSo which was first delivered to SAC in 1955,

and the smller FB-111 aircraft first delivered in 1969. The B-32 has a con-

paratively large weapons payload which is carried internally anc on wing pylons,

and the aircraft has intercontinental range. A force of KC-13S sinker aircraft

is maintained to provide an air-to-air refueling capability and :iereby in-

creases the range of the bomber force.

(U) Early in the nuclear arms race the Soviets appeared to be

following the United States with the emphasis on strategic bombers. In fact,
6their strategic bomber, the TU-4 BULL, was a direct copy of the 9-29. In the

i.id-1950s, Soviet Long-Rang* Aviation (LRA) began receiving the TU-16 BADGER.

a swept-wing jet bomber compArable in size, role, and performance tz the US

-47. A manifestation of the Soviet tendency to "build big, the iADGER has

only two engines, each developing an estimated 18,190 pounds of thrust, as

compared to 7,200 pounds of thrust for each of the six engines in the a-47E.

5The AJ had two piston engines and a turbojet booster.

6Names of Soviet aircraft used herein (e.g.. BULL) are of NATO origin.
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(U) The world's only turbo-prop strategic bomber, the TU-95 BEAR,

appeared a short time later, in 1955. 7 Soviet LRA began receiving the BEAR

and the four-jet MYA-4 BISON bombers in 1956.

K

2. (U) General Limitations and Uncertainties. The measures in this

section address only the numbers cf strategic nuclear delivery vehicles.

They disregard individual delivery vehicle and weapon characteristics.

Operational considerations such as reliability, alert rate, mission, etc.,

are also ignored. .%s a result, such comparisons. although valid, provide

a very limited pict. re of the strategic balance.

Current and -ast numbers of delivery vehicles are known with rea-

sonable accuracy. i: wever, future projections are intelligence estimates

which are based upon the assumption that a Strategic Arms Limitation (SAL)

-~eement will be re~ched. Additionally, there is disagreement between the

United States and So--iet Union conc-rning exactly what should be counted in

force levels. For examale, it would be advantageous to the United States

if the Soviet BACFIiR1. bomber were included in any limitation of strategic

nuclear delivery vehizles. However, the Sovict Union has taken the position

that this is a medium bomber intended for peripheral missions.

(U) The Soviet military designation for this aivcraft is TU-20. US publi-
catio;' generally identify the BEAR as the TU-95, which is the Tupelov
design bureau designation.
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3. Measures Considered in This Section:

intercontinental Ballistic Missile Launchers
Ballistic missile Submarines
submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile Launchers
tntercontinental Ballistic Missile Launchers and
Slubmarine-Launched Missile Launchers

Intercontinental BUmbers
Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles (U)
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ICBWs LAUNTHERS (U)

(U) Although the ICM is the actual delivery vehicle, counting launchers

produces a more cotrparable measure. It is recognized that a nation usually

has more XCB~4s available than launchers; however, the a~iunt of time required

to recondition and/or reload a launcher is such that by. counting only the

launch pi:sitions a valid aeasure of first strike capability is derived.

Additionally, since ICBA4s may b~e concealed with less di! fie--lty than silos

or launch pads, using launching positions as the measure provides a compar-

able set of data fcr both the United States and the Soviet Union.

40



Limitations. At any point in time some ICBM launchers are not

operational but are being upgraded, replaced, etc. in addition, those ICB4

launching positions which have missiles in place are not all necessarily

operationally ready as the missiles and their launch and control facilities

require periodic maintenance and repairs. As a result, this measure tends

to overestimate the number of missiles available for a first launch (U)

/

By counting only those missiles with an intercontinental range, the

measure does not include two other categories of lasd-based missile sstems.

These are: Intermediate PAnge ballistic Missiles (IRMS) and/or -dbile

systems which by advanced basing would have the capability of reaching an-

other nation's hneland.

(U) Uncertainties. There is little urcertainty associated vith cur-

rent and past numbers of Soviet ICUZ launchers. Future projections, however.

are intelligence estimates vhich are based upon the assumption that a Stra-

tegic Arms Limitation (SAL) agreemt will be achieved.

(U) Coment. The projections for future years are intelligence estim-

. - ates which are based upon an asswmption that a SAL agrement will be reached

ketweem the United States and Soviet Vnion which places a limit upon mber

and types of weapons each nation could &cploy. This assption concurs with

the i zormal agreement reached at Vladivostok in November 1974. The pro-

jections indicate that the Soviet Union will deploy newer Lad-based

system at a slower rate than that at which older ICBM systc= are decom-
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sissioned while the United States retains its existing XCffi force. The pre-

jections also consider that the Soviet Union will deploy additional Submarine-

Launched Ballistic missiles (kSLBMs) within the latitude provided by retire-

ment of ZCBs. As a result, while this measure projects a decr,,;ase in the

- umber of Soviet ICBM launchers. the measure of SLON launchers pro'ccts a

roughly equivalent incrtase.
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f.4

. BARLLISTIC MLSSILE SUUAMMNES (U)

What it leasures. This mEasure is a comt of the number of bal-

listic missile submarines, regardless of status. CU)

(U) During the early years (1960 to 1967) the Soviet ba!listic -issile

sumrine force ws primarily composed of diesel-powered (OXI-class sub-

-;,marines (SS ). From 1967 to 1977, these SSs became less -nputant as the

TAJU=-class and DUTA-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile sul.a:ies

(SSJUU) were deployed.

(U) in Fiqure 1!-2, the solid line includes oay the SS3Ks, while the

dashed line includes bo-h SSrs and 3SBs.
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(U) Limitations. This measure, by simply totaling SSBIs and SSBs, ]
treats all such sulmarines the same and thereby disregards the individual

sulirine capabilities. The older, less capable diesel submarine is counted

the sane as the newer, more capable nuclear submarine. Factors such as num-

bers of launching tubes, nissile characteristics, etc., are also not consid-

ered by this measure.

The vulnerability of a ballistic missile submarine to detection and

attack is in part related to missile range. In this regard the operating

/ area available to a submarine when on station is a function of missile range.

The larger this area the less vulnerable the submarine is to Anti-submarine

arfare (ASw) action. This vulnerability is not considered in this measure

nor are such other factors as submarine acoustic signature, speed, ope a'-j

depth, etc.

(U) Uncertainties. Current and past abers of Soviet ballistic missile

submarines are well known. There is -ume uncertainty about future estimates

which are based upon the assumptio. of a SAL agreement. These future numbers

% could vary depending upon Soviet options and decisions to place more or less

reliance on SIDs

(U) A SAL agreement could change either the rate at which new sub-

marines are deployed or the rate at which older submarines are decomissioned

or both.
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SLBM LAUNCHERS (U)

%hat it Measures. This measure is a count of Suhsarine-Launchpd

Ballistic Missile (SLEIM 14unchers. The tota: number of SLBM launchers is

determined by counting balliatic missile submarines by type, multiplying by

. ;the nimber of SLB'4 launching tubes in each type, and totaling across the

force. In 1968, for example, the US had 41 POLARIS submarines with 16

launching tubes each. Therefore, in 1968 the US had 656 SLEM launchers (U)

(U) For the early years (1960 to 1977) the measure includes the C.W

launchers in Soviet diesel-powered GOLF class submarines (SSBs). After 1978,

only the Soviet nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) and

their launchers are included. This agrees with an assumption that a future

SAL agreement will not include the GOLF class SSBs in the Soviet total of

strategic nuclear delivery vehicles.
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(U) The 1972 interim SAL agreement permitted the US to increase to a

ceiling of 710 SLBM launchers and 44 submarines from the present 656 launchers

on 41 submarines only by replacing 54 older ICBM launchers. For this report
' " it was assumed that the US SLB4 launchers would remain at approximately 656

and therefore TRIDMNT submarines would replace the older POLARUS submarines

on a tube-for-tube Oasis. This would require decommissioning three 16-tube
POLARIS submarines for every two 24-tube TRIDENT submarines added to the

force.

(U) Limitations. Counting the number of launching tubes in ballistic

missile submarines does not take into consideration individual system effec-
tiveness. For example, with this measure a launching tube in a Soviet DELTA-
class SSBN and a launching tube in a soviet GOLF-class SSB are considered
equal. This has the result of treating a longer-range SSN-8 SLBM the same
as a much shorter-range SSN-4 or SSN-5 missile. Factors such as pre-launch
survivability, hardness to nuclear effects, alert rate, MIRv capability, re-
liability, yield, accuracy, etc., are also not considered.

This measure does not consider the type of subma ine which has the SLEM

tubes. For example, each tube in a nuclear-powered submarine is treated in

the same manner as one in a conventionally-powered submarine.

This measure does not consider submarine deployments. It disregards the
number of submarines on station, in transit, undergoing overhaul, etc.,

" counting only the total number of submarines, regardless of status.

(U) Uncertainties. The number of Soviet SLBM platforms in the inven-
tory for current and past years is known with reasonable accuracy. There is
scme uncertainty about future estimates which are based upon the assumption

of a SAL agreement. These future numbers could vary depending upon options
allowed in the agreement and either US or Soviet decisions to place more or

less reliance on SLBt4s.
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7 (U) A S2%L agreement could change either the rate at which new submiarines

are deployed or the rate at which older submarines are decommissioned or both.
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ICBM" 'ND SLEW LAUNCHElRS (U)

What it Measures. This measure ib muimation of two previouts

measures, Intercontinental BallIxstic Lau nd Sulxmarine-iaunched Sal-
listic Missile Laur' hers. As such, it i. inidication of the total numsber
of strategic ballistic missiles available to each nation. CU~)

(U) Limitations. This~ measure, being the summuat ion of tw~o other

measures, (i.e., Intercont:nental Ballistic Missile Launchers and Submarine-

Launched Sallistic Missile Launchers), incorporates all of the limitations
of those tweo measures.I

The m~asure, by treating both ZCBrs and SLL4s it, the same manner, has

the addItional limitation of treating the inherently shorter-ran3e, less

$2
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accurate IC3us.

(U) Uncertainties. This measure, being the summation of tuo other

measures (I.e., intercontinental Ballistic Missile launchers and Submarine-

launched Ballistic Missile Launchers), incorporates all of the uncertainties

of those two measures.

(U) Conment. This measure is considered by many analysts as an in-

* dication of first strike capability.
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INTERC0NrINMrrrA BOMBERS (U)

What it Measures. The number of intercontinental bombers is totaled.At the 1974 Vladivostok summit, it was agreed that "heavy bombers" would beincluded in the aggregate ceiling of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles.
However, the definition of "heavy bombers" was not specified in the accord.. .It is the Soviet contention that the BACKFZRE is a medium bomber intended
for peripheral/theater missions and should therefore be excluded. US Depart-
sent of Defense technical assessments of the BACKFIRE performance indicatethat this aircraft has the capability of intercontinental missions against
the United States. For that reason, the measure includes two trend lines

after 1974. (U)
The only US bomber included in both trend lines is the B-52. The solidline for the Soviet bomber force includes only the TU-95 BEAR and the IYA-4• ."BISON from 1960 to 1976 at which time the BISON is phased out. Comencing

in 1979, the solid line includes the BEAR and a projected new long range
bomber. The dashed line adds the BACKFIRE bomber to the Soviet force.
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(U) Limitations. This measure, by countinq the number of intercontin-

ental bombers, disregards the number of aircraft actually available to fly

missions. That is, the number of aircraft which are operationally ready and

which might survive any prelaunch strike.

This measure does not include bomber force characteristics such as range,

7 weapon mixture, payload capability, penetration capability, delivery accu.-

acy, etc.

Shorter range bombers such as the US FB-Ill, which are capable of inter-

continental missions with in-flight refueling, are not counted in this measure.

US fighter-bombers which are stationed in Europe, which have the capa-

bility of striking western portions of the Soviet homeland, are not included

in this measure. In a similar manner, US Navy carrier-based aircraft have

not been include 3 in this measure.

The Soviets also have approximately 45 BISON aircraft that have been

converted from bombers to tankers and approximately 65 BEAR aircraft con-

figured as reconnaissance and ASW aircraft. The Soviets could choose to con-

vert these bomber variant aircraft into bombers. These aircraft have not

been included in this measure.

(U) Uncertainties. There is some uncertainty associated with the number

or current and past numbers of Soviet intercontinental bombers. Additionally,

as noted in the dercription of the measure, there is no comn agreement
in regard to the de:'Inition of an intercontinental bomber.- Tere is appre-

ciable uncertainty , *lative to future estimates of Soviet strategic bombers

because of the disaocement in the definition of 'heavy bombers" and the

RACKFIRE production :ite.

(U) Conent. USSR bomber levels decrease from 1960 to 1961 as a result

of increased emphasis on ballistic missiles (both ICBMs and SLims) with no

replacement for attrn.ion in the bomoer forces. The US increases from 1960

to 1965 reflect the production and deployment of the B-52 and its various

-,versions. From 1965 t.j 1977 US bomber levels decrease as a result of

attrition with no replucement.
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STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DELIVERY VEHICLES (U}

W.at it leasures. The number of ICBM launchers, SLIam launchers, and

intercontinental bombers in the inventory is totaled. For example, a MINUTE-

MAN III ICBM4 with 3 independently targetable warheads, a POSEIDON SLBn with

10 independes.tly targetable warheads, and a B-52 with 20 SR;&I are each counted

as one by this measure. As another ex)znle, a B-52 with 4 bos is also

counted as one by this measure.

(U) Limitations. This measure, being the st-ation of three previous

- meNsures (i.e., Intercontinental Ballistic Miss. Launchers, Inventory;

Submarine-Launched Ballitic Missile La nchers. Inventory; and Intercontin-

ental Bombers. Inventory). incorporates all of the limitations of those

* - three measures.
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This neasure, by treating all strategic nuclear delivery vehicles the

same, has the additional limitation of considering shorter range less accur-

ate SLOEs and less survivable slower bombers the same as ICMs.

CU) Uncertainties. This measure, being the s-umation of three previous

measures (i.e., Intercontinental allistic Missile Launchers, Subo.aine-

launched Ballistic Miss.le Launchers. and Intercontinental Bombers), incor-

• porates all of the suscertainties of those three measures.

(U) Cao.ent. After 1976, both forces are assued to stay within the

2,400 total delivery vehicle lmitation in accordance with the infoxnal

agreement reached at Vladivostok in 1974. The projections indicate the USSR

inventory of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles 4ecreases fzro a =ax m of

2,490 in 1976 to 2,405 in 1978. From that point on, it reains relatively

constant.

A
Jr
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B. ZDEPDr.LY ARGiTABLL IM~fri_.DS. (U)

1. General. This section addresses the number of independently

/ targetable warheads in the US and USSR strategic inventories. (U)

A. (U) ultiple Warhead Ballistic Missiles. Prior to 1968 stra-

tegic missiles had a single warhead. Therefore, an indication of a nation's

nuclear nissile strike capability could be obtained y sim.ly counting

ICDts and SLRVs. The United States deployed the first multiple warhead

ballistic Sissile in 1964 -,rn th POLARIS A-3 submarine-launched missile

became operational. This variant of the POLARIS missile has a range of

2.500 nautical miles and carries a ultiple Peentry Vehicle (MRV) payload.

After launch, this aissile's payload separates into three separate Reentry

;-- Vehicles (RVs) which attack a single target in a fixed attern. The USS

DA1IEL W-_STER was the first POLARIS submarine armed w.th the HF; A-3 mis-

siles. After 1964, nmost of the US avy's 41 ballisti: -- -r-arines

were reared with this multiple warhead missile.

The next logical step in weap-on technology v. .aent of

the capability to deliver eacb of the individual warheads -. peedenaly,

against differcnt targets. %ben the A-3 wi=-. -it* threp M,'- went to sea,

*development was already unde way on .ul-i-i- lr.er.-ndentLy targetable Reentry

- Vehicle (tH!:;) warheads. With this type of weapon s)stem, the missile

carries a 'us" which contains several RVS. After booster burn out and

separation, the bus continues toward enemy territory, dispensing the sVs on

S" preset program. Each .RV can be aimed at a separate target (i.e., ir=',-

jendent 1v ta-geted) within a given area of land or *footprint.' Tht ..s

footprint is dependent upon a number of factors, including missile

characteristics of the bus dispensing mechanism, and any manewrer'-

may 5e dc..e b t e bus. Therefore. the footprint is limited and

targ#s must be within the footprint.

The first US operational test of a NIRv system occurred in 1968

with the US M1'rJTEAN III IC'4. This 1IRV system, with three RVs, replaced

550 of t.he earlier NL4UHATN I and II single warhead missiles in the SAC

arsenal between 1970 and 1975.
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In 1970, the US Navy fired the- first submaribe-latmched MIRed

missile. the PQSIDC* C-3. Vais weapon can deliver uT to 14 IrYs. has an

approximate range of 2,500 naut'cal miles with a lesser payload, and is the

:access"r to the POIAPIS missile. Between 1970 and mid-1977. the Wavy

converted 31 PCLARIS submarines to carry the IRVed MOEIDON missiles- (The

ten oldest POLAtis sumarines are not suitable for modification and utill

* - carry the A-3 missile.) Further modification rf the 21ASEZ3O carrying SSB:*s

to carry the new NIRwea TRIDENT I missiles will commnce in 1979.

The US has no coopoly on technological developont of strategic

weapons, and in 1968 the UISSR began testing the SS-9 SC.VP with a MWV war-

head. This vas followed in the aid-1970s by the development and &plcynenw.

of MrR~ed warheads on the 55-17, SS-18, and SS-19 ZCLI.s.

Subsequently. the Soviet Navy's YflEEE-class sub-aines have been

Credited with carrying the SSV4-E Mod 3 missile, carrying 2 or 3 mmy, and the

DELA-class submarines can fire the SSN-X-l8 and probably later Slims with
A kIEVl payloads. 7he latter missiles, with a range Significantly in excess of

4.000 nautical miles. are equivalent or superior in that respect to the UF

Navy's TRIDEM~ I SIUM, which is progra=**d for deployment in 19CO-19S, and

the ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 przsdTIETI issile, which could become available in the aid-

1960s, at the earliest.

b. DonbIer Weapon Loadns. The rix of weap:-. wnv-iie are

carried on a strategic bomer is dependent upon the mauimum 1: id carrying
*capability of the bomber and its mission. both u's and USSR s -ategic bomhers

are capable of carrying various types and quantities of gravi-: babs and
Air-to-Surface Missiles (Mls). As a result, it is difficult to directly

car-pare the number of bocier-delverable nuclear weapons. Nov 'ver, as has

beendon inthi setia of the report,* estimates can be mad -1 assuming
maxim-m weapon loadinigs in bomb bays and on external mountings. U
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2. (U) :cneral Li.itaticns and '.ncertaintles. The measures in this

section disregard i.dividutl uwvao effectiveness and characteristics. Op-

erationdl characteristics sue,- as reliability. hardness to nuclear effects.

readiness, etc.. are not conside. red.

LstL-Aat:n of t1e numbers and types of missiles and bombers with

their payloads w -e based on US perception of USSR capabilities, Past

quantities are k. wn with some assurance. but future numbers and types of

delivery vehicle- and therefore nubers of warheads. are uncertain.

3. Measures Considered in This Section:

MlfrCed I~i~Is
IRed sJ4 'Is

.MHIed IC,1-9s and SL3ft
-lndependert ly Tarqctable ICON Warhe.ds
Independen: ly Tarqetable SLIM Warheads

Independently Targetable ICBM4 and SU24 Warheads
lndependently Targetdble Bomber warheads
Independently Targetable ICBM. SLIM, and lomber Warheads (U)
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(I) System and warhead characteristics such as yield, accuracy, relia-

bility, etc., are not considered.

(0) Uncertainties. There is some uncertainty as to the nuJer and types

of current Soviet 21IRVed XCINs. Future projections are estimates only and

are based upon US perceptions of Soviet capabilities and intentions. These

projections are a best estimate assuming a SAL agreement which would place

a limit upon the number of ballis~ic missiles which could be MIRVed.

(U) Coment. RM"MM II, the cnly US 13 with a MIRV capability,

reached its maxium" planned deployment of 5S0 missiles in 1976. However.

the number of HIrVed Soviet ICHMs has continued to increase since their

first deployment in 1975.

To date. SAL talks and agreements have addressed rAbers and types of

ballistic missile launchers and the nwiber of ballistic missiles which could

be MiRVed. tile the total number of warheads may have been discussed, there

has been no indication of any limit on the number of warheads delivered by

MIRVed vehicles.

-z
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(U) Uncertainties. There is some unc- -rtainty as to the number and types

of current and past Soviet PaRved SI.Ls. Future projections are estimates

only and are based upon US perceptions of Soviet capabilities and intent.

These projections are a best estimate assuming a SAL agreement which would

limt the number of IVed ballistic missiles.

(U) Cament. between 1970 and 1976 the US replaced the POLRIS missile

with the HI ed POSEIDON missile in 31 SSs. The remaining 10 US SJWs vere

not modified to accept the larger POSEIDON missile because their launching

tules were smaller and therefore extensive modification to both the sulmarie

and missile tube would have been required. The US plans to introduce the

?IiIDrMT C-4 missile in 1980-81. This will be done in two ways. First, by

replacing POSEIDON missiles with the C-4, and second, by the addition of -

TR L' f s.Ibarineb (with the eventual decomissioning of the 10 POLARIS sub-

marines). The USSR inventory of PIRVed SLB2s will also probably continue to

increase due to retrofit, modernization, and new construction programs.
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MIRVed ICSMs AND SH s (U)

What it Measures. The number of MrlVed ICEMs and SLEMs is totaled. (U)

" (U) Note: The US started to MIRV its systems in 1970 but since
the USSR did not deploy MIRVed systems until 1975,
the measure depicts MIRVcd ICBns and SLEMs since 1974.

A

I
4

~(U) Limitations and Uncertainties. This measure, bein., the sumnation of

two previous measures, is subject to the sxw. lJitations ar:i uncertaintie:"

of those measures (MIR~ed ICBs and MIRVed Sljws. ) Additiomi!ly, it has Vi.e

further limitation of treating lCP.vMs and SLE~s as equals.
i (U) Comment. The informal agreement reached at Vladivos:ok in 1974 set

an upper liLtLt of 1,320 MIRVed ICB~a and SLB .s. Within the proposed limitations,
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either side may elect to place more reliance on .BMs than in the past.

Additionally, with no limit being considered on the number of RVS per MI1rved

warhead, the total number of warheads may change drastically in the future.
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I1-CEPE?1DENTLY TARGETAZLX IC3W1 WAIRtEAS (U)

W~hat it Measures. Vie number of independently targetable warheads
associated w.th ICBM boosters is totaled. For example, an IC&4 witii three
Multiple independently targetable Reentry Vehicles (MXRvs) is counted as 3
in this measure, whereas an ICBM4 with a single warhead is counted as 1. An

ICBM4 with three 14RV (separate reentry vehicles which are delivered in a fixed

pattern about a single aim point) is also counted as 1. The ICBM4 force le'wel

is determ.Lned by counting missile launchers, reyardless of status. In a

sense then, this is a measure ef the number of separate aim points an ICBM

force could target were all of its missiles operational. (U)

.4 A.
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,. !(U) The total number of Soviet teeatry vehicle warheads is based upon
rl - -our perception of the number of missile launchers and assumptions concerning

' the number of MIRVed vehicles associated with these launchers. The possi-

bility that some of these launchers may have a retire capability has not
i been considered.

',(U) A portion of the Soviet missile sites are undergoing upgrade or con-

"-ersion at any time. Blence, our estimate of what independent reentry vehicle

warheads may be associated with these sites and our knowledge of the number

=. of launching sites in such a status affects the total numaber of RV warheads

~which are actually av3ilable at any time.

4'

(U) Uncertainties. The current and past numbers of Soviet ICB launchers

' are known with reasonable accuracy. There is a degree of uncertainty assoc.&-
ated with the number of MIRVed Soviet ICBMs and number of warheads per IRVed

Ith. There is also a degree of uncertainty associated wit the lumbhers of

future Soviet ICBM launchers. These numbers will depend pon any SAL agree-

- '° ment and Soviet options and decisions to exchange I1Bt4s 1,:r SLE4s.

(U) Comment. In 1976, with the c letion of the mIrTEmAn III deploy-

sent, the US inventory of i ndependently targetable ICBM w t -heads reached its

current level of 2tes4. The USSR inventory, on the other S end, has continued

to increase as older un-MIRVed systems have been neplaced ith newer MlRVed

2 system. .

aent th USivnoyo neednl agtbeXD . -ed reached . its.

E*9
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INDEPENDENTLY TARGETA3LE SLBM WARHEADS (U)

o- -• What it Measures. The number of independently tarqetable warheads

associated with Submarine-Launched Ballistic issiles (SLEMS) is totaled.

For example, the US POSEIDON SLBM with ten MIRVs is counted as 10 in this

measure, whereas the Soviet SSN-6 Mod I SLB. with one warhead is counted as

1. However, the US POLARIS A-3 SLR'! with three MBVs iseparate reentry

vehicles which a-e delivered in a fixed pattern about a single aim point)

- s counteO as 1. The SLBM force level has been determined by counting

SLB-equipped submarines, regardless of status. in a sense then, this is

a measure of the numbJer of separate aim points an SLBM force could target -.

were all of its submarines and missiles operationsl and were all of its

submarines within launching range. (U)
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(U) The number and type of SLBM sulg-irines is not considered by the measure.

WU Unertainties. The number of Soviet SLB.1 platforms (and hence number

of boosters) in the itwentory for current and past years is known with x.ason-

able accuracy. However, there is some uncertainty about the number of MIRVcd

Soviet SLI~ which affect the calculations upon which the totals are based.

The estim~ate of future numbers of Soviet SUEM could vary depending upon any

II

SAL agreement and Soviet options for desions to replace ICBMs with SLBns.

.U) Cozment. Both nations' inventory of independently targetable S-I-M

warheads has continued to increase throughout the timc eriod addressed. Ih3-

tially. this was caused by the increasing nwumber of ballistic missile submar-

ines deployed by each nation, and later by replacement of un-MIRved SLIMs with

MNIrVed SLBMs.
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I1zDEPrDLTLY TARGL-rABLE IC4 AND SLBt WARIEADS (U)

What it Measurte s. The number of independently targetable reentry

vehicles associated with all of the: ICa.is and SLBv.s in 'Usi inventories is

totaled. In a scnse, t.is is a neasuie of the total number of aeparate aim

points which could be targeted by an ICEM and SLRM force were all of its mis-

sile launchers operatik.nal arhd all SSW:;s on station. (U)

-S.

U-3 Linitat xons an,! Unc' z taint ius. Thin: rtasurv, bein-1 the Strunatic-1 of

two previYug aaures Ci . ,Irvicidwatly Targctable ICBM~ Wazt-waa . Am In-

drt*nicntly Targetablo 5:Ns! W.xrl-ad-0. *incorporates all of tne linitations

a. 4,rtaii.ties of thoc.. two ncarzures.

T*%.- measure. by treatmr; 411 warL-ads the same, Las the additional limi-

tatio'n of treating the shorter range. lessz accurate, SL~m as the equal of the

:nte4:ccntineiital ran~jc, rorc azturatv l~w".
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IIL.-FDETLY TARNETABLE BOMBER WAFKHEADS (U)

What it Measures. The number of independently targetable strategic

bomber weapons (bombs and Asms) is totaled. Strategic bomber inventories and

maximum bomber loading consistent with both aircraft characteristics and weapon

availability (where known) hAve been used. In a sense, this is a measure of

the total number of separate ainm points which could be targeted by a bomber

force were all of its bombers operational and loaded to the maximu consis-

tent with weapons available. (W)

(U) Linitations. This measure, being an extcnsion of a P:ev1oWs masure

(i.e., Intercontinental Dczbers) incorporates all of the li*itat-ons of that

Measure.
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Operational bomber loadings are dictated by mission assignment and may

vary greatly from maximum possible loading.

This measure has the additional limitation of treating gravity bombs the

same as AS.s. It ignores weapon yield, delivery accuracy, and, in the case'

of ASts, weapon range.

The total number of bombs and Asms available at any given time may be

greatcr or less tha, the ent-re bomber force's capacity.

(V) Vnct'rtin . This measure, beinq an extension of a Previous measure

tIntercontinental Bomxb-rs), in:orporates all of the uncertainties of that

measure. There is arFr.:iable uncertainty relative to numbers of Soviet

b-vbs and ASls available.

(U) Comment. The nt-bcr of bomber weapons available to a force is much

harder to determine than the number of ballistic missiles. Nuclear weal-On

storage 3ites may or may not b, collocated with the normal bomber bases or

at dtspoisal airfi4.Jds. Weapon storage and availability may be directly re-

lated to the aircraft =ission arnd have littlv relation to the maximum load

car.ihlxty of the bocber. On the other hand, bomber xassowrn tay be planr o4

to try to take advantage of =mxi.'s Lomber loading. Therefore. comparisons

of bomber weapons must addre.s maximums, realizing these comparisons are

uplcr limits and therefore ;,zobably overstated.

The US bonket force, a.-td therefore independently targetable Lomber

weapons, increase I until 1%5. after which tiwe these was & decrease in the

number of bombers intil the late 1970s. Although the number of US bombers

remains constant a. ter 1977, introduction of the ALCH in 1980 will dramatic-

ally Increase the :utber of warhea i.

7S
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INDEPODEDILY ThPZG!TABLE ICBM, SLSM, AND SOMBER WAPRHADS (U)

What it Measures. The number of independently targetable reentry

vehicles associated with ICHt and SL1%Ms plus bomber-delivered bombs and ASms

is totaled. In a senise, this measure totals the number of separate aim points

which could be targeted by an offensive strategic force were all of its mis-

siles and bombers operational. (U)

-XII

('J) Liitations and Vncertainties. Tts measure. beag 'he sumation of

three prevIous measures (i.e., Independently Targetable RCTP. aras, I-
dlep ntl y Tagetable Sta Wattheardst an Indepe.-Aent¥ Targe able Somber

Weapons). incorporates all of the limitations and uncertainies of those three

-- __..ts
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This measure has the addit~onal limitation~ Of treating IC~fs, STfts,

boembs, and ASi~s as equals regardless Of range, accuracy, or yield.

Caumaent. A comparison of the total number of independently target-

able warheads in each inventory without due consideration of all the various

system characteristics can be misleading. Equating ICDP4 Rye. SL34 RVs, and

bowb ignores too many variables. (u)

WU) Two figures are provided below to illustrate the total number and
types of independently targetable ICB.1, SIS&4. and Somber wiarheads through

the period covered by this report. Figure 11-16 illustrates the US strate-I

gic independently targetable warheadl force composition, and Figure 11-17 il-
lustrates the Soviet force coftposition.
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C. THROW-WEIEWT (U)

1. (U) General. This section addresses the throw-weight of the US and

USSR ICM inventories. Throw-weight includes the weight of the warhead(s).

any penetration aids, dispensing mechanisms, bus fuel uses for maneuvering.

etc. It reflects tre weight-throwing capacity of a ballistic missile and

is. therefore, a measure of the weight of the part of the missile above the

last boost stage.

Since thzow-weight is generally relatel to missile size, a compari-

son of SLhK4s which are limited by submarine size, has not been included.

2. (U) Limitations and encertaint es. The correlation between warhead

weight and throw-weight or payload varies with individual weapon ty;ls and

configuratiors. Addressing thro.-weight by itself ignores other indicators

of weapon effectiveness such a3 warhead yield, accuracy, etc., in addition

to the operational constraints of individual weapon types. For a discussion

of missile yield to weight relataonshij see Appendix A.

Throw-weioht can be used a- a measure -.f the potential for incr casing

the nuber of varhedt. As a coupterforce indicator, throw-weioht relates

very rou.ghly to wealcn yield but not to delivery accuracy which is more lf-

portant lien -onsitaing cointerforce capabilities. Throw-weights rouqh

relation to yield is an ov.rall Indicator of covitervalue potential. now

ever, in today's world of .t1s and .z.is. throw-ieiht's relation to yield

and equivalent wa:onnae (and therelore to fallcut and blast) Is diatlash-

Ing. As a result, the relation of throw-weight to utban-lodustrial damage

po tential is increasingly invalid.

There is Uw scrt3.nty as to the payload or throw-Weight of Soviet

systems. and figures are based af US percertions. Furthemore, the futwe

tubers and types of delivery vehicl"s are dependent ope s"L aqreesee

and opt io.y-S c tained within them.

3. -'easure Ccnszdrrcd in Vais sectiong

ICSK 7Tho-Meight (4l
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(U) The calculations wrrntt4 in this measure a base upon the proise

I

that all weapons are reliable. This. of course, is not the case. addition-

ally, at aliost any time some proposcion of & nation's ICI force is not

operational. For instance, an lJC& may be off line for such reasons as test-

ing. maintenance, usigrade, or conversion. Hence, the measure tends to over-

statc 'he total Utrow-weight of both nations.

(U) The neasure does not include other factors of ICI3. system and missile

effectiveness. For exa-le,. Weapon yield, accuracy, silo hardness, reaction

tine, etc.. are disreq~wded.

(U) TIC measure does not Include a ceaq-arison of the rclationships be-

tvecn throw-veight. range, and payload.

(C) Unc-rtainti". The calculations are based in art upon oar cfe5,tits

of the throw-wright a=::ociett wath So-iet ICBM-. Thc nu-ore of past and

current Soviet :Cum sst4us sr knosni with rea.orsbil- accuracy. Future es-

timates of Soviet lCIMz: are 1,0:4:; zrtta. These vztid2te% are bast-4 ui--n the

asstunptox cf a SA arevn-nit 1.ut will .Iql-end ujes. scoviet op~tionis and de-

cisions relative to tf. 'io , folc.. VI~tIe is a significant d&4re of un-

certainty associ tc'i with %mr Ijc rca-pt itm. of the tUrotw-siigl-t. capabi) Ity of

those zyztcps.

(J) Come= nt. The Protocol to the flay 26. 1972 interim Agreement an

strate'gic 3rn&; .zitatiosz states. that t- r'sall be no ctnw-rsson of =iight'

I1C34s Lo .heav- -C-" ., althoumi therr were uo agreed upon definitions of

Olight" or 'heavy. The TIU3 It is caonaslere- to be thz only -heavy' VS

lCm, Oireas the sS-7* SS-d, z,-9, S£-le. and W19 Soicvt ICIW-r are all

considered .,aw. --. Future SL agremsntn say also address t.%row-%t- g.t

limitations. To b at-cific. however, both sides must agree tpon a aet of

kefinitions which r-Jld Ie used to determine ca4s.lianee with the arse nt.
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0. SLUM HAXIHOM RA24GE. (U)

1. (U) General. The uaximn ranqe of SLA in one force is ctspared

to tlh maximum ranje of SL9Ms in the other force.

This comparison provides an Indication of both potential target

coverae and size of submarine operation area. The longer the range of the

SLUms the wider the choice of targets fro a given operatinq area, vr con-

versely. for the sae target set the potential opecating area increases.

The total ocean area Is about ten timrs the , ined lnd area of

the United States and the Soviet Union. If the ranqo of SLAS in either

nation's arsenal permits the use of only ten 1wrcent of the total ocean area

as ballistic missile submarine operatioN ares. the Anti-Submarine Warfare

(AStiIW)rl,-, ip ± ,nse On thv avala4er if all sularines were on station, j
each suhmarine would have over 150,000 squate miles of ocean in which to

operate.

Since ICDs arc ucfined as havin; raisges of 3.000 to 8.000 nautical

miles and can reach targets in the othor nat inn' tameland. a cosqaxison of

the raVn;e capability of these systn i* maninqIess.

2 t) General Llmitation. a"A 'tn.rtairtirl.. All other measures of

M offcctivrrss are disregarded incltuInq any oprational constraints on

an SL~t force. Further. th, measure only tefleqt. the ltaximm range of anfr

SL in th. force. It does not i-rovide any trelicatIon of the nmber of

SLU8s with that range.

There is scue uncertainty as to the actual ranges of Soviet SLSK

system.

3. Measure Considered in This Sectiont

SLUt nimum Range (U)

as
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SLBM MAXIM4 WINGE (U)

What it Measures. The maximum range of one nation s SLBMs is plotted
againot the maximum range ot the other nation's SLW'.s. For example, in 1973
the Soviet Union introduced the 4.200+ t'autical mile SSN-3 SLB. At that
time the POSEIDON C-3 missile, with a nominal range of 2,500 nautic.al miles,
was the lor.gest range US SLEM. (U)

bI
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(U) The eaure disregards other measures of SLl, force effectiveness such

as alert rate. accuracy, yield, etc.

(U) Uncertainties. There is some uncertainty associated with the year of

introductio . of Soviet SLM systems. There is a greater degree of uncertainty

as to the maximum range of Soviet SLB.M systems. For future years, our per-

ception of both US and Soviet SLBM technological improvements introduces

additional uncertainties.

(U) Caoment. In general, major improvements in the area of SLBM range

are presently limited by suLmarinc size and missile-rroellclt technology.

3
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Z. G)ROSS YIELD. (U)

1. (U) General. This section compares the total nuclear yield of the

strategic nuclear forces.

Yield of nuclear weapons is a measure of the explosive energy that

car. be releassed by the weapon. It in common practice to state this in terms

of the equivalent qantity of TNT required to proeuce the same explosive

force. Thus, a yield of nne kiloton (KT) is equivalent to 1,000 tons of TNT.

One megaton (MT) is equivalent to 1,000,000 tons of TNT or 1,000 kr. The

nuclear weapons exploded over Ngsaki and Hiroshima in 1945 had yields of

approximately 20 Kr. Most early strategic missiles had yields measured in

the Isgaton range. Technological improvements increased the delivery accur-

acy while MRV and MIRV systems ducci-raed the available weight for individual

warheads using the same boosters. In other words, th-ese two facts first per-

sitted and then required fabrication of smaller yield weapons so that today.

the individual warhead yield of many strategic systems has been reduced and

is measured in kilotons.

The gross yield of the strategic bomber forces reflect only the max-

imum total yield which could be delivered based upon aircraft design and

weapon availability. Actual aircraft loading is mission rather than design

oriented and is in part d-ctatcd by the amount of fuel carried by the air-

craft and the distance to the target.. In addition, each bober can normally

carry a large variety of bombs &nd/or AS4s.

2. (U) General Limitations and Uncertainties. A force c€mp riton bas'd

upon the gross yield of the weapons fails to consider other measur"e of

weapon effectivaness such as reliability, readii:ess, accuracy, etc.

Gross yields of bomber forces reflect the maximum weapon loads tt.-

cot ld b. deiivered. However, any aircrait lo rAdln is mission rather than

design oriented, and any comparison of gross yield based upon aircraft capa-

bilities can be misleading.

Gross yield has been used s a measure of urban-industrial damage

potential. As a measure of blast potential, the measure fails to account

for target s -ucturc, height of burst, and the variation in blast effects

09,
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with. individual yields. As a mcar-ure of fallout pttz.t~al, tne sreasure 1g-

flares the fiss. o:t fraction, the pot-aiatzor. distr itoa. sheler 'It;e

of structures, and %.ind speed anid d~f cfcargoteris z tnt'.e

tnactri~tcs .rt ly inan e urbanx-a dsri icc

~Z.~z.dr-d 'teds- of Soviet .pcaare Lasr-t -crel't~c'ns

and 'st?.A.S.Futjrt-nrasr are doprntknt ui. on any- SEA:. a;-rvvak:ts and

3. ~ k 4'-a r: red it.I

*t ' . '. ;
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(U) The tota value (gross yield) of Soviet IZCELs is based upon our per-

ception of the type and n=-ter of observed ICBM launching sites. As a

I result, the possibility that some sites may x. capable of launching more

than one L.M is not considered it the medsure.

(U) Uncertainties. While there is little nncertainty associated with

current and past nubers ol So--iet !CM launchers, there is a greater degree

" 1.. of uncertainty associatcd with the type and yield of the warheads assciat(d

with specific ICM systems.

Since some of the soviet ICDY. systets are deployed in different con-

. . ;. ,.figurations, there is uncertainty as to.the n=-lper of . lRVed ICIA-s as

well as the yield and numbr of warheads on th.;e sussiles.

Future estinats', which affect t:e totals, are based upon the assumption

of a SAL agrveeent vwich would place i litation on he number of strategic

nuclear delivery vehicles as well as Pived launchert.

(U) Catent. Originally. both the US and the USS. deployed large yielO
• warheads on their tIfls. With the introduction of MI .° capalillities and

improved delivery accuracy, newer systes have generally had unallcr yield

warheads.

!- '1 ""
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(U) The total value (gross yield) of Soviet SLB .s is based upon our per-

ception of the type and number of observed submarines.

(U) ncertainties. While there is little uncertainty associated with

current and past numbers of Soviet SLIMB launchers, there is a greater degree

of urcertainty associated with the type and yield of th-- warheads associated

with specific SLB,4 systems. Since some of the Soviet SLBM systems axe de-

ployed in different configurations. there is uncertainty as to the number of

MIRVed SLMs as ell as the yield and number of warheads on these missiles.

N 95
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ICBM XM~ SLBK M D YIE? (U)

What it Measures. This mcasure is a comparison of the total yield

of all the ICLM and SLTM warheads in the force. (U)

4

I

I

!I

(U) L.imitations and Uncertainties. This measure. bcing the sumation

of two previous measures (i.e.. ICM Gross Yield and SLOM Gro ,s Yield). in-

coqmorates all o! . limitations and uncrLaintie of those two measures.

(M) Coaent. The cceflnts Vertantnt. to the tuo ;rev-L-'ur :-osuxcx (i.e.,

lCPM Gross Yield and ZLM Cross Yield), ap -ly to this measure.

* lDue to the numl. s and yields of IC"s in both forces*, the VAjor con-

tribut on to this eas-re is from the ICBMs.
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(U) !'or the "3S, th:e r.t=!-*r fi AV~w5l&--le did not alwayn.~ allow
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(U) The totai value (gross yicld) of Soviet bombers is based upon our per-

ception of the type and number of Soviet L*Jber forces. It was assLt.d that

there were enough bombs and ASMs to fully load all Soviet bcbers.

(U) Uncertainties. Wile there is little uncertainty ag-ociated with the

actual numbers of Soviet bor-hers, there is a great deal of uncertainty with

the number. type, and yields of warheads azsociated with thce bxiders.

Future esti-mates of Soviet b=bers are dependent on Soviet cpt'ons in any

SAL agreements.

(U) Cocment. There are =any cor±inations of bombs ard A Ms which can be

carried by the bor-ers in both forces. In addition, b- s arc available in

a range of yields from a few kilotons to nulti--egatcnr. For this a.nd other

measures which apply to bocber weapons, Lx-bs were assuemd to have a 1.0 .rT

yield.

Ii
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S'. AN.D 1Ct'ER YIELD (0)

What it X.eas3t.r. inh. yield of ICEL4, SLBN, aivI !xJcr warIhe~d3
i2. totaled. (U)

t~)i iat n,- -, t~t.~s his pwasure, ±. the Sucti.I 't f

thrre prev~ou s teasures, (i.e.,. :BM -cross Y~vld, SUML Crtass Yield, Ar-4 hc-^t

Gross Yic:d), imocj'oratena all c! ttc Insitations "u~ fLncurt.iinties of -t-

three measues.

(U) Cc~nt. Th.e co~wnts :-ertinen't to twra cuzcs whz h ire ss-ed

for this neasure (i.v., IMM~ Zrxs.,s Ti.old. :2iZh c-ross Yield, a:4 WlAober '~

Yield), also .I;Ply to 'this MA4.e.

I~
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- nFor the V5. t!.q: -iratest contributio to this neasure from imO to 197-

i i. 1ce tho k,,.bir forco. After V375, the contributions from the b-ber

f:.rce an l IM force are abou: equal. The USSR. however, has its greatest

contritution fron the !C3.m force throuqhojt the .. riod.

9A
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4 1 F. MWrALENT MMA?0O:S. (U)

1. ~. .. 'cr~i. nis bvectio'i c'z-:rez the Lquiva1tt-;L-s(T

of th~e t:jt-3. nucar forccs. L!- -;2 .1 rcauux of -list 5

br1a~:::~: j1tsx.ets- :his measre t.:kes &nto accow.:t: i that a

weior-S dest.riXtiVe p~wer does rot gro-e liunearly wiith an ire~s inwao

yieli. --r ir e .i':c.a 5 ezton t!rr) uezv is r.-t -4ia

destz&;~z-e A4 a I

larqq-%v;r-s thceed istakets to :.or* frictz-onal -:.wer nr

rVi r.ct the fat tht~ Jtr*c2±c is : naur

~ ~;':.-ioft-.c nucl1csr uvpr cftc.:zs are

direzze4! nt;jr vi Atc usphre rjtiwr tha2i -1o:.7 or :.r.ta.P If..ournd.

An ajd4:,nvj zsS-;t. rhi t!'-C poAtential tarctot atCCA is r;t =Ia.1CI

t'-* th 9S.~t1; 1e~.larea Ot t~c W,3;-On. If the let!.31 Airea tf tie

4=mgae ;-ott~tial. --Ariou4 valuecs h~ave been used for x, ranin; fIOa 10.3

1.0 C'.L2 7hise atu:ctscani be n.ade to take xinto account t~tc

t:;e .zizec,! zA.4 -LtJtrA tsr,ct 4fcd&. a :vw f vAi-se x 4i.c..

X ::4 to aS~CWfa USC4. U*-!'A=tZCAIIY, thSLCA5J

ad x 0.61- for Y-1

x C.5 fox Y11V

For *zx4I.iC. a i?; Wv arh-ead is v.lc-c as 0.22 £3'? at4A '

waglwad is vaud as 3.! L- this ±eas9axe.

Tim ep.ariz~vft of t~e I3 r of the tm!ec fercso botht45I

based uipont~ asL:WTz~&i2 cOsnCnj Ioa&ft~s .!i~ie f et cc a

Indevendent.7 TaratiZe uaft-Ads. az~d In setto r, Cr--=s Yze01.
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2. (U) General Limitations and U~ncertainties. Equivalen~t Megatons

is a measure of urban-industrial damage; however, as formulated, En~ tends

to overestimate the amount of danage. The exponent in the calculations

should be dependent in a non-linear fashion on the yield of the weapon, the

target size. and target composition; Lowever, as :ormul&ated the expcnent is

solely a function of weapon yield. The major factor in the overestimation

-s simply that. with the except.*on of major cities. a nuclear blast areas

4 can easily exceed the size of the clty. otter factcrs of individiual -deapon

characteristics and effectiven~ess as well as oc'rationai constraints on the

delivery systems are also not consid~ered by this neasure.

There is uncertainty as to the nutberr, and viclds of Soviet warheads.

3. Measareas Con.-id1rcd in 7h-s F-*cticn:

ICILA Equivalent mvg-qtons
SMS~ Equivalent U~a tons
ICL'4 and SLB.' Equivalent m-egatons
Somber Equivalent Megatons
ICBM. Sl. and Somber Equivalent M(egatons WU) -

A#
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1C94 EQUVAL =AGfl-S (vJ)

v::at it veasu~res. This zeasure u~ the Equivalent Melatens MtYZ) of

all V-e ICBi.s in the force. WE)

Li~~Itticzn. Eis a vali meavuxL-ft of blact capability atlain-st

j.(~::tte . -d/.r !arkde4 tirgetz. W)

(C) r-10 total v ilues of att lb.;td to Svict XCBMS are !"Zed UFC~a our
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(U) Uncertainties. There is little uncertainty associat7d with current

and past numbers uf Soviet 1CBM launchers. There is, however, a degree of un-

certainty associated with the type and yield of Soviet missile warhcad*.

There is also uncertainty in the future estimates of 41RVed ICB:s ,nd the

number of warhead-t associated with each I."4. Future projections are based

upon the assumption of a AL ogreetment which woulJ place a 1Lmitaton on the

number of delivery vehicles and MIRVed ICEs.

-A portion" of launching sites is undergoing overhaul/upgrade or conversion

at any given time. Hence our estimate of which warheads may be associated

with these sites affects the tot3l F2T calculation.
" (U) Comynt. Using a single s-et of exponents in comparing t.he two f orces

does,not consider the differentr.; between US and Soviet urban area charac-

teristics. Civil defense measures, construction, and dispersion all c'"

tribute to these differences.

I
I
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SLB.M EQUIVALENT MEGATONS (U)

What it Measures. This measue sums the Equivalent Megatons '.4) of

all the SLBMs in the force. (U)

Limitations. EMT is a valid measurement of blast capability against

urbn-industrial az a targets; however, it is not a valid measure against

point targets and/ot hardened targits. (C)

(U) The total vL:ucs of Soviet EMT is based u-on our perception of the

type and number of S LM launchers.
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(U) Uncertainties. The current and past numbers of Soviet SL.M launchers

is known with reasonable accuracy. There is some uncertainty relativ. to

future estimates of Soviet MIRVed SLBMs and the number of warheads associated

with each SLBM. Future estimates are based upon the assumption of a SAL

agreement which would place a limitation on the number of SLEMs. There is

also a degree of uncertainty associated with the type and yield cf the war-

heads on these missiles.

A number of submarines may be undergoing overhaul and/or :onversion at

any given time. Hence, estimates of what warheads may be associated with

these submarines affects the total L4T calculation.

(U) Comment. Although the smaller yield (less than 1 W) warheads or most

US SL'Is gin in value by this measure, large cities still would probably

require targeting by more than one SLBM. This complicates the targeting

problem because of fratricide and timing considcxations.

I09
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IC&H -4D SLEM EQt~tVALEUI'r MEGATONS (U)

What it X:easures. This measure suwn3 the Equivalent Megatons (L'.') of

all the ICBMs and SLEs in the force. (U)

4

(U)} Limitations and Uncertainties. This measure, leini the su=.%ation of

~~two previous =ea.'ures (i.e., ICBM Equivalent Me!gaton~s and : LB4 Equivalent

Megatons), incorporates all of the limitations and uncerta;.nties of those two

measures.

(L-) comment. in addition to the commenets applicable tc the previous two

measures, which are also appropriate to this measure, combitting ICB.1s and

S5L:s into a single measure disregards differences in operaticnal ronsider-

ations that exist between tte t.o separate weapons systems.

l, Page Ill was Deleted.
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BOYBER EQUIVALE T M--ATONS (U)

What it Measures. This measure sums the Equivalent Megatons (LMr) of

all strategic bomber offensive nuclear weapons. (U)

=I

LLnitations. While E-I? is a measure of blast damage against urban-

industrial targets, it is not a valid measure against point and/or hardened

targets. (U)

(U) Assumptions concerning bomb-er loading were addressed under racmbcr

Gross Yield in Section E of this Chapter.

1.12



)3 Uncertainties. Current and past numbers of Soviet bombers are known

with some accuracy. However, the number and yield of weapons used in bn. .s

are subject to a wide range and hence there 
is a great deal of uncertainty

as to both the US and Soviet values. However, since the sae basic assump-

tions have been made with regard to weapon 
loading, this measure represents

an upper limit for both forces.

VA,} Conm-2nt. Just as in any measure of bober weapon capabilities, 
total

bov.rer FT is dependent upon the assuptions made concerning bomber weapon

Siading. With the large number of different yield 
weapons available, such

assumptions can introduce large errors.

ii
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XCB)(:, SLEM. AND BOMER EQU1VALEtX_ MEGATONS (U)

What it Measures. T.his measure sums "he Equivalent Megatons (EMT)

of all ICEN, SUEM, and bomber forces. (U)

(U) Limitations and Uncertainties. This measure, being -.e summation of

three other measures (i.e., ICBM Equivalent M.egatons, SLB)4 Equivalent Mega-a
tons, and B~ber P-quivalent megatons), incorporates all of th- limitations

and uncertainties of tho~se three measures.

(U) Comment. The coments applicable to the three previou!; measures

which make up this measure are also appropriate to this measure. Addition-

ally, this measure does not consider the differences in delivery vehicle

and/or launcher characteristics.
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V . LET'T!VL APZA -T.',7'IAL. (U)

1. General. This section compares the total lethal area potential

of the strategic nuclear forces. The lethal area potential, as defined

here, is the area on the earth's surface which will be covered with at least

15 psi of overpressuze when a weapon is detonated at its optimum height of

burst for maximum blast overpressure. This area is expressed in square

nautical miles in this report. (U)

(U) Lethal area potential provides an estLate of the capability of

nuclear weapons against soft area targets. Hence lethal area potential l4e

EXT may be used as a measure of capability against urban-industrial targets.

The value of 15 psi has been arbitrarily selected; houever, the

following effects are observed at that overpressure: (U)

15 psi Overpressure Effects (U)

Threshold of Lung Hemorrage
Skull Fracture _ 50% (translation effects)
Lethality z 1% (translation effects, persons

in the: o .en)
Lethality > 30% (translation effects, persons

near structures)
At least 90% probability of severe damage to:

Single and multistory1 wood framed buildings
Sitsule and multistory masonry buildings
Sint e and multistory reinforced concrete buildin;s.

2. (U) Gener Liritations and Uncertainties. As a measure of urban-

industrial damage, ethal area potential usually overestimates the a.ount of

damage. This is be iuse the blast area may exceed the size of the target

area and because the amount of actual damage within the blast area is de-

pendent upon other L.actors sLch as target composition. Appendix B discusses

tie US and USSR urba;4-industrial t. rget sets which must also be con-ir.ered

in attack planning. Other than yield, individual weapon character.-stics,

elfectiveness, and o0 :rational constraints are not considered by this measure.

There is unce.:tainty as to the numbers and yields of Srviet warheads.

3. Measures Considered in This Section:

1CWM Lethal Area Potential

SLBM Lethal Area Potential
ICBM and SLB!4 Lethal Area rotential
Bomber Lethal Area Potential
ICBI, SLBM, and Bc.ber Lethal Area Potential (U)

USb
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ICEM LETHAL AREA POr-"rIAL (U) I

What it Measures. The total lethal area potential of the US and USSR

2ICB.4 forces is compared. The area, measured in square nautical miles (n.w. ,
subjected to at least 15 psi overpressure is determined for each weapon and
then summed over the force. Each weapon is assumed to be detonated at its
opti.u-d height of burst for blast overpresslre. (U)

I

~(U) Limitations. Although this measure provides an indication of the

total area which may be subjected to a given overpressure by all of the
ICP-%.s in the force, it does not take into account synergistic e~ffects re-
sulting from other nearby weapon burc-ts.

1
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This measure fails to take into account other weapon systems character-

istics. Factors such as prelaunch survivability, alert rate, reliability,

accuracy, etc., are not considered in this measure.

The measure also does not consider specific target types or hardness.

(U) ncertainties. The 15 psi blast contour is a function of weapon

yield. Hence, any uncertainty in weapon yield is a primary cause of un-

certainty in this measure. Since blast overpressure has been su;.e.- d across

each nation's force, uncertainties associated with the numbers and types of

warheads also contribute to the uncertainties of this measure. There is a

degree of uncertainty associated witb the yield and number of warheads (in

the case of MIRVed ICBMs) of present and future Stviet ICMMs. There is

little uncertainty associated with current and past numbers of Soviet ICM

laurchers. Puture estimates are based upon a SAL agreement which would

limit the number of ICBMs and the number %hich =ny be MIP!.'ed.

(U) Cormten t. A comparison of the two forces using lethal area potential

as the masure, tends to bias the results to-wards the for:e w±th lazger

yield warheads. if all ether force charcteristics were identical, this

would not be an inappropriate measure. However, wcapon system dolivery

accuracy, reliability, numbers of warheads, target cc struction, and tar-

geting philosophy all may interact to negate the adva ame shown by this

measure.
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S M LE"THAL AREA POr-, IAL (u)

Vhat it !easures. The total lethal area potential of the US and
USSP SLBM! force is cor ared. The area, measured in square nautical miles
(n.m. ), subjected to at least I5 psi overpressure is deterrined fcr eachweapon and su=ed over the fcv:e. Each weapon is assumed to be detonated at
its optimum height of burst for blast overpressure. (U)

(U) Li~itatiOns. Although this measure provides an indication of the
total area which may be uubjected to a given overpressuze by all of the SLE-s

in the force, it does not take into account synergistic effects resulting
from other nearby weapon bursts.
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This measure fails to take &nto ace,-.:- oth- . a vpon> .ysre s character-

istics. Factors such as prelaunch ,urvi-abijity, submarine deplo-.Ments,

alert rate, reliability, accuracy, etc., are not con-idered in this neasure.

The measure also does not consi.ez specific target y;es or hardness.

(U) Uncertaintiec. There is a de.ree of uncertainty relative to the yield

of Soviet sLBMS. Since lethal :rea is calculated frcm yield such .- iertainty

could be a major factor in the accuracy of the le-l ar-a calculation. There

is little uncertainty associated with current and Fast nu.bers of 5-oviet SLS:

launchers; however, there is uncertainty associated with the -ypcs ef future

Soviet SL3YJs and the nu'u!r and types of warheads. Future estirmites are ba:.cd

upon a SAL agreement and will vary dependir u,-on Soviet decisions relative to

options contained therein.

(U) Co mment. A measure such as Ic thal area potential 'hi:h 3ddresses only

one characteriscic of a force can be misleading. The ceasure of S!I.8 lethal

area potential indicates that the adv.antage shifted to the USSR in abOut 1974

and continues to favor tht= through }.16. This is true, even thcu:!: the US

has a s-'astantial l-sad in the numbers of SLDE4 warheads throughout the entire

period with an advantaip of more than 3-to-l in 1986. This nu-erical 2d-

vantage in warhca,!s permits the US to strike three times a:- many targets with

its SLL' force. With target ,lisper - on, one means of civil defense, a larger

number of smaller yield ueapons =ay be =ore advantageous.
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ICM2 AND SL'S-1 IflHAL XRLA ±,.IVIENlAL (U)

What it Mcaures. This niasue sums the lethal area Potential (1

rosi) for all the ICS!s and SIAts in the force. (U)

1) Lip.itations arnd Un'ertaintics. This measure, bei:N tc -:- tio f .f

twu previous .oasurcs (;.c.. ICW! Lethal Area rotential and SL .. cthal Azea

Potential), incorporatez al of the li itatim and uncertain.ties of those

two measures.

Also, by treatir.g all warheads the same, there is the additional 1-i-

tation of treating the shorter ranqe. les accurate SLMa au the equal of

the Zi- -;,r ranqe, Pore accurate ICB5.4.
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(U) Coc ent. The greatest contribution to the Soviet lethal &re& poten-

till is- this combined measure is from the IC&. force. This is due tu the

9reatv'r number and higher -ields of Soviet ,y. cm-¢arcd to Soviet SLM s.I

For the US h-ever, the contribution fr= iCB.s is 'About t e sae as that

from SLam-S.
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SBtBEH LETUAL AREA POr~TAL (C)

What if- ..casures. The total lethal area potential of the US and USSR~

bomber forces is comlered. The anea, measured in squiate nautical miles (n.M.'),

subjected to at least 15 psi overpressure is daternincd for each wea~n arid

sw~mA over the force. Each weapo.n is assumed to be detonated at its opt==u

height of burst for blast overpressure. (U)'

Limitation-;. Although this measure provides an -ndication of the

total area which may be subjected to a given overpressurq: by all of the bombs

and ASIMs in the force, it does not take xnto account synergistic effects re-

suiting-from other nearby weapon bursts. (U)
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(U) This measure fails to take Jnto account other weapo-i qyztem character-

istics. Factors such as prelaunch sutvivability, alert rate, bomber penetra-
' kbility, reliability, accuracy,, etc., are not considered in this measure.

(U) The measure also does not consider specific target types or hardness.

(U) Uncertainties. Thorc is a larqe deqree of uncertainty associated with

the number and yield of bombs and A Ms carried by present and futare Scviet

bombers. There is al'o a degree of uncertainty associateJ with the number

and yields of future US borbef weapon loadings. As lethal area has been cal-

culated from weapon yield and then summed across the bomber force, this un-

certainty has been compounded and is based upon our perception of weapon

loading. There is little uncertainty associated with current and past num-

bers of Soviet bombers: however, there is some uncertainty associated with

the numbers and types of future Soviet bombers.

(U) Comment. This measure of bomber capability, like zl other measures

of bomber capailities in this report, is based uron the earlier assumptions

used concerni g bomb.-r loading.
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ICBM, SLBM, AND BDOSER LETHAL AREA POTERTIAL (U)

What it Peasures. This meaL.ure suns the lethal area potential (15

psi) for all the ICE4s, SLZs, and bombers in the force. (U)

(U) Limitations and Uncertainties. This measure, being the sumnat:on of

of three previous measures (i.e.. ICBN Lethal Area Potential, SLWN Lethal

Area Potential, and Bomber Lethal Area Potential), incorporates all of the

limitations and uncertainties of those three measures.

(U) Cament. The comuents to those measures which art! summed for this

measure are applicable here. Additionally, it should be noted that the great-

est contribution to the total Soviet lethal area potential (more than 70%) is

from the ICW' force.
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M. WEAPON SYSTEM ACCURACY. (,

1. (U) General. This section compares the accuracy of US and USSR

strategic weapon systems. The accuracy of weapon systems is normally measured

and expressed as Circular Error Probable (CXP). The CEP is the radius of a

circle centered on a target within which 50% of the wea-3ons will impact.

This section addresses two separate measures of weapon system accur-

acy. The first is an accuracy comparison of US and USSR ICBvS and SLB.s,

which compares the best accuracy of these systems as a function of time.

These comparisons reflect the comparative state of ballistic missile guidance

technology. The "ccond measure compares the average accuracy of the US and

USSR strategic forces (ICB.*Is, SLB.ts and bombers).

. (U) General Liritations atd Lt:certdintie!. These r'.asures depict

the estimated (.FP for arrivnq weapons; therefore, relevant factors such as

reliability, survivability, penetrability and accuracy of tarqet location are

not considered. Appendix C contains a discussion of tarqrtznq unc-rtainties.

Possibly of greatcr significance is the ur-ertainty of the validity of esti-

mites of ballistic misaiile at-curacy. For example. tliere are rc.trtction on

launch sites. trajectories and iqpact areas for testing US ballistic missiles

and Soviet accuracies are based on intelligence data, estimates and prvj.:ctions.

3. 'ieasures Considered in This Section:

Accu. icy Comparison (I/CEP) US and USSR ICBMs
Acctu. cy Comparison (I/CEP) US and USSR SLBMS
Avera: e Accuracy of the 1=14 Force

Avera':e Accuracy of the SLB4 Force
Average Accuracy of the Combined ICBI and SLBM Force

Average Accuracy of the Total Strategic Force (IC34s, SLBs.
and Bombers) (U)
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ACCUMCT COMPARISON (l/CEP) US )OM USSR XCBI4S (U)

mi~at it Measures. The reciprocal of the CEP (i.e., 1/CEP). measured

in nautical miles. of the most accurate US ICBM4 at a given point in time

is plotted against the reciprocal of the CLP of the most accurate Soviet

IC8.M at the same point in time. Therefore, this p'lot attempts to depict

the comparative state of guidance technology. (U)

(U) Limitations. This measure, which 4isrlavs 1/CEP of only the most ac-

curate IC&B4, disregards the accuracy of all other XCB4s in the force at that

point in time. Since the most accurate ICBH is often the Aewest ZCB.'4 in the

inventory, the curve is sensitive to the introduction of a nrw weapon systemo

which would usually represent only a small portion of a nation's ICB't force

in the year indicated by the measure.
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The measure disregards all other measures of ICM( force effectiveness

such as, prelaunch survivability, warhead yield, HIRV or 41M capability,

hardness to nuclear effects, number of missiles, etc.

(U) Uncertainties. There is a degree of uncertainty associated with the

accuracy and year of introduction of past and current Soviet missile systems.

Future estimates are based upon a perception of the technological improve-

ments in Soviet missile systems and have a greater degree .,f uncertainty.

(U) Cemmnt.- Accuracy can be improved with hardware or software changes.

These changes may or may not'be observable in the deployed forces. The

improved accuracy of a new system may, therefore, be incorporated into an

older one without being observed.
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ACCURACY CCMPARISON (CE?) US AND USSR SILBS (U)

What it Measures. The reciprocal of the CEP (i.e.. I/CEP), measured

in nautical miles, of the -most accurate US SLBM at a point in time is plot-

ted against the reciprocal of the CEP of the most accurate Soviet SLE4 at

the same point in time. Therefore, this plot is an attempt to depict the

comparative state of guidance technology. (U)

(U) Limitations. This measure, which displays I/CEP of only the most

accurate SLBN, disregards the accuracy of al other SLBs in the force at

t.at point in ti:ae. Since the most accurat- SL58 is often the newest SL34

in th-e inventory, the curve is sensitive to the introduction of a new v -apon

system which vould usually represent only a small portion of a ration's SLSR

force in the year indicated by the measure.
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The measure dsegards al other measures of SLM force effectivezes

such as, prelaunch survivability, warhead yield, IRV or XRV capability,

*.trdness to nuclear effects, number of issiles,-number of subarines on

station, etc.

(U) Uncertainties. There is a degree of uncertainty associated with the

accuracy and year of introduction of past and current. Soviet missile syrstens.

Future estinates are based upon a perception of the technological improve-

ments in Soviet missile systems and have a greater degtee of uncertainty.

(U) Comment. The accuracy of SLO(s can be improved by hardware or soft-

ware changes to the missile and/or improvement in the accuracy of determin-

ing submarine position. These changes would be difficult to observe in the

deployed forces.
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AVEPAcg ACCUPAc- () TIm 1CM VCR=S (U)

th is x i or d t tir e the avardgr4 gr-Ipic 'representation far~gat of
thi re ozt th in~ r~~ o th av ra~ force accuracy has been plotted.
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(U) Limitations. The measure, by simply averaging accuracy, takes no

account of individual missile characteristics such as reliability, yield,

and other factors of force effectiveness.

Any averaging of accuracies can be misleading without some idea of the

distribution of these accuracies across the force.

(U) Uncertainties. While there is little uncertainty in the nu=bers and

types of Soviet ZCB s. there is a great deal of uncertainty relative to the

accuracies of Soviet missiles.

(U) Co=ent. Missile accuracy can be improved with hardware or software

changes. In most cases, these improvements can be made undetected by the

other side. They only beccme apparent through observation of missile tests

uhich may or may not be a true indication of i=plenentation. In addition,

improved guidance observed in one missile t1pe may or may rot be incorpor-

ated in other issiles alrcad • deployed.



KI
AVERGE ACCURACY OF THE SLON FORCE (U)

What it Measures. This measure compares the arithmetic means of the

accuracies of the total US and USSR SLM forcas. (U)

(U) In order to utilize the standard graphic representation format of

this report, the inverse of the average force accuracy has been plotted.

U() Umitatims. The measure takes no account of L-dividual nisile

cberacteristics surh as reliability, yi.ld, and other factors of force

effectiveness.

Any averaging of accuracies can be =izleading without some idea of

the distribution of accuracies across the force.1132



(U) Uncertainties. While there is little uncertainty in the numbers and

types of Soviet SLE, , there is a great deal of uncertainty relative to the

accuracies of Soviet missiles.

(U) Comment. Uot included in the measure is a comparison of the accur-

acy of determining subarine position. Launcher position is a key element

in the total weapon delivery accuracy problem and is the main reason that

SLIM's are not as -accurate as contemporary ICW-s.

I
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AVERAGE ACCURACy OF THE CO.MjjjW ICBL4 AND $LEM FCRCE (U)

What it 1eauuz.s. This mea-ure conpar--s the atitl-etic mr-Ons of theaccuraces of the total combined ICKH and SLSM force. (U)
(U) in order to utilize the standard graphic representation format ofthis report, the inverse of the average force accuracy has been plotted.
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(L)Thu ,-.t cffevt of trnes. L±.mesi, in 19,S6, results in an avoraio mirt~il-t

fo-rce acf-.rrap' fur "ot:; tl.o VS ind ZS.that is x.a.rcxinatoiv c:ual it: dit,

th atiC. mt t.% L:2jw.;* a.%C ~z~ in fC .hI avt'r-;e ;.B

ac; an~d avoragoc SLHM .tvcura. Y. joini: dt tn.-at nuzt IN. cunsxdetld Iz that

av~ ra-':-s 17.Lc" 1r%! o:.':, o :?:ar:Of -.rta tnci.unt be treated with

(2)Ccrrot.The' ccatcn.Qts alplizan1e to the prvostwu noas;urO5 arc

ar;ici~to tn; ~~z~ 'i.r 2ctwo mt-azurer i-rmores tne fact

that t Cftl4t.0 av'curacy -f I tnk~ atv :a;r le for ^L-:;Xn
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AVI\C4%G ACCUR~ACY OF T'IM TICTAL STRAMECIC IORCE

.41a" Moa;-ren. The recip~roca. of the weiptcd average delivery

,cur tr, azured in aitica1 nilios, of all thv straregic nuclear weaorjzf

in CaC!. forCe iS CO c~aztd. V.

(U) in order to utlijZe .he stanl1ard qra:pl.ic re~rresentationi fornot~ of
this rprt, tho invurLo of t!:e zvera~e force accuracy has 1.een plotted.

W) i ta Thi.-- mr:azure, beinga a cor-1'ariion of tonly tile welylited

average~ dolivery ace. :ac-, of a force., dit~re'jards all other weamm character-

ir~icq nuch an yield, r4:.q., Lardne,%n to nuclear cfects, etc.

T'hi:; =easurc also tdoer not coi.:ider nunLours of dclivery vehicles or

cbar.Att~r.tics sue!. a4 alert rate, reactiun time, :uurvivabiljt;, etc.
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(W) U'ncertaIntieS. There is a deqreet of uncertainty associated with ti.e
accuracy and year of introduction of Soviet strategic uystems, particularI7
rumi-e iystcns. r'uture est~lates, which have a Ireater tincertainty, are
based uIxin projeutions of Soviet tce :.oljoicaj iml-rovae.en and force structure.
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1. HUAPD TARGET "ILL crPAB-:,:TY. %Z)

1. General. In this section, the hard target kill ca:-ability of

the 1b74, SLEM, and boy..bar forces -,s co-.:,ared. U)

(U) Hard target kill c--,nbility is an aggregate measure e.ployed as ln

indicator of relativecounterfcrce capalilities, This measure is the re-

sult of an attempt to demonstrate the strategic balance in terms of the

ability of a force to destroy hardened targets. A homoeneous target s-.t

is assutned which' is at least as large as the number of warheads available.

Target hardnesses of 1,6C13, 2,OC. and 3,000 psi have been used to illus-

trate ICBM capabilities in this r-easure. (A hardness of 1,000 psi was used

for SLB.1, bom-ber, 3nd total str3te=ic force capability). This should lot be

construed as an indication of either US or VSSR target set hard.zs in that

these various hardnesses have been selected to demcnstrate the effect of in-

creasiny hardness on this measure.

(U) A Vulnerability Nt.ber (VN) is used to indicate the relative re-

sistance of a target to daage fr= blast prassure. The nuner itself has

no physical significance. when as-signed to a targt, a VN id.-.tifies the

relation believed to be held between the blast pressure and the probability

of damage (of at least the specified degree) for a particular target. uigh

VNs denote targets highly resistant to blast damage; 'cw Vs denote targets

with a lctr resistance to blast damage.

:U) A %IN was assigned to each of the three etimple target sets based

upon the hardness. Then, for each weapcn system avai ible, the Single

Shot Probability of Kill (SSPk) was determined for ari ving weapons.

This SSPk was multiplied by the nu-kber of weapons of e ch type available

each year in order to determine the total number of tatgets that could be

destroyed in that year. Mathematically:
ICB.4/SLBM4

C =Capability = z RiNiPk.
i-i I

where kI = The reliability cf the i system

14. = the nuw.ber of i t h independenrly
L targetable warheads available

P. C the single shot probability of
i kill for the ith independently

targetable warnead.
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(U) A conJined force roliability rate of 0.85 was assuxaed in the cal-

culationn in this section.

2. (U) General '.imitations and Uncertainties. Hard targct kill capa-

bility, as a measure :f counterforce capability, assu.es that the nu.-ber of

targets is at least as great as the nurzer )f warheads; that all the targets

have the same hardnesi, and that weapons (such as SLMs) which are rela-

tively ineffective aqa:nst hard targets will be used against hard targets.

The inaccuracies intrc.uced do not necessarily cancel cne another. Fratri-

cide effects for warh":eds attacking nearby targets are not considered.
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Tbere are uncertainties associated with the yields, accuracies, andnumbers of USSR warheads, and the quantities used are based on US estimates

and projections.

3. Measures Considered in This Sectit.,:

ICBM Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,c0o psiICB3t Hard Target rill Capability, 2,000 psi
ICB Hard Target Kill Capability, 3,000 psi
SLBM Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,0C0 psi
ICBM and SLSM Hard Target rill Capability, 1,000 psiBomber Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,000 psi
ICBM, SLM, and Bormtkr Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,000 ssi WL)
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ICm.. LaRD Tvr':. !mu.L CAPAIILITY, 1,000 PSI U)

that it MtEasures. This neasure ccr.pares the hard tArget kill c-2a-

bility of the two ICETI forces against targets with a hardness of 1,000 -si.

This is equivalent to an adjustcd I: of 37.3 (i.e., 1,000 psi) when consider-

ing a 1 :.T weaion. {U)

Limitations. his is a general neasure dcszqnod to illustrate the

ability of a force to destroy i hoiog*neous target set. It .s not in:ended

to illustrate the ability of a force to destroy any stecific target set. (U.

(U) The hardness of 1,000 l'si was arbitrarily selected3, .nd hence the

measure cannot necessarily !e used as a counterforce index.
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(U) The measure assumes that there is a set of targets availab!e which i5

at least as large as the numJber of independently targetable warheads avail-

able. Trhis, of course, may or .-ay not be the ca;e.

(U) The measure fails to take into account other vaepons systemc character-

istics which might have a significant impact upon the hard target 1.111 ca;pa-

bility of a force. For example, a combined launch and in-flight reliability

of 0.55 was used in the calculations. %ile this value may be valid for 'en-

eral corparisons, ICFC! launch, in-flight, and warhead rel jbilities vary in

actual practice. Also, not included in this measure is a consideration of

possible fratricide cr the s-nergiatic effects of warheads being used against

nearty targ,:ts.

(U) Uncertainties. The results of the calculations are Lased in part upon

our conception of the conpsition of 'the Soviet ICB! force. T'berv is little

uncertainty associated with the nu.!:,ers of Soviet ICM launchers. There is

a significant degree of uncertainty associated with the yield, accuracy, and

nu-r.br of ind, *ndently targutable warheads associat2d with these ICEMs. For

future years, '-he perceived Soviet zCa i force composition fits within th -

informal agree:,int- reached at Vladivostok which provides a limit of 2,400

strategic nuclitr delivery vehicles and limits MIKVed ballistic missile

launchers to 1,320.
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ICBH 1!VJ. T=171" KILL CAPABILITY, 2,CO PSI (U)

W:at it Measures. This Aeasure is the sxe as the preceding measure

except that a homogeneous target :et of 2,0O nsi was consit-rCd (i.e., an

adjustd VN of 41.6 considering a .!fT weaic0). U)

(U) Limitations. This measure -has the same limitations as the prcod-ny

measure (ICBM Hard Target Kill Capability. 1,000 psi).

(U) Uncertainties. This measure has the same urcertainties as the pre-

ceding measure ICI:4 Hard Target Y.ill Caability. 1,000 psi).
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(U') c.=-.-nt. cci-e ccnt zpplicabe to the precudii measure is also

ctpproiriatc here. In ztd.Zion, a com-arison of the two neasures inJicates

that doubling the hadness of thie tar~jet set tends to bias the zeaure away

f zoc the generally higher yield, less accurate USSR ICBM fOrCe.



h"!-t it Meascres. This =osure is the zxze aa the tum precceiing

m-asitres excect that a honco.-eneous target set of 3,000 psi. waz cc.nsidexed

(i.e., an adjusted V.. of 43.3 consid1er_-ng a 1 MT w.eapmn1)

U) Li ians. '!:s measure has the zat-e limitations as tkhe two pre-

ceding veasuzres Max, iiral -?arg.t ill calabiity, I.COO PSI and ICP-14 Hard

Target Kill Ca ~ility, !,O sx ! .
I'ii (U) Cnccrtajuties. Thisa m~asure has the sane. uncertainties as' the twvo

preceding neasures (ICB.: I!ard Target Fall cpablity, 1,MOC PSI ar~4 ICEE:

Htard Tar-vot K.ill Capa.bility, :.c(; psi).

I ~ Pace 147 was D2eleted
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SL5t HARD TA. jI"" KILL CAPA ILITY, 1,OCC TSZ (U)

What it easurti. This neasure ccpares the hard target kill capa-
bility of the tuo SLBM forces again t targets with a hav e ss of 1,000 psi.
This ir equivale-nt to an adjustod °:* of 37.3 (i.e., 1,C3 psi) when consider-
i- g a I Y-1 weapon. (U)

(U) Liitations. .'his is a general aeasure desizned to illustrate the
. ability of a force to destroy. a hoogenecus targct set. It is not intend-d

to illustrate the ability of a force to destroy any speci:c target set.The hardness of 1,000 psi was arbitrarily selected, hence the measure
cannot necessarily be u=.-d as a counterforce ndex.
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..e -easure assz-s that there :s a s-at of targets available --i..;h

at least as large as tae number of indeendently t-.-:retable warl.ead: avail-

able. This, of course, =-y or =wy nut be the case.

-he measure fails to take into account other weap.ns systens character-

istics which tzight have a siqnificant impact upon the hard taret kill

capability of a force. For example, a combined launch and in-fligh: re-

liability of 0.85 was used in the calculations. While this value =3y be

valid for general co parisons, SL launch, in-flight, and warhead relia-
bilities in actual Prctice. Also, not included in th-s measure is a

consideration of pov-sible fratricide ur the synergistic effects of warheads

being used against naar.y targets.

This measure addresses the SILM inventory. Peadiness rates will signifi-

cantly affect the nue--er of SLEL- s on station and available.

(U) Uncetaintic
-
. T .h results of the calculations are based in 14--t upon

our perception of the Soviet SLBM force eon¢csition. There is a significant

degree of uncertainty associated wit!h the 7ield. accuracy, and ninber of

independently targetable warhcads of Zoviet SL--.s. Since all of th.-se are

incorporates in the calculat=ons, uncertainties in the v..lues will result

in corresponding uncertainties in the calculations. .hevi is little un-

certainty associated with the nuibers of Szviet SLW. pla o-rms (and henc-

the n*--ber of missiles) in the inventory for current -nd ast years.
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~Cwt ".D SLUM HiARD T, .2T KI 111 CAPAfl.IrTy, 1 P.,iC PI )

ih~ it .11caur1o3. ' -,vras~jrc is t LL-,unation o'f twc prf~v.cAI.

measures, !CB.4 ffa.d Tarqvet Kil.l PS.~lty O I Zk: d SM Ha~rd Tr9vL

Xill Capdility', 1,0(:0 PSI. (U)

(U) Liritaiions. Th11i, rmesure Lauj t'w uam liniiLtions as tfll tweo

rnea urcd it to~tals (lCD : iL.rd ,Airqtt Fill Ca iui)ty, I.U;O P m su S'Z~I

Hard Target Kill Cara~ilit,. l1U000 PSI).

rncj.1uri:s it tota~ls (TCI4 Hartd Ta~rget Kill 1,0.gi00t Pr!and $'.W!

Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,CuO S)



- U.)Cornent. he ballintic nsile hard tarset kill cas-ability of both

natio:nz is pririaril-y a function .~f Lac 1Ci'om force a.,.E'A are genecally

W ACCUratO U:.3 IhAVw .'I U adJ- d -l sadvar.1-age of carr~inq smallt-r yietdt,.



BO.'-: } TRPQGM . KZLL CAPABLIY 1,00 PS1 (c')

hat iL.Mpauros. This measure compares the' hard tirget kill c4ja-
bility oC the two bxe-t)or forces against target3 with a hardness of 1,O00o psi.
This is equivalent to un aijusted V: of 37.J (i.e., 1,000 psi) when consider-
ing a 1 MT Weapon. C)

Wt') Liiitin, This is a ee:sc ral mea..uxe dc.-.iqn#el to illustrate the
dbility of a force t-. d~tr,, .y hom.:nvou!, tarcet sat. It is not intended
tO illustrate the .',;lit7 of i ftorce to dc:;t:oy any ifi, target set.
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The measure assumes that there is a set of targets available which is at

least as larje as the number of independently targetable warheads available.

This, of course, may or may not be the case.

Relatively ineffective weapons rmay have contributed significantly to the

nmber of targets destroyed.

The measure fails to take into account Dther weapons syste:as character-

istics which might have a significant Lmrpact upon the hard target kill

capability of a force. For example, a ccrobined w apon reliability dnd

bomber penetrability of defenses of 0.85 was used in the calculations.

'While this may be valid for a eneral comparison, bomber penetrability and

reliabilities vary in actusl practice. Also not included in this measure

is a consideration of possible fratricide or the synergistic effects of war-

heads being used against nearby cargets.

Bomber io'ading was assum d to be the sane as in previous measures of

bomber weapon comparisons, that is maximu--: when weapon availability allowed.

(U) Uniertainties. The results of the calculations are baed in port

upon our perception of the composition of Soviet bomber forces. There is

little uncertainty associated with the past and present numbers of Soviet

hoi.n.bes. There is a significant degree of uncertainty associated with the

yield, .accuracy, and nur-anr of independently targetable wazheads associated

with these bombers.
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ICWI, SLUM , AlD OMBR MRD TARGET KILL CAPABILITY, 1,000 PSI (U)

Mi.at it measurcs. This -easure is the sumration of three previous

W1.'asures: ICB.3 Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,030 PSI; SLB.4 Hard TargJet

Kill Capability, 1,000 PSI; and Bombcr Hard Target Kill Capability, lO00

PSI. (U)

I

U) Limitations and Uncertaintiefs. This measure, be:ng the zu=.t7cn rf

three previous measures (i.e., XCBt Hlard Target Kill Capibility, 1,000 PSI;

SLM Hard Target Kill Capability, 1,000 PSI; and Bo*b.?r :Ird Target Kill

Capability, 1,000 PSI), incorporates all of the limitatic-s and uncertainties

of those three measures.
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J- COUN'ER MILIARY PO-TIAL, (U)

1. (U) General. This section cor.pares the Counter military rotential

(CMP) of the US and USSR strategic nuclear forces. CMP, albo called "lethal-

ity,- is an aggregate measure of relative counterforce capabilities. Un-

like Equivalent Meoatons (EXT), which by aggregating the equivalent yield

of each of a nurnbei of weapons suggests the total area which can be cove-i

by a barrage, CAP assuses point target attacks. It is derived by dividing

the equivalent yield by the square of the delivery accuracy (CEP ), where

CTP (circular error probable) is the radius of a circle around a point tar-

get within which half the weapons launched at it can be expected to strike.

.athecatically this is expressed as:

CnTCMP =

(CEP) 2

where: EMT- =Y2/3

Y is measured in rAgatons

CEP is reasured in nautical miles.
For exa.-rle, a 100 KT warhead with a CE. of 0.-5 nautical miles is

alued as having a C-%P of 3.44 and a 5 MT warhead with a CEP of 0.5

nautical mies is valued as having a CMP of 11.7 by this neasure. It .ay
2/3be noted t. :t the value of y has been used reqrdless of uwapon yield

when calcul"ting E!4T in order to dateriine ChP. In Section F, where target

area was a e mnideration, various values were used for the exponent delend-

ing upon we, -on yield.

2. (U) General Limitations cind Uncertainties. Counter ilitary Po-
tential (CMP? is a measure -if a force's counterforce capability; it does

not, however, take into consideration target hardness or weapon reliability.

It should be toted that C.4P approaches infinity as CEP approaches zero--

i.e., as weap:n accuracy improves. This factor becomes increasingly im-

portant as weaipon systems achieve greater accuracies. All other individual
weapon characteristics arc not considered in this measure.

I
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There are uncertainties associated with te yields, accuxa ies, and

nu mbers of USSR warheads. The quantities used are basud on US esti.ates and

projections.

3. 1!-atures Considered in This Section-

1C!M- Counter ilitary Potential
SLUM Counte Miilita y Potential
C. and SLB:1 Counter Military Potential
Bomber Cuunter Military Potontial
ICB., SL. N, and erlber Counter :!ilitar, Potential (W)
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ICEM CCCTEA ,'PLITARY PCCE"TIAL (U)

Wh.at it Pearures. This reasure is t-he sur-.atton of the Counter

Military Potential (C.X'P) of all the ICBMs in the force. (U

Limitations. C" is a measure intcnrded to estimat.. a force's capbil-

ities against hard [oint targets; however, it does not take• into account the

eff(ets of target hardness. (I

('J) The total values of Soviet CflP are based uton cur p. rccption of t'

t3yp and n-=ber of IBM. launchi:.g 3:ites. As a result, the i- saibility th.i

scome launchers nay be capable of launching cre than one nicsile is not in-

clud,.d in the measure.
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SL$ML COtU.VTER MILITV RY POTEIMTI. (U)

W:at it measures. This measure is the wuiation of the Cowuntr Mili-

tari Potential (aMP) of all the SL3:4s i:i the force. (U)

Limitations. OW is a meaure intended to estimate a force's capa-

j ility aga-i-st hard point targets, howevet, it does not take into account the

effects of target hardness. (U)

(U) The total values of Soviet O.r are ta:ed upon our per-eption of the

type and number of observed ballistic miszi0lo subm-trincs and thereby nissiles.
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. (U) nce:tai"ties. There is a fair deree of uncertainaty &ssoc-t-ed with

the type and yield of the warheads on Soviet 3S.Bms as well as the accuracy

of these system-s. There is little uncertainty -ssociated with the curriant

and past numbers of Soviet SLB-'. la-nchers. ruture estinates of SLri:4 launch rs

are based upon the as!unption of a SAL agreer, e.nt and nay vary dcpenling up-oa

Soviet decisions and options thcrein.

A portion of the total nur!. -r of submarines is undergoing overhaul ardl

or conversion at any given tim-e, and therefore cur estimAte of which war-

heads -may be associated with these sub-arines affects the total C,':P calcu-

lation.

(U) Co--.nt. SLB:! counter military potenti-l is pzesently limited by the

cc.mprative inaccuracy uf these syste=s. SL.AM C.P can also be .. ieze~sed

with izprovements in submarine po.sition d-.'--:.-..ion thereby islproving

SLB accuracy.



,% -.. I~t M-afures. .his =tcasuro t.otals the :rcc_,n t;. aso
C X C 5 : C u n t r ~ i ~ ti r y o t e n i a l a n d S L~ c t r !. i l i t .z r v r o t e n t i a l ) . r t

is. t!hertfore, the =u-atjc Of thec C:: of all of u-.0 XCUM's and SLWs in
the force. )

(U) Limitatj 0 s a, hs~og~ bigteSaino
tI* Precedwnq two easr(ie*ICTO Councer military poton-ial ad VLICertainties of tshose tiuo * .9ad.
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What it 71re 1. Thseasur% is the wz=to- 4r- the coter L-i1-

itary potential of all war~eads carried by the k rforce. )

(UZ) Liiati!-.. C*: in a neasure intc--'cJ to estizate a forcc's capa-

bilith'ez against hard point tarvcti. it is not irnt-ndc4 to illutvtate t).e

ability of a force t-I -3-triq V.Y zywxific tast Set.

*otaljng up tim COP tif b=11ser 'ar!.d:: dioes no.t take intro consideration

systc= or individJual wari. a-J effieti-venes. Factors sueh as t4v-bcr ;-en--tra-

bilit7. reliabilitiy.Av6uivts to r".Iclar effcct!;. ctc.. are n.vot cons&&m.rk-d

in this voasure.



(U uner T--r is litl -*,tin . With - -z

4:t3-Ast nt~t-rz of Soviet Uters. et- are dg~c~to ~

There i-; a co.-I. !vdrja,1 u-jre- of ;:=ertalnty ~c.tdvt ~et
ytield, aec1~rac. and n=rc lSO: bv%±k--r-t wart.'ead- ;al s
=t-zS are ba:4: ;ntSCctdr~

CU ctu.Lr 4nc~of th, ;er*. ac:-zt ;,:Z% tot u
ba.&.r force 41rllutnin; it.. intCalzta.~ in t~e tesrly lls,; Z~
for the lare inra; in CIP after 1191.

I AAAN



:, ,F cz.lm.c: ::41it:ky Pvtvntial * S'!. Cointk;r Y~i !..,rv 2oterntial. art Vomr

t) ~t~t~-: .. d ert~kr~t -.,Tis rewa.IrLe. L-im-~ the ~~

~ r~:Ii~b. ~ £j.~br ~rnnt~r' iita P~t d r-w~ ia. -:L!t: CoumaI- .. .b-rzuto jja-
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- 1. (U) General. This section addresses expect-d results of an £CD

first :,crike by either side agains . the othtr side's ICBM launch.rs. Such

an exchange is, of course, not possible. However, this method has been

utilized in order to presei.t a comparison of US and USSR ICB.'" rapakility to

draw dwn the other's force. The general .-eth6dology is as folio.;s: Con-

sidering the launcher site of one side as a target, tne prob,-bility Cf Jm,,-

age (Pd) is calcuYated when the other side's ICB:Is tre used as attacking

weapons. The Pd is dependent upon ICBM launcher hardness and the attacking

ICB.s yield and CEP. Using the precomputei Pd' calculations are then made

for each year with one nation's ICBM force as the tarSut and the ether

nation's ICB force as the attacker. The calculations may be done in such

a manner so as to optimize destruction of any one of the ..- asuros of an ICBM

force (i.e., nunbers of 1CBM launchers, number of independently targetable

ICBM warheads, ICBM gross tield, ICBM EPT, etc.). The two nations ' roles

are then revernel and a siilar set of calculetions are done.

In the case of the meisures presented in this suction, the follow-

ing assumptions were used: Targct/weapon combinations were selected to

optimize the n-;:rher of laun-chers dustroy0d. Two independently targetabl,

warheads werc targeted against launchers when the attac¢nr's system char-

acteristics and inventory [peimitted Ci.e-., in as far a! ,as possible two-on-

one cross-targeting was used). It was assumed that co.ined launch. in-

flight, and strike reliability was 0.85 for both the Un. .ed States and the

Soviet Union. Zn those cases where a nation had suffic:, nt weapons in in-

ventory, reprogramming for unsuccessful launches was usP.1. The effe:,ts of

fratricide were nr-: considered iE.asmuch as it was assume.: that the timing

problems of two-on-one cross-targeting could be resolved.

A comparison of a SL84 first strike was not made because of the

general ineffectiveness of present SLB:.s against hardened targets such as

ICBM silos. Similarly, SLBMs or ICB.'As were not considere,: for attacks on

ballistic missile submarines, except for possible zttacks acainst such sub-

marines in port, due to problems associated with submarine detecticn.
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Bombers were also not considered in a first strike role because of

the time required from aircraft takeoff to the weapon release point. Present

warning systens for both sides could detect such an attack early enough to

allow the defending nation enough time to launch a retaliatory attack lefore

the bombers arrived. ICi.s and SLI4!s were also not targeted against bonbvis

because of possible dispersion to multiplt airfields an/or the fact that

many bombers could be on airborne alert.

2. (U) Limitations and r.ncertainties. The measure does not ccnsr.ier

the numbers and types of weapons the attacking nation would have remaining

after the first strike other than the total. It also does not depict the

numbers and types the attacku nation would have remaining other than the

total. The measure also excludes the effects of defensive or counter-offen-

sive actions vhich nay be taken such as ALMs, or attempts to launch out from

under attack. Although, as discussed in earlier sections, there is scre un-

certainty u~scciated wit:. the yields, numbers of indel.endently targeta!;e

warheads, accuraoy, and reliability of Soviet ICBMs, there is greater un-

certainty associated with the hardness of Soviet launct:ers. To a lessor

degree, there is uncertainty regarding US ICR4 launchcr hardness.

Failing to c'nsider ballistic missile submarinuq and intercontin-

ental bo.aIbers as pot. ntial targets or as first-strike ueapons systems is

probably inconsisten: with existing strategy. A concentrated effort could

be made to locate ani destroy these forces in conjunctILa with an ICZM first

strike thereby limit:.g tneir role in any retalilatory role. Conversely,

these forces, through planning, deployment and deception, could ba used in

a first strike role a.qainst other lesser non-hardened targets.

3. Measures Coni.±dered in This Section:

Suriving IC&M Launchers After a First Strike by Either the US or
USSR

Surviving ICWI qarheads After a First Strike by Either the US or
USSR

Residual ICE4 Launchet5 after a Fizst Strike by Either the US of
USSR

Residual ICB4 Wdrheads After a rirst Strike by Either the US or
USSR



Average- ICBM Silo, Hardness

Average Warhead Yield in I'irst strike

- Average Accuracy of Warheads in First Strike
Sensitivity of First Strike Analysis to Circular Error Probable
Sensitivity of First Strike Analysis to Yield
Sensitivity of First Strike Analysis to Target Hardness (U)
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.~il ...-. -. SURVIVING ICE." LAU.CHEPS A:LR A FIRST STRIKE
BY "ITIP. THE US OR "SSR (U)

* !Thiit it Heasu, .s measure conpares the results of an CB. first

strike by either 3id, tl.e other side's IC.LM launchers. (U)

(U) Limitatior.s. To obtain the results of this measure, he number of

ICaMs required may exceed the nurnber of weapons which one nation is willing

to expend in order to draw down another nation's ICBMI force.

The measure does not depict the number and/or type of weapons that the

attacking or attacked nation would have remaining in its inventory after the

first strike.
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The measure, by simply attempting to maximize the nu,"6er of ICX3 launchers

. destr,ed, does.not take into acco.;.,t the capabilitiez of the surviving ICt-Ms

4uch as yield, =M1T, numbers of inde!ndently tareetable warheads, etc.-

The mpasure disregards the possibility that th- nation attacked -ay be

able to launch out from under attack.

(U) Uncertainties. The P for each target is a function of the hardnus

of the target to nuclear effects and the yield and Cp of the offensive wcapon:

therefore, uncertainties in any of these tLree characteristics will effect

the value of the Pd" Sensitivity of the calculatisns to these uncertainties

are addresed later in this section.

There ia: -i significant dugree of uncertaxint7 with regard to the hazancss

of Soviet ICBM launcheri .nd to a I -ser degree, t:e hardness of US ICS .

launchers. There is some d-egree of uncertainty asscciatei witil the yie!dz,

numbers of independently targetable warhcads, accuracy and reliability of

Soviet launchers.

It was ass,,Pd that the weapon fritricide probln*s could be sol*vcd vy

timing of weapon arrival, hence the expected valuje disregards fratrici,!.e.
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(3) (j The attack calculations were done in a manner scleeted to
opti ize the n=,ber of launchers destroyc. (i.e., = iimize sur-
viving launchers). Had scre other criteria, Vuch as iniopendently
targetable warheads or qgAcsz yield ben selected 4s the value
which wa- to be optt-hLt2zed, : Significant difference may have
recuUtcd.
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- SUVIVIG !C M W.UUEADS , A FIRST STRIKE
BY EIETVR T=E US OR USSR C)

what it :easures. This r.easure conpares the nu-n0ber of indepc.n-

ently targetable ICM warheads that would survive a first strike by the US

or USSR on the other side. (See Sarviving ICB.4 Launchers After a First

Strike by Either the US or USSR.) (U)

(U) .initat-ons. To obtain the results in this measarz, the number of

ICBMs reqzired ray exceed the numlcr of weapons which one nation is willing

to expend in order to draw down another nation's :CraM force.

The measure does not depi t the n.-,7Jcr and/or type of wuajvons that the

attacking nation would have remaining in its inventory after the first strike.I ~17.;

4[
............................................-.- .I'
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Tw me.asure.disrc4jards the Fossibility tnat the nation attacked may 1:'

able to launch out fro= under attack.

This zeasuru it a result of the calculation for the previous neasure

(Surviving ICBM- Lacnchers) in which an attenmpt is rt-ade to rmaxi.ize tie num-

ber of launchers destroyed and not the nu-mber of warheads dentroyed.

(U) Uncertainties. There is sone. degree cf uncertainty regarding the

nu=mbers and types of ZCB-*4 launchers surviving and hetuce the nu-ber of war-

heads surviving. Also, the number of Soviet warheadc is not certain.

(U) Cozr.-ent. The number of iurviving ICBM warheads is dependvnt in

large part upon the targeting philosophy employed. H~ad some ot er value

such as !ndopendentlv. t. rgetable wrecads or M7' Iven selected as the opti-

mization criteria, significant differences in the expected value calcula-

tions may- have resulted.

I
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PESIDUAL ICM L..C US "&FTER A F!R STRIK
BY EITPER ThE US OR USSR (U)

What it !cAasures. This -easure cou-pares the number of ICBEM launchers

rem.ai.ning in a force's inventory after launchirg a first strike.

(U) Limitati4ons. This m-easure is highly dependent upon the atlack assump-

tions and targeting philosophy described in paragraph I of this section. The

number of I3Ms that must be used in order to oinimize the surviving ICSM

launchers of the other side may exceed the number of IC"Ms which either

nation is willing to erpend in a first strike.

his measure does not take into account the calabilities of the remaining

ICBMs such as yield, E-T, r.umlar of independently targetablc warhe.ads. etc.

l7G



(U) Un~e-tain~ie$. The na) of su-vivir,. 1C4 la .cherL ope.ds u-- he n.tbers and types of IC-r'"S Cernded in tryin.; to draw do th %-osing
force. Thjs in turn depends uOn the attack-ra Llresti.g 'hilo o rhy andupon individual weapon charact ristis such as yield and accuracy. Al of
these are uncertain to -ane degree ot- another.

(u) c.nt. Viiile al-'o a fuction of particular IMCa- yields and 3ccur-acies, the nubera of residual launchers are in large ;trt dictated by the
targetir.9 philosophy "-ployvd.

I.



r~lW Qk p -,

1-B. xz :-JEi Xt- A FI5
BY E12HER THiE US OR USSR U-7)

tions ai-J tarq t.:zijhop* do-.crjilAd in pa~raph~j! I of this sectior. Thec

nur-lxer of 1~i t!t r-us tousd in ortlr to mrumiz* theo survivinq ICNI.

launch-r. of th ot*.o.r si%!e r--y exceed the~ nu.,O'-r of !C"Mrs whichi cither nation

Ir, will j:1 tO i~ in a first sik..

athis mcastu:c Jroes net takie into account thec capabiliies of the~ rsmrn~aring

"CI-M -- u7 as yiuld, CMP*

1:310



ICBM~aicc Afte~r a First Strike b7y -ite t.*e US r~ ;.S
to thi:; i±s ,Q-C uncetaityt 1±1thxv' e ti-:

mumerz of m!I's or so-:ict

ditav LY te tar;Ctj.jin oe.q:



surviv..ility; f antr ICF.'t (f.(c to attak. :;LUviv-1bl;.f i; iinati r-

Ia e to t e o-,-mil f-r t'



(U) t certainties. Sinco- silo hard:-.eqs is related to mam- factors of

. construc'ion (i.e., typo of -. Y.cre c, reinforcing rods, .r;, vLc.), arn

site geclogy, the hardnesss used were c:;ly a:-prcximations.
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(U)Liitticn~ ca ,te by sinp.ly avera,3irng yield, excludes addi-
**~.tjonalindiviI-.:.l rj:iechuractcristies such as reliability, ac ;urdcy, and

other factors of counter-forcu effrtiv(:ness.
The nicasure due!; nut con.,,i(er tile errcctiv, nes._ Cf the rcrainmnj fore;

i.e.*, the force ranaiziing after a first zti ike.
There are !-4ny diffeen ticrgeting coribinations ozsi ble and at Is un-

likely tnat the 1'articular combination of %,arbeads used in thle msimlatcd
at-tack would actually be une~d.

(U) Un'I.crt-.nt es. Thetre is little unCLrtaintyj in the ntmbcrn :%,d tyn~ef
oi Soviet IC: u Iwever, the yi..sand the acc,;racies of the mitsiles used
are etftimatvs kLaLs-d uputi ;; 1-esrcept.,ons. These c d1kr:-tvri!bics, in part,
dictate~d which ~~l~wore used in ti,, attacks.

(W) Ci-'.*The arhvas uued in the first strike,- .ere dictatcd more
by warhoad acracy thmn iild. For instance, while t:.e Soviet 'Vnion main-
taxns a lartje ar-tonal Of high yield weap-ons. it was mx~tu stivantacivolus in
the cotiterforce striket of later -ye,-ars tq use the lower yi;-ld -.arl~adds
with t! grvatur accurac-ivs.

A
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AV1FRAGE 'ACiZUP,,v OF WUiwS U.S!D T:, FTRST STRIYE (0i)

(U) In order to.utjlije thle st..nkdru qnr.ptlic repesentrio fomota of ti
rtepcrt, th inverse Of the alveratj -xccur,,i(y lI.1s b. n potte.

Id
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S(U) L.initation-,. The reasure, by ;m',ly av.ragitg aceuracies, takes zno

_CvO.ht tof LhC other individual missile chaLacteristicu such as roliabL1ht.-',

yield, and other factors of counterforce effectiveness.

The measure ignores the effectiveness of th, remaining force; i.e.,

the force remni-I after attacking.

Ther. are pan, osible targeting cocib.ndt'ionr and therefore it is un-

likely t!at the i.aricular combinatiLon of uarheat:u uced jn the s-.ulatod

att ck would actually bu used.

(U) 1%ncertinciu. There is little uncertainty in the nurd.or of and

typo of Soviet ICHMs. flowever, there is a greate.r da ree of unci:rtainty

relativ, to the aculiracies of these 1Cs:'s which are e.ntiztcs 'L'sed upon

US piercept ions.

(U) Covient. T-he accitracies of the available warhead.1 were in large

part the riain faetors in war.,ead selection for tL.t iitial stzi.es.
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SENS1TIVIITY 01 FlR,- 7r,: ANALYL1S TO

0it It .1Ieasure!.:. !igurc- 11-53 (Surviving iIzLuncherS After a First

Strike by Eithier the US or UJSSR) ,rerreoi~ts a cnii of the exrpectcJ

icetultb, of an 11M tjr-;t ,.trike by either side a.;ain-iz; tht: other side' nCW

laxunchcr:-. Irk th~ eu:n (,f that nwasure it wa-; n.att - that the p-r.,1'a-

billity of clr&4 (11 for --ach tar,;t-t is a function of both thv hrd-.-2s of

tht tar-.,%t *to nucle~r wt ai on , fe4cts an !the yield an,'z CIf' of t1We offvniiv.,

weat on. Th*-i!n mneasure in, l..-.ioned to ilicu.trata the !,nsnltivity zf r.i*.ure

11-5Z to W!-intive (i: n CMi datos inaccurac;,cs. Thut wau; done 1,7 reca'Cu-

li..; th,7:c zts f or the '.-,178 wtyh all E tors vc-.pt wea, on CVPj

held constdnt. C,:i- ua chanc.ud in ten- p~ercent inrements, and tire

,.ber of '~vvi;CV!, lacnchvrs survivinq; a first st rike~ by oth the

03 or L*S91 wau recalcu1akt .1- each of ten il(rV egtn W

i -e vn-A~b~ .~IR~~IwTIi id MAI Y W'. KA M. ir~dAjWvriAk1.-



(U) Limitations. The surviving ICB.4 launcher results shown in Pigure

Ir-60 were obtained using the same targeting stritely as originally appliud.

hile i different targeting strategy might produce different absolute values,

the relative values that result from changes in C!P would be similar to those

shown.

Since this rjsure analyzes only the effects of changing CE? on the num-

ber of surviving 1CB.ms, other factors whi:h could also affect the results

such as changec in yield, syste~m reliability, zilo hardne etc., were not

considered. Co:lectively, these factors might caenincdnd to produce greator

chanqcs than any single factor taken by itself.

W) ":,cert.ihtien. There. is a large degree of unreitairnty ast:;Vciated

with the ac.ual C("P of US and Soviet IC:ZMs due to the limited numb er of mis-

sile tents from which data were obtained. In the case of Soviet IC-.;, CEP

estimates are based upon intelligence sources. Additional factors contribu-

ting to accuiacy uncertainties are errors ccncerning launcher and tar.;et

po3itlo::z, t!.! tqrvitational iield of t!.e earth, ".-d the guidance sy.;ten

hardware within the missile itslf. A discussion of these factors is con-

tained in A:-,,:ndix C.

(U) Co-. ent. A ccnarison of sensitivity analyses for CEP, yield, and

silo hardness indiCaLes that the nu-btr of surviviw: C'SMs is most :,.nsative

to chantics in CEP.
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SENSITIVITY OF FIRST STRIKE ANALYSIS TO YIELD (U)

a4iat it Mc,iures. This measure is similar to Sensitivity of First

Strike ;U *-'sis to Circular 'Error Prob!Ale (rigure :1-60), except that the

sensitiviLv of first strike analysis to weapon yield was examined. (U)

(U) Limitations. The surviving ICPQi launcher results sho', in Figurc

11-61 were obtained using the same targeting strateqy as the ,..i.inal 1973

analysis. hile a different targeting strategy =iqjt jroduce -'iffr.,t ab-

solute values, the relative values that result fro ch;anes in y-ield will

be siilar to those shown.

Since the =easure analyzes only the effects of changing the yield on thr,

nLber of surviving ICBM launchers, other factors which could a5 :.o affect the

results such as chan~cs in CEI, system reliability, etc. were not conidtred.
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C.leit ly, thes~e faictors would ct-rihilw~ t- piibt t ~r.mater enan;n than

.e t in,;h' factot taken by Its~i F.

The' liven yit. Us for the. k%; and t1*; n1. .~ at mw ,.i:eJ u.1 t-tjeat%.

of yicld at the time the individual1.nil w.%um chvolce. After a ri-sil

re-nmns in a -. ilo ove a m'erLiod of tix-m, i.wver, the twulo.'mr materiail may

p.art~allvy dt-cay so that actual r.i:~ p4-.1. wkdl ieIt'i tIhn ortinally

expecte'd.

Snvthis~ me-&!;ure analyzes unly tho i*new-. i Ivi 14-1m ofI :~vlv tr.q la-lnc!.-

er!. with re-.I.-et to changes in -yi'. , othI .2'*t10, 1. uWichd cml efrect Ulie

tv,ul., ;* ' ~. Ch~nille in mis-.1 i~i t.1 ml :llilo~a m ~w ere not inclodcd.

(U) Zputttainties. Tihe uncertaintiva in thol mnml-er of .mavviving launchers

with rtnj'cct to the base mu.mber in 1179t art' :.r.iil. The aiknnilute nXwMlx'r of

ttirvivinq~ laumncher.- due to chancr-s in mi:;urle yi--11. h~twevter. J.sw.ess the

ni-mw unceaintv.-c as the base Ydr..ut

m 11ION I



SESTVT.OF FRST~ ,;r~iiK AIALYSIS T'O TARGLr GO~'1~s J

lnWit it M..a:,urcv. 'rij miainu& is si~l~ar to rom-.1tLvity of Fir:"t

:!tzik%! Aly.A: to Cixziilar UIror Prbal WI1'(igure. 1-uti), v xceI't tha~t thec

::cnitivity of fir~st 5.triku analy:,is to~ t.aLWt hirdrIt.s w.L: examiun.d. (j)

(U) Luitti on. The :m~rvivinti XC1111 launcbt-r rt::t±1ts .19.iure

21-62 were oht~Aincd by u: Lae Lhe ;.=- *xtaLrrqting :;tr4ti-'q, as the jr1gina1 1976

analysis. Whilti a dif(crtaht tarri.etirq --tratcq*y rniqht prtdmc tiff.!ront abso-

lute vslue, tht, relative, v.alues tiuxt res~ult trea chanr.o In :;iIj13 rene ;

wtill IV siiziilar to these~ Iivtn.

14)2IMj* '~ iLFI ~ V~ .~I .



The given hardnes.;as f(,r t:a VS and 3S. silc.s ,r. 1,.i:.t'd upon esti.nat±s

of tM. characttrzstic:. of the silo coir.ttjc.^. a ire niny factors

which can ,aftct silo ha.dness. .mnqnl these aLe the -;.ol'x.i;caI charact,-r-

istics surron.idin, the silo site such as quantity and t?;,- of rock, as well

as the :oi~ture contaited in the soil.

Since this meA.urc analyzes only !he effects of viryiwn silo hardncsaes

on tne .. ibr of sirvivisq launchers, other fict or which Lov.Id influence

the results, such as eatuon system reliability, yield, .and CEP were -,ct con-

sid&e.d. Zne sensitivitivs of missile yields and CiE.=' wcrt discussed 1,re-

vtousIy in tUis. section.

(:) 'cert,,inti.*n. The uncertainties in the nw-±-r of surviving lin::.-hers

with respect to the baze num:-rs in 1978 are =-al1. The ,ib-olute nu-L r of

surviving launcher. due to changes in' silo hardnes:, h,-ver, posses- the

s..m uncertainties as the bss,: 1978 result.
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1. tJ ~r.r~I.The -.WaSures in thi; -- ctioan are' ..n Aittvr-pt tvdio~
.- rt t!!e 'Altat-,fic !Allance in term'; of' t!:e cal'abilit,. Qi a fr~Ce to rer.ii-
iate after 3 Countcrforce firs: trk. Ti :titn -1l

ad:~ the* -4,*.jm strike effectiveness arjilnst j;Vii (tvnl- : rv

!'-jr c-jOA w-aLon syste., considered. t:-,.~
gneraiz.'d taz;t ;tructure is det r-mj 1. This r C. ~ t~' is d- .;!j±Cd

as '-qu.;-.itv.A t .11.s 1.1;w) .

L-4 (per wearpon)

jt,.n4~~'fvr:tv* trr-(3; t'ac vm e -v:;:; - as a rast-0
tri tau~t-~i ni~r"'r of tar.;0ts ist the tarq.t :;r 'cut. I' l. *'!

~.iilz. kill±1 again tht ty:-e cttf pt In -ti ti:.
only u!r y-: . .rjjt.s are coniiderd t3--soft T[Oiat tdf(ctt: -- r,
area t a.-O~ c--:;rd jIwnt targets--(j.c.. 1,..Il p';± Ilan lpetn Us.ed in

p k I :oft Poin~t tar-,ct can b.: k~t11vd by anyI wfeal am used.

T 2/3 " J /3 Whecn V 1sr:. Y 2/3 gi. ves
2 0

the P k (extpected Valtz..) .inth ?e are*a
destrcved !In. a I *--. wear-3n. Tluc-tefor-t, for a
soft target, thu arv~ of I.ag;e due to blast
overpressure -.s rrojuirtion;.l to the two-thirs!,
rmier of a wea.-cn:;.y 1 . This ratstlts in
multi-net;aton yiel3 wraici-c. %Ohih are z.1able
of kil!:-ng larqcr areas thatn a I .'4T weapen,

bcn- szi-w -.d an artifjiill "P. " -1 reatec than

a~h..~it i!. rtvccxjpizt.1 I hit a pruLa-
bilitj cannot rc*ed 1.

VorflA .- e Terrt-cNcerPia.v ;fRair. !uvv
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I vi, o ii.o wnt. i .roo . w t l&,t t %'i tl Ie' I-or tii i * '.

0~ .1.1 'lo 1 .11 W1 Is- 1.41 -

cultJies in thea torriul-AtLoII of E~t~~~tgjquivale~nt W4;vaparvi:

A. '?ho r'to.i ii'.1tv .tv of kill .- I~ a C sv t itqvt'. u i s y~iei ti 1 :,T tof wi

Ii h tot . i.'t~ct u w;.'rt%- uine fat to~~ Ve,12' nf tur i.oei

.~i~l bu'u:' Vr I"ce'.*.ire e .,~fo t.,~ ee .kov te ~, 04 i. "nci ~ ~ . .a~n'

I'c.' nu t~rcp tvt~ ccJ lu! i thnat ly ca( Iiroft :Win ovre;.*Lth

ou:;'. for"ti re ~ pr'ln)r I aotcht! toe .11 of C t w *!it l 'ir 1 I',

ru-i t iv'or, t Rqt v lt t .i r .i ta t Wi s,., !il .9tIII.(

and bo u:-o forct -,s to a *Iotr~n. of (N.th otcrlin0:M.7,,o4:.

3. (ertain uuso Cinive.s tin- Th n oeon: .*K ah~ti

l'or a~IL tarqe .. t colouv p~'ry imar va of !;att W.!at.iint taril'ta 01.

(pio we i;. b1 u oh4 1 v?,gIit. F' o t a~ t: JI 'sl.2 t Non ffl C(-joj. i m y fit !,if

tPoo t1( tar-le s vt I L14.M ed of hai 'rd Fjo1 int vipe.., he t,*,' (jr wen

PoT I b lii 5U1 I" a i totr ' (ny stuc.ire can Loi. W''.i.r~i wt iw l p 4
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-vIio t ' ~j .1, 4 o! i.t.I1. y I. I 11 I'l t A il ~f .1d1 -4 1Th ~ 'J ''

. son', wvapraiii" in 0.vi fw- rorcen c.A lin riadu Lul. ja m~crt- sppririatu~ rL-MI..lr i"')

ts "o,. ttotat IM Wi! &t1t.4 cI'"~juli dtel ivc r oil the' tvit'r aftti rmiuainlnq ~a
diro."t Uw..'Iuntrfurvi Wt&k. This LotAl, for ZIW'4& only, is ripreouinte.d by

IcBMi' taiatory EW or 1: N * l Q1 AY1,A1:

I;W c-'quiva lenrt weaJ[or;:. of th.- i 01uY:tornm

aw.aron ru.labillt', and other do.flcicancims

M 7 ;ruk%aLility, of uiurvivitiq a ml.tc

AN. , 2~~L t of P,,-Is.trat ira; anr anti-

(LTo c..arinv the of (Qct the t.ar..t sruaturo.: woula have on tlic r.,,,

*hr 4j v' wero comljard wit); t.v t4Vret ntrU, %Urvi ratio vari.C.J zt.

rollcwul

can'. (1.4, h 0.4, a".

C~aw H z a0.2, b *0.4, v: 0.4

(U) Tht' fist thre. nmuaoured in this iuotion addxous roILabo ZCD?

rLt.t.1tory e".uLacit weir-roria for tiv' tnzt'. liffu'rent tarqat atructurc

rat 1.to: . in thot-.. moo, .. urua, for Lluv-tr11ve 1urpoven!, tilt. ro*ulta of til

Irt.'vi.;u,j w-enure DSucyivintl INi I~llurch'rr Afteir a Firfit Strike~ Ly lith.'r

t!o Va or U.1ifl" wo for u~solt to dctarminl t:.. ,s"Ibeir (N ) of wealint) '1 I..hIl

Ul ter Pe I" ATYh I for th-t w'*aponz. The LW~ r pe wowa,on wnm; cailculjAti-

.13 iI.%lctelI avvi, arith p' aan;urw'd to Ix hi. and Pi AUM Qual to 1. Tho re-
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n1±='-4r of zurivinz.; of ~ y~ia t"e furcv ti t!:- v

ICBM Fetaliitrv LWf !74,.S ~ ~

*th
wh&ere 41 - Me~ nu-'.'r -.; =rvivint I

0.85 - thec f zcce rcl &aLi'Iity rate
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retaliatcr.. e~zi':alenz ue3ao-s 3.a;..s a tar_t rtr~c~s f~~
Ppint ta--et---0 soft azea tA~zqers- a.'d 1 .I:i h-ard poinat tarct-t. ~T
ratio of tI.I-ee targets for thiso case was ~'ito be:

a Ctwtt point tr=ts) C%.
b (soft arrea t.&rq.tz) a
c ( ..- ;s i Fd j:t..irgt- .2

I C~~U) LLimitatzi. This is a -emegr crai F~ ta p_,umr4-!, tl.e
aiity of a force to retatiate 3ftrr t~?~~ a cotvrf.forc c-trilkc.

'Mc avai1~ble waor use4 in t~u 'Zi- la were V .-; rumdt Z. a ;rcviu reasure and zuy or msx- not -cr:i~ ta -iaic~r uhi :!
exist.



The measure assunes that there is a so' of targets available which is

-.-- at least as larqe.as the nvuser of retaliattry equivaIcent wea -ns available.

This, of course, may or may not bo thn case.

The measure addresses a total target structure comrxosed of soft point

taigets, soft area targets ar.d hard point targets (l,OYI psi) and propor-

tionally aligned in the ratios .tated in the exa-..le used. Actual t,trget

structure may vary sxgnificantly, and, dependin upon targetinc phtlvsohy,

availale weapons, and wea.pon characte-istics, _o will targets dstroyed.

The measure fails to take into account ot:.er weapon syst.e.- character-

istics which might have a significant iml-act up on the hard tar,3et kill cara-

bility of a force. For e.cam.le, d cor.bined launc. and in-flight reliability

of O.8S5 was used in the calculations. Whilu this value may be valid for gen-

oral ccm-arinons, ICN.S lun.h, in-flight, .,nd warhead reliabilitius vary in

actual practice. Also not included in this rmasure jr a consideration of

:*ssivle fratricide in the case where two or .o-e M's are usod against a

single target or the tyneoristie uffects of warheads buig. used against near-

by t4arets.

MU) tncertainties. The Leuits of c!.e calculitions are INased in [art upon

our conception of the :Oml-a;tion of the Coviet !CbM. force. There i-t little

uncertainty a-:ociatel with the rsumlqer,., of Soviet lM:3m Losters used in the

measure "Surviing iCBM Launchers After a First Sttikc by Either the US fr

USSR" to dett.ef ne the we.peons availaule for thit. .ecsure. There is a sig-

:,ificant degre. of uncer.ainty asscoxat-.d with the yield, accuracy, and

nuer of indP1 "ldvntl7 ta, etable wdrheOa,l a'sociatc.l with t.,!sv IC.Ms and

with the nuzber md type of either 1'5 or USSR ICIMs that would actually

survive a firnt :itrike. In Addition, the t-arqet structure and u:;e of the

surviving weapon' by either side rmy vary significantly from those used in

this measure.

(U) Conrnent. When a target stru:titrc is cm.xised pr±.aril of toft

point tarqets and soft area targets, ta- noasure will be biased towardr

the Loviot ICBM f:rce with ita large yield, r.-lativuly inaccurate weapons

(as compared to cont(mpotary US uvapon.).

2II



.tELIABL ICI3M PETAAIATORY EQUI%'VLENT WEAXNS, CASE II (U)

What it Measures. This measure is the sa.e as the prece ding measure

except that the target ratio has been changed. Specifically:

a (soft point targets) = 0.4

b (soft Area targets) 0.2

c (1,000 psi hard point targets) 0.4 (U)

i0

(U) Limitations And :ucertainties. The limitations and uncertaities

for Case I apply to Case II.

(U) Com-ent. The Case II target structure places a qreater emphasis on

hard point targetr than in Care I. This introduces a bias in favor of the

more accurate ICBM force, which in this case is the VS force.
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P.FLIB! ICE4 R=TALLATORY EQX1VALL'::," 1 %PC!.S, ASE IllI (U)

A.at it Measures. This neasure is the s -e as the preceding two

measures except that the target ratio has been changud. Specifically:

a (soft voint targets) -0.1

b (soft area targ..ts) = 0.4

(l,0Z isi hard 1:oi:.t targets) = 0.4 (U)

(U) Liltitatiois and UInccrtainties. The limitations a-.d uncertainties

for Cases I and 11 also arpl- here.

(U) Comment. The equal emphasis cd soft area targets and hard point tar-

gets in the target structure negates sno. of the differenc r in the US and

VSSR IC.i.4 war:eads. 1!nt'vur, an inherent Li.is remias in the measuru sincC
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U6

I- . o retaliatory equivalcnt weapons favors a more honeneeuc force over a
• ecro.neous one (i.e., the n.eazure tends to favor the US ICB : force over
te USSR ICIN force).
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P5. SLB Petaliatory ?cquivalent Winons. Paragraph 4 of this

[- -ection addressed ICS.4 retaliatory equivalent weapons. The following

measure is the sxme as the preceding measures except that cnly SLDts are

addressed. A tarqet structure similar to the ICBM Case I was assumed.

The total reliable SLBN retaliatory equivalent 'ea~ons i3 represented by

the follovinq:
SL1! at sea ASIpsAF!

SLH tRetaliatory EW = z N? ^PS Ps A

where N. -nunber of j weapons (inderendently
targetable RVs)

th
EW = equivalent %eapon-- of the j system

2

p weapon reliability and other deficiencies

ASW
Ps , probability of surviving an ,-Iti-subzarine

warfare (a5W attack

A4
PS A probability of jaietrating an anti-ballistic

n issle CA:) -"ybtem. (U)

j (U) One-half of the ballistic miasile sulmarines (And therefore approx-

imately one-half of the total indepeniendly targetable SLl pVs) wvre a3sz---=2ed

to be on station and available to either side for a retaliatory strike.

The LW. per weapon is calculated as in the previous measure. 3 ASW wasTAhN

assum -d to be equal to 1, g- was ass=ed to be 0.85, and Ps was assued

to be 1. Therefore, under the above assumptions, the calculations of the

total reliable SLM4 retaliatory EW becomes one-half of the summation of

the EW (per weapon) times the number of available weapons of each type in

the force times the reliability. Mathematically:

SLWH Retaliatory LW a 0.5 Z 0.8% N LW

where N the number of 
th system warhed

LW. - the equivalent wcapons of the jth sybtem

0.85 a the combined force reliability rate assed
in the calculations
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RELIABLE SLHM RETALIATORY EgUIVALUM rAPNS (U)

Sl.at it easures. This measure compares US and USSR reliable SIMM re-

taliatory equivalent weapons using the same Case I target structure assumed

for the preceding ICPM comparison. Specifically:

a (soft point targets) - 0.4

b (soft area targets) - 0.4

c (1,000 psi hard point targets) = 0.2 (U)

(U) Limitations. This measure has the same limitations as the previous

Case I ICM measure (Reliable ICiW. Retaliatory Equivalent Wea-ons. Case I).
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Additionally, .the actual numbers of submarines on station may vary con-
siderably from the 50 percent assumed in the calculations, and the Proba-

~bility of surviving an ASW attack may be significantly less del-ending upon

:--any- determined efforts to locate the sulrines and destroy them in conjunc-

tion with the first strike on the homeland of the submdrines.

(U) Uncertainties. The results o: the calculations are based in part

uoon our perception of the composition of the Soviet SLW' force. There is a

significant degree of uncertainty associated with the yield. accuracy, and

nwulbcr of independently targetable warheads associated with Soviet ICM4S.

There is little uncerLainty associated with the number of Soviet SLIM1 plat-

fotrs (and hence runber ef miusile) in the inventory for current and past

years. Future estimates are based upon the assupption of a SAL agreement

and may vary considerably depending upon Soviet decisions relative to optivis

contained in the agreemcnt. In addition, the target structure and use : tht.

available weapons by either side r3y vary significantly from those used in

this r.'asurc.

(U} Co-int. The low yield, relatively inaccurate SLW-.s have little

effectivvness against hard point targets. Rather than allocate then across
the target strcturc in accordance with the definition of LW in actual

practice the: e weapons would probably be allocated against zoft point and

soft area ta: ets and ICB: S would be allocated against hard point targets.
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RELIABLE ICBM AND SLBM RETLIATORY EQUIVALEUT vEAPDHS (U)

What it Measures. This masure is the total of two previous measures

(Reliable ICE.' Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons. Case 1; and Reliable SLM

Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons). (U)

(U) Limitations- and Uncertainties. This measure, being the summation of

two other measurcs (i.e., Reliable ICMs Retaliatory Equivalent weapons, Case

I; and Reliable SLUM Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons), incorporates all of

the limitations and uncertainties of those two measures.

(U) Ccument. The coaents applicable to the two measures which are

sumed for this veasure (i.e., Reliable ICBM Retaliatory Equivalent weapons,

Case I and Reliable SI,. Retaliatory Equivalent Wespons)'are-appropriate

here.
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6. Bomber Retaliatory Eauivalent Weapons. The following measure

is similar to the preceding ones in this section except that only bomber

forces are addressed. The total reliable bomber retaliatory equivalent

weapons is represented by the followinr--

Bombers ON ATK P
Bomber Retaliatory ; = I k LVk 0 Ps Ps

thwhere Nk - nurber of k weapons

th
E -k = equivalent weapons of the k system

- weapon reliability and other dvficiencies

P$ -probability of surviving a balliztic
missile attack

Ps PE N Frobability of bomber penetration. (U)

(U) For bombers in this section, a combined probability of FcnLtration

and reliability of 0.85 was used. and it is assuked that 6.33 of the bombers

viii survive a ballistic missile attack for illustrative purposes. The

E tk wp weapon is calculated as before.

Thus, mathematically:
Bomber

Bomber Retaliatory Ld - (0.33) (0.b! "k x kk-i

where Wk - the nutmer of kth system warheads

thEWk - the equivalent wea :ons of the k systea.
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[ - RLLIABDL SOMMER RALIA-ORty ELVLUTa hWEP;tS (U)

Ulht it Measures. This measure CwrL3res US an. USSR reliable bomber
retaliatory equivalent weapms usir.g t-e same target structure as J.n the
IC. Case I measure. SpeCifically:

a (soft Point targets) - 0.4
L (soft area targets) t 0.-
c (1.000 psi hard point targets) - 0.2 {,.)

(U) Liaitat ions. This measure has the same lilmitations as the previous
Case 1, 3Cfl4 measure (Peliable ICBM Petaliatory Equivalent 1 d"pons, Case 1).

Aditionally, the Comblned reliability and penet.ability of bamers mAy

" be much less than the jlsnmd 0.85. Similarly. the probability of bobcr
survival fro a ballistic missile attack =ay Le auch different than the 0.33which wvas assumed.
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(U) ncegai.t~.The lesultz Of thz cacliCA are based in part upm
our Perceptien off the Cusposjitig of the Sbvict b~ber force. There is afair degree Of un-ertaizty associated Wit tJ yield, accuracy, sud 'bof Soviet bxnber warhead s. There is little tancerWDL t~yrardift auiber* ofIpast and present soviet bmzhers. r-ti~ates Of future numbzsers s ceztain.

(U) Coinw-nt. The enpqhasis on soft area over hard poirto induces & biastoward the larger yield So'ict baeijzr weapons and away from the moare accur-
ate lower yield US ALCP~s which arc deploy.rd 1 - the VS after I-AO.
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RUEUAS I CBM, SLIM AM~ DONDER
RETALIATORY VgUXVMW-T U!APOKS (U)

What it M'easures. This measure is the total of three previous

measures: Reliable !CV4 Retaliatory Equivalent Wapons, Case Is Reliable

SL8X RetAliatory lquivalent Weapons; and Reliable smber Retaliatory Equiv-

alent Weapons. (U)

(U) Limitations and Uncertainties. This measure, being the suwation

of threq previos measures (i.e.. Reliable 1CMN Retaliatory quivalent

Meapons, Case 1; Reliable Mi Retaliatory Xquivalent weapm-.: and Reliable

Bmer Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons), incorporates all of the limitations

and amertinties of those three swasuies.
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(U) Ccrnt. The combonts applicable to the previous three seasures which

have been sunned to produce this one (i.e., Reliable 1CM Retaliatory Eqriv-

alent Weapons, Reliable SLON Retaliatory Eqivalent weapons, ad Reliable

Bomber Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons) are appropriate here.

Additionally, a comparison of the three Individual measures with this

total, indicates that US ImNs and boers accounted for the greatest part

of the Retaliatory Equivalent Weapons in the early years, while in the later

years SUis and bombers provide the largest share. This 1. due to the

greater nuiber of US IMs surviving the first strike comined wltn the

greater numbers of bombers in the early years and, in later years. the

increased number of' SIM reentr*r vehicles as well as the addition of the

1LCM to the bomber force. Tze doinant factor in total Soviet Retaliatcry

Equivalent Weapons is always &CAs.
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L %- K. STPATEGC DEFvIs. SYShL'is. (U)

-i. G7r. his section cmpares the anbers of strategic de-

fensive 'icapons of the US ard USSR. it does not address passive defe:nsive

eaures. (I
(U) The relativnships between offensive and defensive systems, when

addressing the strategic balance, are not linear. Defenses ar be active

and include interceptor aircraft, Surface-to-Air missiles (SAN), and AS

forces. They vay be passive and include dispersal of the targetable re-

sources. population sheltering, and hardening of specific sites. IWether

active or pgssive, a arAll increae in defensive po3ture of one nation night

require a mAjor increase in the offensive capability of the other nation to

-aintain the balance. On tLe other hand. a large offcrt to Isprove defer-es

might be required as a result of a relatively small increase In the of fen-

give capaility of the other nation.

t) A c ewnsive aaysis of the strategic balance must consider

defensiv# systes. exile these systens cannot directly threaten the hone-

land -f L.e other nat. they can contribate to strategic stability cc

a. A~t-ballistie Missile Forcez. The 3aiti-allistic Kissi'e

-_uf) system of the two countries are constrained by the AM Treat'y cf

1972. Ihis teaty lifitd both the US an USSR to w AIM sites each. One

ste could be located to protect the national caital and the other to po-

tact an ICM launch area. ach site ws further limited to 100 lachers

and aissiles. dditional restrictins wre placed an the uA r and types

of radars which could be mlayed at the sites. CU)

(u) A ps 1 ocol to the ASK Treaty ratified on member 10, 1975,

sub qeM- tly U1ited the parties to on- one A deploymwt site. Thfs site

say be relocated to a one-tine basis vith advance notice given of the change.

(U) 2he Solet AN defensm are centered ao od and in-

clude early watari radars, battle managemet radars, d eagagamma radars

in addition to four iterceptoc missile lauch coeplzes. Each kUch e-

pbm contains; 16 launchers for the AM-1 GAWM missile for a total of 64
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(U) The US Ballistic Hissiie Defense (BED) system, SAFEGUARD,

located at Grand Forks, North Dakota, consisted of the necessary radars
and 100 launchers for 30 SPARTAN and 70 SPRINT interceptor missiles. It
was terminated aid inactivated at the direction of Congress after only one
year of operation.

The actual numbers of ABM launchers do not present a n-aning-
ful graph to show the trends of the defensive system available to either
nation; rather, a comparison is made in the following table- (U)

ABM LAUNCHERS (U)

b. (U) Anti-Submarine Warfare Forces. Anti-Submarine Wart are

(ASW) capabilities are important considerations in assessing the ef: ctive-

ness of the SLBM forces. Both the US and USSR are confro-.-d with te fact
that nearly three-fourths of the surface of the earth is covered by -he
oceans. The total land area of the US and USSR is equal to only about ten

percent of this ocean area. If only ten percent of the ocein area ii avail-
able and useful for ballistic missile submarines (the area determine" by
the range of the SLBMs carried by the submarines), then the :,.oblem o: de-
tection and tracking even 1100 submarines is immense. As a result, bol.i
nations have supported substantial research and development programs ei-
rected toward solving the various ASW problems. The complexities of the
problem and the various types of resources used in A.7 preclude a comparl.-
son of US and USSR capabilities in this document.

c. (U) Air Defense Forces. The most extensive strategic air
defense system in the world is maintained by the USSR, and consists of
more than 12,000 Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) launchers, about 3,000 inter-
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ceptor aircraft, and over 6,000 radars located at early warning and ground

control intercept (EW/GCI) radar sites. This sizable force was generated

to couiter the large numbers of US bombers. The number of interceptors

assigned to the PVO Strany (the Soviet Air Defense Force) reached a peak of

about 4,000 in the mid-1960s. It decreased at a slow but steady rate to

2,600 in 1975, due to. the retirement of older, clear-weather-only fighters

at a faster rate than the introduction of more advanced aircraft armed with

air-to-air missiles and an all-weather capability. The deployment of these

newer fighters b'as continued to increase, and the total force is expected to

reach about 3,100 aircraft by L98 6 .

About one-third of the present force consists of pre-1964 air-

craft lMIG-17 FRESCO-D, MIG-19 FAR,.R-B/E, and SU-9 FISZ.'OT-B). The re-

mainipg two-thirds are newer generation interceptors (YAK-28P FIRESAR, SU-11

FISHPOT-C, TIJ-128 FIDDLER, SU-15 FLAGON-A/D/E, 14IG-25 FOXBAT-A, and MIG-23

FLOGGER), with the MIG-23, SU-15, and Ml;-25 fighters presently being de-

ployed to PVO Strany units.

The Soviet strategic SAIh forces, which show a steady expansion

and improvement, are composed of four :-ystems. These systems are the SA-l

GUILD, the SA-2 GUIDELINE, the SA-3 GOA, and the SA-5 GAMON. The number

of older .A-l and SA-2 systems are gradually decreasing as the deployment

-of the SA-3 and SA-t systems increases.

rhe US itr defense system is considerably smaller than that of

the USSR. Some of uis difference can be attributed to the Soviet reliance

on ICBM and SL&4 nut. ear weapons delivery vine manned bombers and some of

it due to decisions ,ased upon tight budget constraints.

The only active US Air Force interceptor dedicated to air de-

fense is the F-106 D"TA DART which entered service in 1956. In 1976 there

were 114 of these fig',ters assigned to regular active squadrons, with the

US Air National Guard vroviding an additional 243 aircraft to air defense

which were 90 F-106, 39 F-102 DELTA DAGGER, and 134 F-1O VOODOO aircraft.

General pu.pose forces from the Air Fcce Tactical Air Command

(TAC), and from Army, Navy, and Marine forces which have primary missions
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other than strategic air defense could be used to augment the above forces.

The primary general purpose fighter used to augment the interceptor force

would be the F-4 PHANTOM 11. Additionally, as F-14 TOYCAT and F-15 EAGLE

fighters become more numerous, these highly sophisticated and capable air-

craft will also be available.

By 1975, all uS strategic SAY forces had been inactivated. How-

ever, three general purpose force SAM battalions are retained in Florida and

one in Alaska in a strategic role. These forces are armed with NIKE-HERCULES

SA~s and complement t)-e interceptor aircraft in these two locations.

2. (U) General Limitations and Unc(rtainties. The measures in this

section only indicate namers of SANs and strategic intcrcuptor aircraft.

They do not consider individuzl weapon systvm:s characteristics such as range,

altitude capability, quidance and control, etc. Offensive system counter-

measures which may be employed against these defensive weap|ons are also dis-

regarded. Offensive strategy which accounts for defensive systems by tar-

goring them, evading them, or using weapons a ainst which they may have

little effect in thbeir defensive areas ray negate much of their capability.

There is some uncertainty associated with the current and past numbers of

Soviet defensive weapons, and a greater degree of uncertainty associated with

our perception of future forces. There is also uncertainty relative to the

command and control, wprnirg, deployment, and employment of the defensive

forces.

3. Neasures Considered in This Section:

Strategic Surface-to-Air Missile Launchers
Strategic Air Defense Interceptor Aircraft (U)
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STRATEGIC AIR DEFENSE INTERCEPTOR AIRC-RAFT (U)

- What it Measures. The number of aircraft assigned to a strategic

defensive role is totaled. The active US Air Force and the combined US Air

Force and Air National Guard forces are both depicted. The Soviet aircraft

are interceptor aircraft assigned to the PVO Strany (the Soviet Air Defense

Force). (U)

(U) Limitations. This measure, by counting the number of stra'egic

defensive interceptor aircraft, disregards the number of aircraft i.:tually

'-° available to fly missions. It also does not consider aircraft bast loca-

tions.

This measure does not include interceptor force capabilities such as

range, fire-control systems, weapons, speed, and altitude.
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This measure does not include similar aircraft assigned to US tactical

- - and naval units and the Soviet Frontal Aviation units. Both the United

States and the Soviet Union have a significant nwber of aircraft capable

of fulfilling an interceptor role but which are a..signed to tactical missions.

This measure disregards any defensive m.Asures which may be employed by

the offensive forces.

(U) Uncertainties. There is !! -e uncertainty associated with the number

of current and past Soviet strategic defensive interceptor aircraft. There

is a greater degree of uncertainty associated with our perception of future

Soviet interceptor forces.

(U) Co=ient. The large number of Soviet interceptors is in part dictated

by the large US strate,.c bomber force, while the inverse is true for the

numbers of US interceptors. Large numbers of Soviet interceptors also pro-

vide in-depth protection against potential tactical assaults around the

periphery of the Soviet Union.
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STRATEGIC SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE LAUNCHERS (U)

Whiat it Measures. This measure totals the number of strategic

Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) system launcher arms/rails. The US74igures

are for the number of NIKE HERCULES and BOMARC, while the USSR figures

total the number of SA-l, SA-2, Sh-3, and SA-5 launcher rails. (U)

I ~ (U) Limitations. This measure, by totaling the number of launcher rails

disregards the number of systems actually available for a defensive role.

Either positioning (locations) or system status may prevent any defensive
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This measure, by counting launcher rails, disregards any reload capa-

bilities.

This measure also disregards any defensive measures employed by the

offensive forces.

(U) Uncertainties. There is some uncertainty associated with the current
.:;. and paat numb~ers of Soviet SAN launchers. There is a greater degree of un-

certainty associated with our perception of future Soviet SAM forces.

(Ul) Comment. As 'in the case of strategic air defense interceptor air-

craft, the large number of US st-ategic bomers urged the deve:.opent and
I .deployment of a massive network of SA's by the Soviet Union. Various counter-

measures by the offensive forces may tend to lower any purely numeric ad-

vantage.

_AK
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WARHEAD ¥IELD-TO-WEIGrI CM'ABILITY W)

1. (U) General. Reduction of warhead weight without 3 corresponding loss

in weapon yield was an early consideratiors in nuclear weapon design and

fabrication. This consideration became more important when IC94s and SLBMs

were developed. The multiple reentry vehicle and multiple independently

targetable reentry vehicles were outgrowths of the development of smaller,

lighter warheads. The ratio of yield-to-weight may be taken as a measure of

the efficiency of nuclear weapon.. loever, inasmuch as stepe weight in a

warhead must be devoted to non-nuclear materials (e.g., safing, arming,

fuzing, and firing (SAfF) syst.m), there is some practical limit to the

efficiency of nuclear warheads which is below the theoretical conversion of

the entire mass of the warhead to energy. he space and shape available for

the warhead, which may affect yield, are constrained by the rfantry vehicle

design and size. The closer that a nation can come to the theoretical

yield-to-weight relationship the higher their state of technology a.d the

more flexibility that nation may have in warh.ad and reentry vehicle design.

2. Yeasure. This appendix addresses one such measure: Strategic

Missile Warhead Yield- .- Weight Camnari.on. (U)

a. (U) What it HM.sures. This measure illustzates the relationship

of warhead weight and yi.ld for selected current US and USSR strategic

missile systems and com:ares these to two theoretical limits. The measure

is thus an indication o:- the state of the art of nuclear warhead technology

in currently deployed mi-sile systems. The standard comparative graphic

technique used elsewhere in this report has not been used for several red-

sons. A limited data set was available, and these data are not directly

comparable because of dif lering weapon yields and dates of development.

For that reason, both ind:vidual data points and a fitted curve are illus-

trated in Figure A-1, which is described below.

Th, figure was constructed by plotting warhead yield in kilotons as

a function of warhead weight. Dots (e) are used to represent US warheads

A-l
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and squares (a) to represent Soviet warheads. A parabolic curve was then

fitted mathe.tically to both sets of data using a least squares curve

fitting technique.. The solid line represents the US and the dashed line

the USSR.

In addition, two other lines aze shown. One of these represents an

estimate of warhead yield-to-weight re~ationships of a high technology e,-

gincering lipit. The other is predicated on the total conversion of mass

to enerqy considering conversion of Li 6D at 28.9 Kr/lb. The current war-

head technology curves for bot)' the United States and Soviet Union are

approximately parallel to the " technology engineering limit* estimate

for the rarge of comparable yields.

I(U) Potential Improvements in Soviet Technology and Their. .lications for

Civil Defense (U); System Planning Corporation, May 1975, pp. 11-19.
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POPULATION AND =WFACTURING VALUE ADDED (3)

1. (t) General. This appendix addresses potential targets of the US and

USSR other than military forces. A strategic attack by either nation will

cause casualties among the civilian population and damage to the economic

resources of the other nation whether these were the prime targets or not.

The number of casualties and amount of damage will vary greatly with target

selection. Specific targets are not adiressed and neither are lorq tern

effects caused by fallout nor residual radiation.

The method of presentation discussed in Chapter I, Section C, and util-

ized in most of this report is not used in this appendix. Rather the per-

cent of the US and USSR population and Manufacturing value Added (WVA)' are

- - displayed as a functicn of the number of cities/urban areas.

2. Potential Targets. The capability of nuclear weapons to inflict

massive destruction over large areas such as entire cities enables a nation

to potentially attack not only military targets but also large portions of

the civilian population and economic resources of anot:, .r nation. (U)

a. (U) Population as a Target. The percent of t." total national pop-

ulation in urban areas is one indication of the populat a at risk relative

to the sia.e of an attack. Equating cities to targets a%1 comparing the per-

cent of pop.latio relative to the number of cities (i.e.. targets) provides

a measure of the potential casualties.

Figure a-1, Percent of Population Versus Number -. f Cities, is a

graphic representation of the population in the 1,003 me . populous cities

in both the US and the USSR based upon the 1970 Census of Population pro-

4&jected to 1975. The projections corsidered such factors hs rate of growth

and migration.

Mawfacturing Value Added (WVA) is defined as the output value of an in-
dustry minus the value of materials. atilities, and other services In-
cluded in the product or consumed during production.
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! Number of Urban Areas

. _ Oor the US, an m: n area is defined as a Standard Metropolitan Sta-

• tistical Area (-qM) whi..:. contains a city and its surrounding counties. 1n

: the ca-,e of the USSR, the data available are for cities only, except for the

ten most populated urban :teas which are referred to as "urban agglamera-

ti,.ns.* 2 The differences in definition. and therefore census procedures and

i- results, precla directly ccxFarable data.

- . ;This measure, sinfly being a census of urban areas. does not consider

; the size of each urban areai or the density of the population over the area.

.C

'' 21975 Um DemorahicYeabok, N~ew Yok. 1976, pp. 271-273.
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Further, the measure does not consider defensive or protective

i
measures which may be taken. In addition, many of the urban areas in both

h countries are directly at risk due to their proximity to strategic nuclear

forces or other military installations which may be targeted.

-, Figure B-2, Area with Respect to Number of Cities, compares the

total land areas of the 250 mo3t populous cities in the Us and Soviet Union.

Figure B-3, Distribution of Population with Respect to Area, com-

pares the percent of the national population in the 25O most populous cities

with the total area of those cities.
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Dept.iding upon weapon yield, many of the larger cities in both

countries would require that multiple weapons be used agairst them. Even

with this fact, due to the large number of multineqaton IC& ia the Soviet

inventory, the USSR could hold at risk more than 50% v! the US populat .on

with approritaately 250 weapons. (An average of about four 1.0 MT or larger

warheads against each of 60 cities.) For the US to attack 50% of the Soviet

population, it would require over 1.000 weapons.

b. Manufacturing Capability as a Target. The ability of a nation

to recover from a nuclear attack and return to a position of world promir.ence

" -' is also at risk. Figure B-4 indicates that both countries have the cap -

bility of attacking over two-thirds of the total manufacturing Value Added

(1NVA) of the other country by targeting 200 or less cities. (U)

(U) Although RVA is an economic indi.-itor of industrial capacity, it

has limitations in that it includes the manufacturing of coemoditie. such as

apparel, toys, and soaps, along with those industries associatod with military

and essential civilian production. The distribution of KV.4, however, pro-

Vides a measure of the number of cities which must be considered as potential

targets in order ta minimize Industrial recovery.

(U) The rankiug of the urban areas with respect to NVA is not maces-

sarily in the same order as that with respect to population, putticultzly n

the highest ranking cities. When the sample of urban areas bec :es large

(approximately 100), however, the same areas are included both . , the set for

poplation as well as for VFVA.

(U) This Reasure, being the sum of WA within a city or urban arm,

does not consider the dispersion of industry within the geographlic area. The

Industrial carability may be concentrated in a small part of the Aity o

spread out over a relatively large area. Also, there is no in dcntion of the

susCe-.clbillty of the industries to nuclear effects In team of hiness,

etc.

S.-
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Figure 5* p.ercent of mlanufacturing value Ikddtd (NVA)
ith Rtesj'ect to Urban Areas, 19 7fia 1U)~

5(U) Urban areas aza deflined as standard metropolitan statistical areas for
the US. In the US.;.1, an urban area is dofincd as an econmic industrial can-
centration Center.

(U) Current estImates of MA for the US have an ucertainty at stand-

ard error -of aproxiE italy 2% according to thft AnnuaI Survey of r~amzfactL*es

1976. The USSR -valuioi, however, are probably less reliable.
- (UW) As Indicited above, there I~s no differentiation between the pro-

dwinof weapons an-I the production of Itams for civilian use. HoWAver, the

- measure does Indicate that, both nation's Industry -is highly centralized about

a relatively few cities with 70% or mr of the MA attributed to 200 cities-
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(U) APPENDIX C

TARGET* G UNCERTAINTIES

1. General. in order to assess the probability of hitting a target using

guided missile technology, one must have three categories of information:

* the relative position of the target with respect to the launcher,

• the gravitational effects along the flight path, and

* the performance criteria associated with the guidance system of
the missile.

It is the intent of this appendix to explain bome of the uncertainties asso-

ciated with launcher and target positions which are used as inputs into the

guidance system of the missile. From these positions along with a precise

gravity model, factors such as launch angle, thrust, fuel required, vehicle

reentry angle, and other trajectory parameters are computed in order to guide

I ;.. the missile to its target. Hardware accuracies associated with the guidance

*+i System itself are considered beyond the scope of this appendix.

The relative position of the target with respect to the launch site is

required for trajectory, range, and direction computations. There are un-

certainties associated with the launch position itself, the reference system

used (an ellipsoid of revolution), and the position of the target. Both the

launch site and the target must be positioned with respect to the same

reference system in order to accurately compute range and direction. There-

fore, any errors associated with any one of the three components (i.e.,

launch site, target position, and reference system! will increase the circu-

lar error probable (CEP) and probability of missing th- target. Figure C-1

shows the interrelationships of these entities.

C-1
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Earth
Surf ace

Rference

Figure C-1. Relationships of Launch Site, Target.
Position and Global Reference System

2. Laiuncher'osition.Uncertainties.

a. Land-fased Launchers. The accuracy of land-based launch site positions

with respect to a reference system is dependent upon several factors:

-~-*-~ .the density and geometry of the survey net around the

launch site itself.,5 - ethe precision of the equipment used for the survey meaxtse-
men"e, and

*the accuracy of the geodetic control points used in the
survey data reduction and adjustment calculations.

In strategic weapon coinsiderations,* these land-based launch sites

I - are considered fairly well determined and have a circular error probx~le

(CEP) of a few feet with respect to the reference system used. curr*;ntly,

the zeference system used by the US for launcher and target positions is

the World Geodetic System 1972 (WGS72).

b. Sea-Based Launchers. Sea-based launch sites present greater p:,Toblems

with respect to position than land-based sites. Current navigation tech-

niquis employ Doppler satellites in order to determine positions on W0572.

This requires a recent satellite pass In order to assess a ship's position

- C-2
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with any degree of accuracy. Today's navigation satellites can be observed

from any given point in the ocean are"s approximately every ninety minutes.

Between passes, a submarine may move a significant distance from the loca-

tion determined from the previous satellite pass. In these cases the current

position of the ship is dependent upon the navigation hardware (accelerometers,

gyrotcopes, etc.) contained in the vessel. When the next navigation satel-

lite passes, the ship's position may be updated or corrected.

3. Target Position Uncertainties. The position of a target, however, is

more difficult to determine than that of the launcher due to the lack of

accurate survey data in the area of the target. For strategic purposes and
r

for many tactical artillery applications where launcher and target are not

connected by conventional ground surveys, photogrammetric techniques have

been developed to provide coordinates for unknown positions on the comon

reference system (WG572). From an-airborne station, a series of overlapping

photographs are obtained producing--stereoscopic pictures which are used for

reconnaissance, planning, and target positioning. Land.points are identi-

fied, measured directly on the photographs (in microns), and are used to-

gether with the camera parameters (height above grmmd and attitude angles)

- - to derive the position of the points on the ground. Uncertainties in these

positions dekived through photogranmetry may be attributed to camera fac-

tors and external pa|tnomena. Factors which introduce uncertainty pertaining

to the camera ares

a lens distortitns,

- spectral sens tivity of the film,

- focus of the !t.ns system,

* theposition c" the camera i:- its flight path,

e the tilt anglea of the camera at the irstant the photogiaph is ex-

posed.

External to the cLaera itself, other factors or phenomena may contribute to

the reliability of the target positions. Among these aret

* atmospheric refraction (which bends the light ray paths),

e clouds,

C-3
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*lockc of control ponitions; on which to base the photogawtric adjust-
ments,

*the ruggedness of the terrain being photographed.

In general, the flatter the terrain is, as in a desert, the more accurate

are the-c6ordinates of a point derived through photograrmntric techniques.

It is nore difficult, however. to accurately measure on a photograph a tar-

get i*% mowstainou.z arciis due to the resolution of the film itself. In this

case, uncertainties increase in the position of the tagt eseially in
the vertical coezj'onent.

The uncertainties associated with relative tarlet positions are greater

in strAtegic aissi:-. cases than they are In tactical considerations due to

the longer range between the launch site and the target. In the tactical

eases where launcher and target jrositions are relatively close together, a

photogratmetric data base may provide a high degree of reliability with re-

spect to range and directioni Since launcher and target map appear either

- on the-same paix of stereo photograp'hs or on nearby exposurea * the associated

exror is nct allowvd to accumulate and the relative positions of the two are

considefrod more reliable.

- 4. isisile-Flight-Prcfilct-ncertainties.

- -- ~a. Gravitational. In addition to position and reference System uin-

4. certaintieas, the gravity model which is used to compute the flight path for

the missile also maiy have errors which will decrease the probability of

- hitting the target. A representation of this concept is shown in Figure C.

-V

Hiss Target
Figure C-2. Effects of Gravity on missile TrajectoryI;X C-4
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When a ball is thrown into the air, it will eventually fall due to the

gravitztional attraction of the earth. Its path depends on the direction

and power of the throw, which is overcome by the force of gravity. Like-

wise the path of a missile depends upon the direction and power of the

thrust, which also is eventually overcome by gravity. Any errors in the

gravity model used will deflect the missile on its path to the target. Dur-

4 ing flight the missile is also subjected to known and unknown dense masses

and may be pulled out of its computed trajectory, thus missing its target.

b. Other Factors. Although the previous paragraphs explain three major

areas contributing to targeting uncertainty, other factors also contribute

to the probability of hitting a target. Some of these include atmospheric

turbulence along the flight path, the design of the missile itself, and air

drig factors which are difficult to model. There are computer program

currently available which simulate these conditions and provide the analysts

with an assessment of the error attributed to each type of variable. From

-- these results, modifications to the missile itself or early flight path

corrections may be performed to reduce the probability of missing the target.

71-
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STFATEGIC AJtIS LIMITATIONS AGPEMU"ENS (U)

1. (U) General. The treaties, agreements, and understandings between the

-United States and Soviet Union on strategic weapons have been used in this

report as a basis for present and future strategic projections. To date,

the imost instrumental agreenent in limiting strategic nuclear forces Is

SALT 1, which consists of the AB4 Treaty, and the 1972 Interim Areement an

its Protocol. Additionally, the Protocol to the AM.' Treaty was also signifi-

cant in limiting strategic defensive system. The understandings reached at

the Vladivostok summit were important in providing a framework for the con-

vening of SALT 21. Collectively these agreements have had a significant

effect on the develorment of strategic nuclear forces In both the Una..-'4

States and Soviet Union. In addition to these treaties, there bave been

some other arcets and treaties signed by the United States and Soviet

Union brzich have further influenced nucleat force programs in both countries.

These are the Limited Test Dan Treaty. Thireshold Test Ban Treaty and its

Pratocol, and the Underground niE Ban Treaty and its Protocol. The moist

relevant provisions of these treaties are outlined in paragraph 2.

2. (U) The Treatie! and Agreements.

a. The AM Treat.. The 1972 AM Treaty was signed at Moscow by Presi-
dent Richard H. Nixon %nd General Secretary L. 1. Brezhnev or. may 26, 1972

asid was entered into : rce on October 3, 1972.

The full title and kcey provisions are given below:

TREATY BENEEI. TIM UNIT=D STATES OF AMERICA Aflo THE UNIOq OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST RiEPUBLICS C1 THE !IHZTATI*dS OF ANI-BALLISrIC MISSILE SYSTEKS

*The United States and the Soviet Union are each limited to two
AM-sites. the treaty Fermits each side to deploy one AIK site
about its ca,ital and another about an ICB84 launch site.

o The two sites are to be at least 1,300 SKl apart wa so configure
as to prevent the possibility of a regional or a nationwide de-
fense system.



- At .ach site there are to be r.o more than 100 launchers and 10C
interceptor missiles. The nubers and characteristics of radars
are also limited.

- Qualitative imrovements of AmI technology are to be lialtea. The
treaty further prohibits improvement in surface-to-air missiles
(SA~s) and their radars to preclude deployment against ICMNs and
SLI's.

b. The Interim Agreezent and Protocol. ?Te 1972 Interim Agreement and

its Protocol were signed at Moscow by President Richard M. Nixon and General

Secretary L. I. rezhnev on May 26, 1972 and were entered into force on

October 3, 1972.

The full titles and key provisions are given below:

2ITMRIJ AGPEE:vMf" BEThTEM THE LiTflJ STATES OF ?L"X'ICA mD THE 12U10f
OF S0*ItT SCIAL2$T jEW1i1LICS 00 CCMTAIN -:*ASXS T ;l IESPECT TO TEC

LIITIATIONS Of STRATEGIC OFrXSZT. .A-VIS

and

PftoToCOL To TIC IMTER'1 AGP&F-4MN W!EMUE THE U'NITED S7TES Or MERICA
AND. THE UNIQE OF SOVIET SOCIALIST EPUBLICS ON CERTAIN .EV-*aS .FS WhTh

RES PT TO THE LIPiTTIONS OF STW&EGiC OFFENSIVE A!v.S

* * The Interiz Agreement is to remain In effect for 5 years, unless
superceded earlier by a more conprehensive agreement.

- No new construction of ICBK launchers shall be undertaken after

July 1, 1972.

t There shall be no conversion of "light' IC9Ks to heavy" IC&ts.

m Modenization and replacement of Imps is permitted. but in this
process, the dinensions oi the silo caniot be significantly in-
creased (10-1S% allowable).

- No new construction of SLM launchers or SLIM-capable submarines
shall be undertaken after the date of signing with the exception
that:

-!.e US may incrvase to a ceiling of 710 SLIM launchers and
44 ballistic missile submarines from 6S6 SimZ launchers and
41 ballistic isile submarinec by replacing 54 older (pre-
1964) ICBM launchers.

! The USJR may increase to & ceiling of 950 SLIM aunch*rs and

62 ballistic missile gutmarines; from 74C launchers and 43
ballisUc missile submarines by replacing older (pre-1964)
ICom laun'ers.

0-2
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c. The AM Protocol. The Protocol to the 1972 AM Treaty was sigrd

at Moscow by President Richard ft. Nixon and General Secretary L. J. Drezhnev

on July 3, 1974 and was entered into force on Pay 24. 1976. This Protocol

further restrained deplocAent of strategic defensive aimaents.

The full title and key provisions are given below:

PMYTOCOL TO THE TREATY DEM TM.- UITW STATES Or AMMRICA AND THE
UNIOU OF SOVIET SOCIALIST I-EPSLICS ON THE LIMITATIOAS OF ANT-SALLISTIC

MISSILE SYSMS

* The United States and the Soviet Union are each limited to one AIN
site. (This is a reduction from the two sites permitted in the
AM treaty proper.)

o (nl o" clhange is pernited in the location of .b AM site.
Advanced notk :e must be civen. and enly in a year in which a
review. of -the AI Treaty is scheduled. The first review year
begins on October 3, 1977 and is scheduled ev*ey S years ther&-
after.

d. The _VadivL4tok Sucvt. D *in- teir teeting at Vladiavostok, Presi-

- - dent Gerald R. -Ford and General Secretary L. I. Dreahn'v agreed in principle

upon the general term h ich twuld form a basis for further strat#Sic arzs

limitations n gotiations. These terms were made public in the form of a joint

United States-Soylct statement on avea er 24, 1974. The final numbers. given

her in rarenthe"s- were released at a later date.

The full •itle Ma the e-- provisions r given below.

'Lwzv :,-m: LimXTATI oF STrantoC wEYixasWE.S jm
JONTW UNIME STATE SM~ET SrTM

-- The Un--ed States and the Soviet Union reaffrm their Intentions
to conclude & Iev agreement on the limitation of strategic offen-
site ats. The new ag ement vill incorporate the relevant pro-
visions of the Interim Agrment of May 26, 1972.

e The new greeoent will cover the period frm October 1977 thoagh
December 31i 195.

e Strategir nuclear delivery vehicles will be Lited to a certain
aggregate nmber (2400).

* The nmer of ICUfs and Stas equipped wita multiple independently
targtabl. warheads will be limited to a certain aggregate er
(1320).

Mixing of ICLVs, SINms, and bombers under the overall ceiling cm
launchers is peraitted.

0-3



e There will be no nev 1CM-silos or other fixed-site ICBM launchers
allowed.

* There will be no conversions of ilight' ICD~Is to Ohearyw XCbs.

e. The Limited Test Dan Treaty. The Limited Test Ban Treaty was signed

at ancoan m Augutt 5, 1963 at the ministerial level. and vas entered into

force an October 10, 1963.

- - The full title and !key provisions ate given below:

TREAT DAWNING M;CLEAA WEAPOK TEST IN THlE
X1H=HLEFZ, VN WTER SPAME AM UNDER MATER

*The parties to the treaty will not conduct any nuclear weapon
-test explosions, or any -ther nuclear explosions in ttre atacs-

pIhere. outer space, Or under water..

*The-treaty-is of unlimited duration, with provisions for amend-
Wnt and VithdraWl

Thesol Tet-a-Tet n ttcl The 1974 Threshold Test Ban

Treaty (ITIT) and its Protocol were signed at Moscow my President Richard .

Nixon and General Secretary L. I- Drekhoev an July)., 1974.

the full titles and key provisionts are given below:

- - -TREAT! ftE1N THE UK=! STATS OF NIERICA AXL THE
UNROf or SovIff SOCIALIST 1UtrUWC: Oc-THC LIMITATIC10

OP VADEKM W UX'C WAPON TESTS

and

PvTOCLi,2T= 1 Txw? mumI Time unITE STA!s (w Ann=IV
AND-TEM UNI or SCIS SOCIALIST ROULIS ON THE LIMITMTIP

OF ODEGUG VV%=m VWK TMSS

- - * Underground nuclear weapon tests exceeding a yield of 1I" kilo-
- tons are prohibited, effective ilArca- 31. 1976.

*Coppliatice to the provisions mill be assured through national
technical meass of verification.

0 undeigrona nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes ame j i~
-- from the provisions, of this Treaty.

*This Treaty will remain in foe for a period of S years, u-
less succeeded earlier by a me casprehansive agreement.

1-~. D-4



9 Certain technical dats shall be exchanged o the geology and
geography of nuclear weapocs tests to assis t verification of
yields by national technical means.

A A separate understanding between the parties was concluded. 1dhich
made provisions for occasional and unintentional violations of
the Treaty.

g. Underpround M Ban Treaty and Protocol.- The Undervroiid 1M Dan

Treaty and its Protocol were signed in Washington and Hoscow on nay 28, 1976

by President Gerald'Ford and General Secretary L. 1. Breihnev.

The full title and key provisions are presented below:

?A!ATY D~ETUM TIM UNITED STATES OF hARMCRAD TH lE
UVIN 0?. SOVzI SOClIUC p-rMIi CS ML P70OK To

fTmE TaEAT? os L1acu £WI vtW) 3XIst.R wkSOM PzEEFL PUmsE

*Incrporating the tern of the test ban treaty, the parties have
also agreed: not to conduct individual explosions having a yield
in excess of MS0 kilotosi not to cary cat an group explosion
having an agregate yield ex-eedin 1.S0 kilotms not to carry
out any group explosion havi, an aggregate yield exceeding 150
kilotons unless the individual explosions in the gfm, could be
ideatified and seasured - agreed verification procedures.

- The partets are pernitted to conduct teaceful mc!ear explosions
in the te ritory of another ceuntry if requested, but only if
consistent with the terms c tt.z Wor-proliferation Treaty.

- Information and access to sites of vxplosior will be provided
by each side.

_ Provisions for the rights and functions of t:ervers are set
forth ini detail.

- The Protocol addresses the psocedu-es to be followed during the
ob.servation pzocess, to include certain u -cesz, privileges and
iinities granted to observer persael.

- 3. Force Units and Actwa levels. Mhe tr%les whic' follow show the

1972 Interim Alveement limits wA the limits suggested at .ladivostok on

-o--the ns a types cf delivezy vehicles. (U)
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(U) AIWOIX 9

E MlV 0Mor CF OUQAS

1. gneral. This aj'peUz Considers the derivation of seera in-

POrtastt fomrlas-Equivalent, Meqatons. Single-Shot Probability of Kill,

Cuter military Potential, and Nard Target Kill Capability.

2. Derivations.

a. quivalent !PL.atons. Yield is related to the amunt of damage that

echA be done to an uzban-Jiustzjal target by a weapn- Yield, however, is

directly proportional to blast volum and not to the area affected by the

blast wave on the earth's surface (see rigure C-2). That is. in order to
have a moze valid measure of arban-irAitrial dasage, it is necessary to re-

late yield to area of dmane.

rigure v- (U). Blast 1blme

Sinam the yield (Y) is proportic4%al to the blast volame and the

blast volume is pronortional to the blast zafius (a) cubed, -t follous

that Yield is Ips prdieal to the blast radius cubed.

This relation than allows the blast radius to he expressed In er

of yieldi:

Z7-i
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The blast area (A) is related to blast radius by the standard area

Luk 0SF. (2)

Combining equations (1) and (2),

A- Ag 2 er/)2

'Thu. th blat ara ispro renl to ise a il ro tonalty wonstart.

2/3

Note.- Because. except fee a few large cities, yields in the
magAton class can easily exceed the target size. a
smaller exponent Is often used for these large weapons.
This is an atteapt to discout the blast region he-
yond tip! target z4.a

b. Single--VioL Pr* I ability of Kill. Owan calculating the probability
of destruction of a har: target, it Is amed that the warheads fall in a
circular normal distribs1:1cm about the target. athematically, this is
expressed as:

_J2

where: r is the radius I tor th2 target.

a"d a is a constant which specifies the
Spread Of the distribution.

it is further asxmed that the warhead has a 'cookie-cutter- damage
funct ion- That is- if the warbead landst within the lota! radius (Lit) of
the target. as determined br the yield of the weapon and the haramss of

3C-2
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the target, thn the target will be destroyed. Therefore, given the radius
in which one-half of the warheads will fall (CEP), the probability that the
target will survive (that the warhead will fall outside the lethal radius)
ist

_ p (2) LR/CEp)
2

-- :. • (3)

The lethal radius can be assumed to be the product of some function
of hardness (f(h)) and the blast radius. As can be seen from the derivation
of E, the blast radius is proportional to the yield of the weapon to the
one-third power. Thus:

-
R f(h)Y

Since yield is in megatons, f(h) is the lethal radius of a One
megaton weapon cf a target of hardress h.

Equation (3) becomes:

PS

_n(2) f2(h) (Y2/
3 /(p2)

(4)

Since, by definition, CHP Y 2/3/CEp 2, eq.ati6n (4) may also be written as

-- e-ln(2) f2(h) CHP

or letting g(h) * in(2) f 2 (h), p - e9(h)OIP.

One approximation to the lethal radius of a one megaton weapon iss

h -1/3

1Another approximation is f(h) (0.068h - 0.23 h + .19)"1/3

aE-
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Equation (4) becomes then:

-In (2) C1iP (h/16) -2/3
P. e

Finally, the single shot probability of kill (Pk) is:

2/3
or ek - ln(CMP(h/16)

Note: There are many other factors in determining the probability of hard
target kill--e.g., sh ap of target, whether the target is vulnerable
to overpressure or-dynamic pressure, duration of tne blast wave, etc.--
which were not considered here.

.Counter militaryPotential. Counter Military Potential (C2") is

defined ast

The-usefulness of this formulation as a measure of counter-forc. damage

-Potential can be seen by considering the following:

Given a -target with a hardness h and two weapons to be tsed against

-4 it (detonated sufficiently far apart in time so as to exclude fr.::ricide) with

yields of Y1 and V2 and accuracies of CEP1 and CEP2 , respectivell, then'the

probabilit y of the target surviving each weapon separately is as :ollos

.2/3 .2
Ps= eg 0O}  I /CEPv I

- 2/3 /E 2- " : PS2 0 e" ( O 2 /£2.

<:7:-
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The probability that the target will survive both weapons (P5) is:

S S £

1 2

2) 2/3 2)
C og o)Y' 3/CEP -g(ho )y /CEP

,)2/3  2 2/3 2
-o l(hO ) - /CEP 1 

+ Y2  /CEP2)

212 2

C Y2/3 .Since 1 C=

and 04P2 -2/ 2'(2 " 2 /CE 2"

-g(ho ) (4P + CIP2=_. -- e o-lp 2)

Thus the advantage of C4P is that a simple summation of CHPI values

can be ised to determine the probability of kill (P = I - Ps) of a target

against which multiple warheads are used. In a rough sense, therefor6, the

more total C4P a force has the greater is its potential for destruction of

hAid targets.

HOTE: It is an unfo3 unate result, but a necessary one in terms of probability

functions, that CP ti nds to infinity as the accuracy becomes greater and

greater--i.e., as CET tends to zero. This is not a proolem when QHP values

are used in determiniig the probability of destruction of a single target.

Hweveir, in the sense that cmP as a measure is used--i.e.. the potential

of multiple weapons against multiple targets-the inclusion of even

a single weapon with great accuracy can cause total CMP values to overstate

te real destructive c-pabi'ity of a group of weapons as a whole.

d. Hard Target KiAl Capability. Hard target kill capability is an ex-

pected value in the mathematical sense. That is, if the number of weapons

available and the probability of kill for each are %Aon, then it is expected

that a certain number of targets will be destroyed.

E-S
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For instance, given N - 100 weapons with Pa - 0.9 probability of
arrival and detonation and probability of kill e k - 0.5, then it is expected

--i.e., if the experiment could be repeated many times then the mean average

result would be--that 90 weapons will arrive and that of those arriving, 45

will each destroy a target.

That is:

Arriving weapons - ! x P . (100) x (0.9) - 90.

Tazgets Destroyed - (Arriving Weapons) x Pk = (90) x (0.5) - 45.

This could have been done all at once as:

Targets Destroyed = N x P x Pk - (100) x (0.9) x (0.5) -45.
* a k

If there arc a number of weapon systems, then they are summed.

# of Systens

So that: Hard Target Kill Capability -C 1 . Pa Pk.i~l i£.R

where: N. a number of weapons in the i system,

P probz-ility of successful arr!.val and
detonation of the ith weapon system,

P k. single shot probability of kill of the

i t h system.

I
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TACTICAL/THEATER NUCLEAR FORCES (U)

1. (U) Introduction. This appendix addresses tactical/theater nuclear-

capable forces. A comparison of tactical/theater nuclear forces is much

more difficult than one of strategic forces. Force structure, planning,

tactics, and force posture all interact to dictate the number and types of

nuclear systems to be developed and deployed. A force which is considered

to be primarily defensive in nature may lean toward smaller yield shorter

range weapons, whil. a force vhich is designed for the offensive may tend to

have longer range, larger yield weapons.

To compare the total inventories of US and USSR tactical/theater nuclear

forces tends to ignore the deployment of these forces. The USSR, while

mainly deployed in the- Soviet Western Military Districts ard the Warsaw

kact nations, tras an appreciable amount of its forces depoqyed along the

Sinc-Soviet-bordek. On the other hand, the US, which is also heavily de-

_ployed in the European theater, maintairs considerable forces in the US and

the Pacific.

While all of- the forces of either nation could conceivably be deployed

to a single theater, it is--highly unlikely that this woul,4 ever occur.

Additional-difficulties are encountered in any compar. :on of tactical/

theater nuclear forces. Some of these are:

* How many warheads are associated with each delivery -ystem?

e Are there reloads readily available?

e Does every individual delivery system which is nucle.ar-capabe have
weapons assigned to it?

* Axe all variants of a given system nuclear-capable?

* What are the characteristics of the system?

a For systems which have both a conventional and a nuclear capability,

are the system characteristics the same in either role?

a What are the characteristics of the nuclear warheid?

- t
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:. (U) TYins of Weapons.

a. United states. The US" nventory of tactcal/heater nuclear eapons
consists of short range surface-to-surface Missiles, artillery, surface-to-
air missiles, bombs, and Atomic Demolition Munitions (AM).

b. Soviet Union. The USSR inventory, is essentially the same in generalcharacteristics as that of the US with the addition of Medium Range BallisticSMissiles (HROm,4) and Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBIM).
C. StrateSic Forces. Both nations have large inventories of strategicnuclear weapons which could be used in a tactical/theater conflict. The po-

tencial use of any of these weapons cannot be ruled out.

3.

Short Range Missile LaunchersMedium Rane/Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (.iR/RBM) Launchersbluclear-Capable Aircraft Excluding Long Range Strategic BonbersSea-Launched Cruise Missile Launchers. (U)

i-V 2
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SHORT RWNGL MISSILE LAUNCHERS (U)

Uhat it-Measures. The number of short xan~i aissile launchers in the

invntoy o Ixth he S and USSR is totaled. (U) -

(i), Limitations. &I comibining all short rai.ie missile launchers into one'1

total, the trwasure ignores individual system characteristics such as range.

warhead yield, acurcm-ltec

-the ""se also disregaids the reload capability of each system and

numer of-iwarheads available.

Launcher location and redeployment capabilities are not considered.

.
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(U) Uncertainties. The numbcrs of past a-d present Soviet missile launch-

" ers are known with reasonable accuracy. Future estimates have a greater un-

certainty and are based upon US projections of Soviet force structure.

Com:%ent. Comparisons of the systems in the two forces in 1977 are

shown in Figures P-2 (Number of Short Range Surface-to-Surface Missile Launch-

ers, 1977 Inventory) and Figure F-3 (Range Capability of Surface-to-Surface

Short Range missiles, 1977 Inventory). (U)

-- A

Figure F-3 ir:icates both the maxium and minimum range capabilities

of the various systems. (U)

r-5

Pages F-6 and F-7 were
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NUCLEAR-CAPABLE AZRCRAFT EXCWUDING
LON1G IRANGE STRA'E=XC BO1S-Z3RS (U)

4 Whit it Measures. The measure compares the total of all the aircraft

which possess a nuclear delivery capability other than long range strategic

bombers. (U)

A'-

Limitalions. The measure ir :ludes all US Navy and Harine Corps A-4,

A-6. and A-7 attack/fD htcr aircraft and all LIS Air Force F-4 fighter/

attack aircraft. (U)

(U) The measure dc: s not include long range bombers assigned to either

the US Strategic Air Ccrnand (SAC) or the -'SSR Long Range Aviation (LRA) forces.

These aircraft (the US B-S2 and the Soviet ihEh and BSW) all could be used

in tactical/theater roles.

[%-8
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(U) "the measure does not consider individual aircraft capabilities such

as range, speed, number of weapons carried, delivery accuracy, etc.

(U) Since the measure totals all nuclear-capable aircraft except long

range strategic bombers, it is an indication of a total tactical/theater

capability. However, due to the present deploymcnt of both US and USSR forces,

it is not a true imasure of delivery capability in any one theater.

X' () Uncertainties. There is some uncertainty regarding the nuwmers of

aircraft. 1his uncertainty is much greater for future years than past.

There is a deg,-e of uncertainty relative to the nuclear capbility a

- given aircraft type. C e models of aircraft may all be imclear-capable

while other modcls may have only a few ., configured. In addition, not all

naclear-capable aircraft arc assign.J primary nuclear missions.

-P;
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SEA-LAi1NCE -CRUISE M1ISSILE:S LAMMCIRS (U)

)uhat It Measures. ibis measure is a count of the number of sea-

launched cruise missile launchers in the 'is5 and UMS inventories. (U)

I IF



(U) Counting launchers disregards individual characteristics such as

range, yield, accuracies, reliability, etc.

(U) Uncertainties. There is uncertainty as to the nueber of Soviet

launchers. There is also some uncertainty in the numaber of US launchers

-- arid the rate at whic!- they will be deployed.

(U) Cocment_. The rapid rise in "Is sea-lunhed cruise amissiles after

1979 is attributed to the US plananed SLCH program.
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STRTEGIC WEVPONS SYT2M (U)

2. (0) General. This appendix lists the characteristics of the US and

USSR offensive strategic vez ,ons systems used in this report. For-!COMs

the throw-weiqht. the number of reentry-vehicles (XWJ.), yield per RV, CEP,

and hardnesses of the XC3Lt systems are listed. Additionally, the schedules

for uapgrading 11N~1W silo, hardnesses and for the W1~2A phase-i r

presented. The SLOM characteristics listed are the number of Rvs, yield

per WI, CEp, and range. Finally. bomber weapons yield= and accuracies and

the-bonSer loadings assumed In th'is report are listed. These are nominal.

figures-and were used force wide.
2. The Tables. 7%e tables contained In this appendix are:

Us- ICL.4 aihaiacu'l-istics
* IWIUTEL1%W; Silo na dne-.jc Upgrading scehedule

i1K1A Phase-Zn Scitedtzle
USSR ICBM -Characteistics
us &M~t Cliaacteristic.
USSP SLM1 Characteristics
U~s and USSR Bomber weapons Characteris tics (U)

Pages G-2 through G-6
were Deleted.



(U) APPENDIX H

GLOSSAY 0? TEIMS

|X Anti-Air 1Uarfare

Li Anti-Ballistic vissile

---*-s Air-Launched Cruise Missile

AXv Air-to-Surface missile

MSW Anti-Submarine Warfare

_W LJ Ballistic missile Defense

bus see PrBV

C ? Circular Error Probable (indicatc.- of weao-. _.-ra '; it
is the radius of a circle withi. whi--h half c4 tc warheads
are expected to fall)

m- Counter Military Potential, also called "let..a2.ty

-rd* - Early tav-irIg/Gromd Control Inteccept

Equvalntmegatcns

U-2-7 - .Interconinerntal Ballistic rissile (approx:r ts17 3,000-- to
8.00-nautical vdle range)

lilm Ilntormediate-Fange Ballistic Missile (ay.-jx-i.&1t. 500-
to 3.0 O-nautical nile range

Kilotar frMuivalent to 1.000 tons of TNT:)

LTA Lown-kange Aviation (Soviet Avtsila NInc-o t v:-a)

,_ P.ultiple izd-ndently targetable Reentry V-:.i

.edt-inA:e fallis..ic Missile (awrox.ately '9- to
1,0SW-nautical aile range)

. ultiple Reentry Vehicle

nI Heeaton (equivalent to 1.000.O00 tens of 7fT)

WA Manufacturing Value Added

ZAI-W5 Worth Atlantic Treaty Organization

PIW. Post-boos-t Vehicle (vehicle that carries mti,2# reentry
vehicles; generally kIrmm as 'bus)

= IPeaceful Nuclear Eiplosion

ts.- Pounds Ter Square Inch

.no Air Defense Forces (Soviet Protivo-Vzdushmo-i . broy- Strany)

Meentry Vehicle

=--
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SAC Strategic Air Command (LS)

SAL Strategic Arms Limitation

SALT Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

S;M Surface-to-Air Missile

SLILM Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile

SRAM Short-Range Attack Missile

SF Strategic Rocket Forces (Soviet Raketnye Vovska Strat--
gichrkogo ::aznacheniya)

S:B Ballistic Missile Submarine (diesel-electric)

SSBN Eallistic Missile Submarine (nuclear)

Ss k  Sincle Shot Probakility of Yill

TAC Tactical Air Co.mand (".S)

Vulnerailitv Number (Indicator of target Vulnerability to
blost effects)

/
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